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INTRODUCTION

The use of digital computers in aircraft has grown tremendously over the last ten years. Originally, the use was for
noncritical functions such as navigation and more recently the use has spread to many more areas including the more
critical functions such as flight control (e.g. DC-9-80, B-767). Over the last five years, microprocessors have become
widespread throughout many industries and are being studied extensively for aerospace applications. Due to the great
demand from nonaerospace industries, however, the microprocessor manufacturers have been reluctant to build flight-
qualified versions of their microprocessors for the relatively limited volumes of the aerospace market. In the coming
years the technology of microprocessors will no doubt enter flight qualified hardware in some fashion and will have the
same impact as on other industries: i.e. prices will drop for a given level of computation.

Aircraft propulsion systems have become more complex simultaneously with the revolution in digital computers,
particularly in terms of the number of functions to be controlled. Therefore, the application of digital computers an(),--
ult.mately microprocessor technology to aircraft propulsion systems will eventually come about. ,.-

This lecture series is designed to acquaint the propulsion control system designer with the imp oriit aspects of
digital control systems with specific attention to microprocessors where available. The first tpp<'deals with digital
hardware; beginning with a discussion of the various microprocessor characteiistics aspy~5ied to propulsion controllers
(Burrage) and ending with a discussion of digital system packaging and its best airft location (Vizzini).

The second topic deals with software. A discussion of the deignliiethods for the algorithm in any digital control
system contains a section on small word size and slow- lifng effects, both of which take on added importance when
using microprocessors (Powell). Software programmihig languages and checkout procedures are then discussed with an
emphasis on good overall management teehrijues of the entire software generation activity (Miller).

The next topic-cdncerns the area of digital system test and monitoring. The discussion covers the system hardware,
real time operating system, system software, and control software (Evans).

Reliability is then discussed with specific attention to safety analysis and prediction through the use of fault trees
(Evans). Furthermore, basic techniques in arriving at reliable software along with methodologies for its verification are
covered (Amoia).

Applications of digital propulsion control systems are then discussed (Collins) and (Miller).
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MICROPROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPARATIVE

FEATURES

by

R G Burrage
Lucas Aerospace Limited

York Road, Birmingham B28 8LN
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

A modern design ef control for a gas turbine engine is used to introduce the concept of
computer controL. This shows the function of the microprocessor, which associated cir-
cuits are needed to complete the control, and the features of the microprocessor that
suit it to control tasks.

Many tasks other than contrnl can be undertaken by microprocessors. These are discussed
next to establish which gen ral features are of importance to propulsion systems.

These features, plus the normal criteria applied to the procurement of any component, can
be used as a guide to the selection of a microprocessor. Using this approach comparisons
are made of different manufacturer's products.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1972 the advanced projects team at Lucas surveyed the digital computer scene; the first
of the commercial microprocessors had arrived, but where were the military specification
devices that were needed in engine controls? None were available, and it was not easy
to predict who would be the first manufacturer to provide anything approaching the computer
capability of the mini computers that we were using in experimental engine controls at
that time.

Now the variety of microprocessor designs from different manufacturers and even from
individual manufacturers is truly impressive. Table 1 shows 46 microprocessor designs
and the manufacturers who are their original design source. However, this is only part
of the story. Some designs are also manufactured by other suppliers so the actual
number of manufacturers is much greater than named here. Some of the microprocessors
are just one member from a whole family of devices, for instance the 8048 is the first
member of a family of 12 closely related microprocessors made by Intel. There are many
other families and many original designs and manufacturers omitted, so table 1 is perhaps
only the tip of the iceberg!

AMD Motorola Rockwell
'900s, 4, B, M, 3 14500, 1, C, M, 0 PPS-4/1, 4, P, 0, 0
29116, 16, B, 0, 0 6802, 8, N, M, 5 6500s, 8, N, 0, 2

6805s, 8, N/C, 0, 2
AMI 6809, 8, H, it, 3 Texas Instruments
S2000s, 4, N, 0, 0 6801, 8, H, 0, 2 TMS1000s, 4, P/C, 0, 0

68000, 16, H, 0, 1 TMS9980s, 8, N, 0, 2
Commodore TMS9900, 16, N, 0, 2
650Xs, 8, N, M, 2 Mostek SBP9900, 16, B, M, 0

3870, 8, N, 0, 2
Data General Western Digital
mN6Ols, 16, N, 0, 0 National Semiconductor 1872/2272, 4, P, 0, 0

COP400s, 4, N, 0, 1
Fairchild NSC800, 8, C, 0, 0 Zilog
F8, 8, N, 0, 3 8060, 8, N, 0, 0 Z8, 8, N, 0, 1
9400, 4, B, M, 1 8070, 8, N, 0, 0 Z80, 8, N, M, 5
F10023X, 8, B, 0, 1 16000, 16, N, 0, 0 Z8000, 16, N, 0, 2
9445, 16, B, 0, 0

NEC
Ferranti uCOM42, 4, P, 0, 0
FIOO-L, 16, B, M, 0 uPD75XX, 4, P/C, 0, 0

uCOM87, 8, N, 0, 0
Intel

8, N, 0, 6 OKI
8051, 8, H, 0, 0 WS1M5840, 4, C, 0, 0
8085, 8, N, M, 2
8086, 16, N, 0, 2 Panasonic
iAPX432, 32, H, 0, 0 MNIT, 4, N, 0, 0
2920, 25, N, 0, 0

RCA
Intersil 1802s, 8, C, M, I
6100, 12, C, M, 1
80C48, 8, C. 0, 3

Table 1 - The Wide Variety of Microprocessor Iesigns
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As a first assessment of any microprocessor it is useful to know its data word length,
the manufacturing process and how many manufacturers make it. For convenience this
is represented on table 1 by the use of four terms enclosed in brackets, such as
(4, B, M, 3) placed alongside each microprocessor. The first item gives the length of
the data word in bits and typically may have the values 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 or 16. The
second term gives the semiconductor process in which it is manufactured:

P PMOS
N NMOS
C CMOS
H HMOS
B Bipolar

and if available in two processes would be given as P/C meaning available in either PMOS
or CMOS. The third term indicates operating temperature capability: M means it is
believed that military temperature range devices are available and may be qualified to
a full military specification, 0 means may not be available to a military temperature
range. The fourth term is the number of manufacturers believed to second-source the
design either by a licence or by copy.

From this present day wide range of microprocessors, the question is which devices are
suitable for propulsion controls. This paper provides some answers - hopefully in a
way that will be constructive to microprocessor users and suppliers - acting as a
reminder of those features that can be important in power plant propulsion systems.
Before attempting a selection let us consider some of the background on powerplant
controls.

Traditionally gas turbine engines have been controlled hydromechanically or by using
analogue electronics. However many development projects and some production engines
are being controlled digitally at the present time. The complexity of tasks undertaken
ranges from single controls for throw away propulsion units, through controls for
accessory power units, helicopter engines and large civil turbo fans to the complex
controls needed for reheated engines used on supersonic transports and military aircraft.
Table 2 shows Lucas's activity in this area and illustrates how microprocessors can be
used even for the most exacting and complex tasks.

ENGINE CONTROL
APPLICATION BUILD STANDARD PROCESSOR

Military Engine Breadboard SBP9900

Industrial Olympus Production SBP9900

RB211/535 Production SBP9900

LTS1O1 Production IM6100

Lucas APU Production IM6100

ATDE Prototype I?.16100

Olympus 593 Prototype Minicomputer

Advanced Full Authority Breadboard SBP9900

Missile Project Prototype MC6802

Table 2 - Lucas Controls run on engines in 1980

We have elected to use three different processors in these various applications and this
prompts the question, are there fundamental differences in their use, or has the choice
simply been a matter of detail? To my knowledge there are no fundamental differences -
the selection is in the last analysis dependant upon the detailed differences in price,
performance, availability and familiarity with suitable devices. By discussing some
of these units in a general way I hope to show how such selections can be made.

Some of these control units are shown in Figure 1. Their external anpearance reflects that
they are designed for flight applications, to be mounted either within the airframe or
directly on the engine. This brings us back immediately to the fact that any components,
including microprocessors, used in these units must be to the high levels of quality
needed for aircraft equipment and engine equipment in particular.
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Figure 1 - Three Microprocessor Based Engine Controls

Usually the electronic components will be specified to MIL 883B, BS9000, or an equivalent
high standard. This immediately elimina es many microprocessors which cannot meet the
military temperature range, -55 C to +125 C, that is part of these standards. Often
microprocessor manufacturers are not prepared to adjust manufacturing and selection
processes to yield military temperature range devices simply because it would disrupt the
existing product line. This is an important point because it emphasises that some
designs of microprocessor and some manufacturing processes may be committed to entirely

different markets. One way of separating out the different areas of interest is to
split the microprocessor market according to temperature range and determine the value of
each segment, this is shown on Figure 2.

$109.

F C01ERCIAL COMIMERC IAL
(MULTI CHIP) (ONE CHIPA

0 TO +700 0 TO +70 C

$10o8 .

AUTOMOTIVE
Estimate of -
Total Value -40 TO +65°C

to Date
EXTENDED

TEM PERATURE 0
$107 55 TO 125 C

$10

10 106 108

Figure 2 - Estimate of Number of Parts Shipped to Diateo

Temperature range does matter - first because the power control environment (-an h,
extreme, secondly because running a microprocessor near to the limits of its
temperature specifications can force transient failures which do not show up when thl,
unit returns to the normal temperature. So microprocessors that are available to the
full military specification are of great interest. Some of the manufacturing pro,,sses.
Bipolar and CMOS have excellent temperature capability and this alone may make o articular
processors of interest.

b LAI
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Production quantities for military components are small, for example the usage during
1980 of microprocessors in Europear, defence applications has been estimated to be only
4% of the European total. By comparison with the vast commercial and fast growing
automative microprocessors the -military only- designs arc likely to be very expensivw,
with no back-up of vast production quantities or second sourcing. On the other hand
"militarised" versions of popular commercial products will tend to be non-standard
products and so relatively expensive, but because of the popular high yield processes
used are likely to be second sourced.

These observations provide a basis for a first selection: is the microprocessor available
to a full temperature range and military specification and available from a number of
different suppliers? Unfortunately this criterion would exclude many important designs
and so devices that are CMOS or Bipolar, or are full temperature range or that the
manufactorer promises will eventually be available to a full military specification may
need to be considered. Applying this arbitrary criteria to find 15 devices of possible
interest from Table 1 has produced the selection listed in Table 3.

8048 Single chip, 8 bits, CMOS version by Intersil

1802 8 bit, CMOS by RCA, Military temperature range

8085 8 bit. NMOS by Intel, enhanced 8080

Z80 High performance 8 bit by Zilog

6802 8 bit, NMOS by Motorola, RAM and Clock on chip

146805 6800 subset, RAM, Clock, Timer on chip

6809 High performance 8 bit, by Motorola

6100 12 bit Mil Spec. CMOS, from Intersil

F100-L Full military grade, 16 bit, Bipolar, by Ferranti

SBP9900 Full military grade, 16 bit, Bipolar, by T.I.

8086 By Intel, first of the new high performance, 16 bit. NMOS

Z8000 Zilog's reply to the 8086, also NMOS

68000 Even more advanced 16 bit lIMOS design by Motorola

iAPX432 A future 32 bit NMOS, expected soon from Intel

F10022X Very high speed, 8 bit slice. Bipolar, by Fairchild

2920 Interesting 'analogue' processor by Intel

Table 3 - A Selection of 15 Microprocessors

To refine this list further consider an application example of powerplant control and use

it to provide more specific selection criteria.

2. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Returning to the engine controls shown in Figure 1, the actual tasks performed are similar
in each case so let us choose one as the application example. Controlling the thrust or
power delivered by the engine is the primary duty, but in achieving this, other important
tasks are performed: sequencing the engine through starting and shut down procedures,
providing engine safety, limiting against inadvertent overspeeding or over temperature,
and finally providing self test features for the purposes of safety (delct inr faults and
taking safe action) or for maintenance information. The microprocessor can be Programnpd
to assist in each of these tasks, as represented by the electronic control system diagram
in Figure 3.

The microprocessor and its memory are at the centre of all signal flow - it receives all
the input signals, determines the appropriate control action, and sets the output signals
accordingly. Usually there are safety circuits monitoring the power supol, outout driy e
amplifiers and the microprocessor itself, which act independently of the microprocessor.
Apart from these safety circuits, the microprocessor has complete command over all control
action.
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Figure 3 - Block diagram for example electronic control

The control program is an item by item sequence comprising 3000 or more instruction-, to
be obeyed by thle microprocessor and depending on its functional capability will take more
or less time to complete its calculations. The dynamics of thle engrine and control
sp ecified determine the desired sample period of the control program. 20 milliseconds in
the present example, and so the microprocessor is required to work within this limitation.
Typically the 20 millisecond sample period is spent on responding to thle real time clock
to start the new period, reading inputs on control calculations for power or Sequencing
operations, onl limit calculations and on self test, and final ly set ting the OLtt')utS thait
determine fuel flow to thle powerplant . Table 4 below lists some of thle tasks undertaken.

Power-up - check whether engine is out. windmilling or already.N runni ng.
initialise control variables as appropriate.

Itoi It in T&'s t - check that BITE (enab le signal is present and that engine is
not runnintg. i f okay go Ithrough tests responding to clocklil
prompts, and display fault codes etc.

St art i ng - initialise for starting. set light-up flow, detect light-tip.
acc(elerate engine Ito idle. cont rol engzine st ably at i dle'.

Ba nge IontIrol - cottrolI eng inte onl range con trol pa ramte r etng ine speed . prt'(55t1re
ratio as appropriate. ii respotnse to Iipilot ' s lever posit ion.

Transients - control engine during transients so Thiat it doe's not acc''Tl('TNat!
into stall ot' develerat(' intlo flame-out regions.

LiJmi t i ng - protect engine from running he'\itii t'taltio'tt or1 sitvad% 51 t'

li mit s of' temperatu re. speeds, pr'essure's (t I.

Sh ut -down - abtit-down oututs in gooId orde'r.

Sa fety - clWIck a I I itHIM tS and ou t JIIt S f or c're'd i 1i I i Iv, ftc.'u 'I' I~tt 1
dutr ing Itratie nt I ati Ts , tr'vet Iou I 'II for piT't'sislIalit l I11

(,rouind Te st - s,'rvic.' groundit test port via serial hlighway.

Ia 
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The method used to define each index is first to write down a check list of relevant
questions, expressed so that yes/no answers can be used. Then each question is given a
weighted score mark for a 'yes' answer, the weighting chosen to reflect the importance
of the question. The index value for a particular microprocessor is calculated by
answering the check list and summing the scores for each question achieving a 'yes'

Note that the accuracy of the indices and the resulting figure of merit are adequat, to
produce a short list - but not accurate enough for design decisions. The real choice
of microprocessor always should be based on assessing detailed design proposals. Now
consider how the 15 microprocessors selected compare, firstly assessed for Function.

4. FUNCTION

In the example control the microprocessor obeys a well defined program to act upon all
incoming and outgoing signals. This program, that is the sequence of instructions and
the fixed data, is stored in permanent memory, in this instance Programmable Read Only
Memory, PROM, see Figure 4. In working through the program the microprocessor is
instructed to fetch or send data to an input or output device and to manipulate data
representing the control variables using its internal registers and external temporary
storage in the random access memory, RAM. Some of the program tasks involve self-test
and monitoring of the unit and produce variable data that is to be stored or accumulated
from flight to flight, and must therefore not be lost when electrical supplies are
interrupted or shut down at the end of a flight. Such data is stored in non-volatile
memory called Electrically Alterable Read Only Memory, EAROM.

CURRENT
CLOCK SOURCEOUPT

PORTS

CLOCK INJECTION INPUT
CURRENT PORTSINT. REQ.

- INTERRUPT IR. 
PROM PROGRAM

RIORITISArION INTERRUPT STORE
S CODE 16 BIT DATA BUS

PROM DATUM AND
SBP 9900 CARPET STOREMICROPROCESSOR

DBIN RAM DATUMDBIN BUS AND SCRATCH PAD
MEMEN MEMORY

TOSERIAL}- CRU CLK WE CONTROL
NTERFACE J- CRU OUT.I RAM WORKSHOP, j

CRU IN GROUND I5 BIT ADDRESS BUS

_PORT ADDRESSI_
DECODE

Figure 4 - The Microprocessor and Associated Components

A single run through the control part of a prcgram varies, taking about 16 milliseconds
on average, depending on the "path". Order is imposed on this somewhat irregular
arrangement by the Real Time Clock, RTC, which promps the microprocessor to repeat the
control tasks at precisely 20 millisecond intervals. fhis has a number of advantages.
First it means that the time dependant calculations using the sample rate for integration.
dynamic filtering, sequencing of simply tuning are now based on an accurate interval
rather than a randomly variable interval. Secondly there is during each 20 millisecond

interval some free time left over after the control calculations have been completed,
this free time is used for lower priority tasks in base level, which continue at a more
leisurely rate and can be interrupted safely. Finally the microprocessor's response to
the RTC and to a fixed time test task is monitored by a Watch Dog Timer, WDT, which expects
to be addressed within a narrow time window every control interval. This simple safety
circuit confirms that the microprocessor is responding sensibly to the RTC, and that RTC
itself is functioning within tolerance.



The real time nature of the control tasks has introduced another function of micro-
processor; it must be capable of* being interrupted in order to respond to external
events. Figure 5 shows hlow the interrupt facilIi ty is used in thtis engine cont rol .

Figure 5 - ~InIerrupttor

Thhges Riorty i nterp isasca t i sevcn heW hlo r rha rdwa re

the sample rate clock has thle next hi ghest priority causing t he main Program t asks f or
input/output, data validat ion, control calculations and safety to he Performed. I deally i.
the base lovel1 should be used for ground test rout i nes, hoi I t - i n-test rout i nes , f au ItI
recording and similar 'slow' tasks.

Thte input/output rout ine's involve exchanging data wi th analogue to digital convvrt,-rs
digital to anialogue converters, discrete inputs f rum switches, discrete outputs to, relays
and lamps, and any other hardware that links the( mi croprocessor to its tasks,;. The a-cu racyN
and resolutiont reqired when convert ing the analogue signals is likely to he 8, 10 or 12
hiits and this in turn imposes an accuracy requ irementI on the sotftware cal cul1at ions awithlin

het( amicrop rocesso)r. An 8-hi t m icroprocessor can be programmed tou work at h igh er accuracy%
for example 16-hit accuracy is Possibhl1e because the mi croprocessor can use, two eight hi I
diat a words to represent a singlte 16-bit answer. Working at hi gher accu racy invol vis more
proigram at eps and there fore slows the program down . This is accept able it thle p rogram is
completed well within the sample data target, in the present example 20 milliseconds. it
tis- is difficultI then choosing anl 8-bit machi no with 16-hit in tervalIs. or choosing at
12--hi t or 16-hi t machi no may ho one way to sotlye the( accuracy /time p roblIemr.

The accuracy /time t argot is one example of hlow a so ft ware design aspect (an ittftlunce the(
design and choice of hardware. Anot her is 'east'' of programming. Programmilng involves
chboos ing one out of 100 types for each of the 3000 or so inst ruc ions in It.e, con trol
program and LucaS uise' a highi level language to make t lis cripc x task a manag-,abl1e and
well st rutuored act ivi ty.- Our chice of mi croprocessor wilt lie intlIuen ced by whet her its

ffnstructIion~f set, lielps or linders the hiigh level language and this is best explal ined liv
describ inrg tire, langruage and i ts purpose and i dentiflyinrg thle types ,f* infstruct ion that are
L5(' fu I.

No mattler' hlow wellt dealitted thre hairdware tof a mi croproc'essr based i-onirol Yvatr ema nriv e
fliu sbo-cess of the p~rojiect hinge's on fit' quarl ity of flit -software used. (Oul lit v inl tis.
context, - t'I-timlassifIg - simplicity of' apiplicatioft, visiiilIity. cotrt'l lbi hifl aind
audi ficatiron capabilIity . Wheti considiri ng thei teeds of at suitlahle' highlev- lanigriagi'
fot, cofntroll system appl icat ions, siX objtct ivtes oif stich at larnguage' wcet idint ified, these
h- i ng;

'fbi' language to hei, as ftll asfit',il( cont rul enginiet-r is t'otceril'rl
indt'prndarit of theri micropttiroc'tesor bing ui5(il

Theii control r'ngifcritf tit he' iii trvet of fi'( lis-it to, hayv- an
oi rnsi vf' knowle dgi' trf tllh- mictroipr'o-'ssor hinrg tiard

bt'- uiser infs'rfav's to Ie fni luri'd to Produice' aft applit-at ioln-
tio n teid pr'ogramminog sys teim so that t i'( -itr c ciginet' carlt
I tatist'rilrt hris tontro~l astnNf, dis i gr f into rnnabe Ii' id al 's
it-i'lel at-I ndrl rapiuily
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The software stages to have full visibility so that traceability
of the software from the original control system design to the
runnable code in the system store is ensured.

The software system to be so structured that good design practices
are enforced and that rigorous testing and cross checking can be
applied.

The software system to be structured so that the raising of high
quality documentation becomes a natural and integral part of the
software writing process.

With these six objectives in mind, together with a knowledge of the technical needs of
the control engineer, Lucas Aerospace developed a high level language known as LUCOL
(LUcas COntrol Language) as part of a total software system package. The 1'nguage
enables control engineers to program directly from their control diagrams thus enabling
them and other engineers to have full software visibility in a form traditional to
engineering disciplines.

The basis of the language is a series of modules representing commonly used analogue
type control system blocks as well as sequential logic operations. The control engineer
solves his problem by specifying an appropriately ordered network of modules. These
modules are drawn from a library of rigorously tested assembly language programs which
also includes input/output and safety routines.

Each module has assigned to it a mnemonic and a standard functional diagram. The control
engineer draws his system block diagram using the LUCOL elements - this block diagram then
forms a pictorial representation of the software, see Figure 6a.

Figure 6a - LUCOL example: block diagram

The example shows a proportional plus integral control loop for a variable T6 which,
when passed through a lowest wins with a function of P3, generates a fuel demand signal.
The next step is to list this in standard LUCOL form, as shown below:

GET (T6D) ; Read T6D into implicit register

SUB (T6A) ; Subtract T6A to form error signal

PUT (T6E) ; Save error signal

MUL DIV (*,60,I00) ; Scale error by 0.6

INTR (GAIN, STORE) Integrate result

PUT (INTGRL) Save result

MUL DIV (T6E,20,100) Scale T6E by 0.2

ADD (INTGRL) Add integral term

PUT (T6LOW Save result

GET (P3) Read P3 into implicit register

FGEN (TABLE) Look up P3 schedule

LWINS (T6LOW Lowest wins with T6 loop e'rror

PUT (FUEl; Sav fuel demand
Fi igur 6 b - Example blUCOIc list

Th exml hw rprinlpu nera oto opfravral 6wih
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The listing can be seen to have a good correlation with the block diagram: the basic
control program is generated simply by producing a calling sequence listing the modules,
in mnemonic form, and their associated parameters. Thtse parameters specify the data
flow between modules (analogous to the signal flow on a conventional block diagram) and
the direct parameters such as gains, time constants etc. Comments are added by using
a semicolon to separate each LUCOL statement from its comment. Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
show the visibility achieved in this high level language source program. The LUCOL
translator comtinues this visibility translating the source program into runnable code
by preserving the list virtually unchanged except that now each item is the binary
address of the LUCOL module rather than merely a mnemonic, or is the binary address of
the variable in the random access memory.

These features of LUCOL depend on the use of subroutines, each module is a well specified
subroutine, and on threaded code which allows a list of mnemonics or addresses tc
completely define the control programs in which the modules are being used. A micro-
processor with good instructions for handling subroutines, indirect addressing and auto-
incrementing will assist the efficiency and visibility of this type of high quality
software.

From all of the above discussion the following general questions can be asked of a micro-
processor: what is its data word length, what is the average time for an instruction,
can it deal effectively with input and output duties, is it good at control arithme-tic
and subroutine handling, do all these functions come in one neat physical package or set
of chips? Table 7 below expands on these questions to make a check list for the
functional index.

Data word length - 8 bits or less
12 bits
16 bits or more

Instruction average - longer than 5 microseconds
2 to 5 microseconds
less than 2 microseconds

Input/Output features - single interrupt
multiple interrupt
bit handling
serial I/O
timer I/O
analogue I/O

Arithmetic features - multiply
divide
double precision

Addressing structure - subroutine call

indirect addressing
auto-increment

Hardware integration of
the above functions
achieved with - on-chip RAM

one chip
2 or 3 chips
4 or more chips

Table 7 - Check List of Function

Applying the checklist to the 15 microprocessors selected in Table 3, and with suital)e,.
weighting factors, has produced the histogram for the functional index ;hown in Figure 7.

By this index all but one of the microprocessors are functionally stable. The exception
is the Fairchild F10022X 8 bit ECL slice which, being aimed at the highest oerformance 64
bit computers, would require considerable effort and complexity to bring it down to the

level of powerplant control.

At the 8 bit end of the scale the Zilog Z80 and Motorola 6809 score well because both are
fast with good instruction sets.

The Z80 is a very powerful processor but lacks certain features which would make threaded
code very easy, principally it requires three instructions for a parame-ter acquisition as
opposed to two instructions, for example in the 6809 or the 9900. However the implemen-
tation of our control language in the Z80 would still be straightforward.

The 6809 has many internal 16 bit features, is ideal for threaded code having comprehensive.
auto-incrementing and indirect addressing, also it has a useful 8 x 8 bit multiply instruc-
tion. Its powerful instruction set allows programs to be written with very efficient use
of memory space and would make this microprocessor our preferred 8 bit choice from a soft-
ware point of view.
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Figure 7 -Histogram of Functional Index

The Motorola 6802 and 6805. although much slower. are, potent ial ly attiract I%#e hecause. ot
the high level of physical integration - both include RAM and the 63805 htas ant vent t imer
on chip. The structure of these machinfes ( the 6805 has a var] at ion of the 680)2 itist ru, t in
that allows more efficient bit manipulat ion) is not suited to the imple-metitat ion of
threaded code. This is because they lack indi rect addressing and auto- incrementl -,,i#- -
a deficiency that can be overcome by the use of subroutine callIs and in-I in. code hit
with speed and space penalties.

All the 16 bit microprocessors score well because ot thei r speed and 16 hit art tltnteti
In general they need a numher of support chips and inte rlace circuits to link with)
memories and input and output devices. This gives a poor score ott physical int.'grai n -
but is outweighed by the ir compu t ing speed andi power ful IInst rut tiinst ortainIt h.
Motorola 68000 looks most attract ive for hi1gh qual it v software. lts pot-~rttt artit ltm,ii
instructions (includes signed and unsigned multiply and ivide) and program maniputlati.ot
instructions are well suited to a threaded code approtach to enri ne -on t ro I rograms,

The 68600 incorporates fe-atures designed to make program tleve lopmenrt more re Ial- I Its
s tructure I s h igh ly regulIar so th at each t ype of itpe rat i on i s tini tlutlIy dt-lIi neil att i n-
dependent of the type of data on which it operates and itt the dat a addresst nv modes . Tit is
makes the instruct ion set consistent in use and easier for the ptrtgranmt.r to- reme-mher anti
understand. Special hardware traps are provi ded to Iindictate' various I leogal inst lruct i 'n,
addressing modes or overf lows. These are, complemeitted by 16 siftwdre t raps that the.
programmer can use to program error defect ion ritut ine's sui ted tot his spelit- Iti atmipltat ittl

The Zi log Z8000 and the Intel 8086 approach lbh' tomput ing power tif the 68(100. AllI lit', ,.
represent a considerable software advance upon the earl ier 8 hitt and ti 10 i mlcroprtofessors.

The microprocessor with the highest score is complete' tunorthotdox. Ei's ignv'i for prtuc.'ss itg
analogue signals, the Intel 2920 has ''on-chip'' facilit ies that are ctiitf I. (it erent ito
conventional ml crop rocessors whichb borrow lth' teat ures itt tla a-ptrioc'ssing tompti Irs Witli
few concessions to scilentiftic comput ing need'ts and e'ven fewe'r to Itrtt',ss rg attitI tgit' i, t .5
So the 2920 scores well because itI in tigrate's all memory anti a ctmplite' input /ttitpitlit Iterl
face to the analogue world within its protcessor chip, at special isi'd inst rution sit gi~ tug

high speed and 25 bit working. At present it is l imi ted by me.mory spqt'. and digital



interfacing - so is unlikely to be used for an engine control - however it slhould
point tire way for future devices either for a total control or acting as a peripheral to
a more conventitonal microprocessor.

The brief funectional assessment of' the 15 microprocessors must now I,( supplemented by
considering the etIfects on thle f inal product and the ease of developing it.

5. PROCUREMENT STATUS

The manu facturi-rs of the power or- propulIsion cont rol or system expect the contract for
their final produt to define, quantities, delivery schedules, guarantees of quality,

w -ight . reliabi lily, blUtrt availability and price. Technical merit in meeting the
luindtional speciftcat ion is worth nothing if the product ion contract cannot be met. it

s there fore essi'n i sf that se lec t ion of a Mic(roprocessor should be compatible with Meet -

the cent ract for tie'- fi nal producit.I

A sui tab i.- intft\ Can o- tnst ructlid by tonSide ring quite Simple procurement issues. For
examplIt, how &-isIt th holcv of il croproctessttr afIfect the p roduct ion cost of the f inalI
lit I? Is ih(- atl ertr isrmanuf act td bY one. Iwo oir more independent sources? Is
it ait'ai fable. to ak full ni miitarv itemrperature range and quality specification, to automobilfc
ItIdluStrN oi- tinllv to clonit-r'ia 1 qiuality standards?

Ii~~ ~ hJiit tl t .ittglt -ut cost ltt bf. - 10Y o le:s
a t t I, iutt-d I the tini 'r(ip rto, s tiw t -n 1O'" and 20"'
anti aititel iitlttpo'it or~i- more

Whrat nin"thrn xpvndi tut- will1 - Ust- exist ing A11
hi,- ttu it'd hantilt' et neetd new specialist ng Car'ds and schedules,

-imp..rlit i It n ii prtdirt i"ti Ir Suticorit i-act li-st I rig
nt-'i ne-w ATE.

f1(1t Mill m n man i ad t urt'rs tnakt tils - I son tie.

3o1 imore, -tt-fre S

Qitalit ' sliitait avai'aftlt - Qutaliflit-1i lit afull i litarv statndardf
Milliary tei-metrattr ure-ang,,
Mit t tir Indus I -vi t tmpt' la i t ure- ran ge
t'tmi,'rci' l temirpt- rat urt- rangt-

mail n fat lilf. p t'ss- filmi t a

ts i g I te ,lh- k I I Ii it 'tft)h Ii'S aind Iu I nib It lAt' I gi i Inir I artI irS t o dt- I i it-i a lirittl t.nicti
I t a t s' I Iti,. X. andi app I tl ing K ii t iut. itt itiji m i t tllli),tls ri-sul ts in 1igitr..1:

lii' ttisttIgramt iidicat'- lt lii I, ;i lair (-htcitmii 8 Htit mit-rilpt'itt-ssttr. that ait*--
t'~iillt 5t jti -mltmni--nis ft t,(lir' .ije-i ifi tp' (I final pr)iii t. '11,it%, scor- wi- II

h -ta Iti es i, gus -l IA i I i l 'I ' l l tW t 11t % I it [ItV 'qllil i " 'ItI Itn second fit lc it- i li i ma ugh ttin4t ,

I ijtt ti t .Ii 1""t ;,-). -i'l ti'si I tug 411. h , i-s j lin )) ttp a l in r l w

i T' m I aN a' sl it-itta 11111 pat( - ai tn 11 i'gh uttlt l ( IsI,- 'IJ(v ttg iI- nsi' i i a Cl I i I y . at hr

ntitt I,,., r nt t t tilt i Is al il 'i illt I I' tt IItls ui i tttt I, a imipl It ta.in t iit li' 1 iir f it- itl is ,
fi'l dI gn tii 11t4. t 1tt Att ii at II si ll ti t ht' s i iisMItil itlt-i r als I Wi a it r filid It-gt-nit

.li.. aIio it itu Isnt ll fo sttti' IS III jiiti' slitti 1, -1 i i t) Ii ninti low ittl d iItti-it Sit l It C~ 1)in 4t- lift

all t-t-iqt ,tii ss iir , thi' g1 1l 1 * t n I trIsi at Ma t% I li t, StI ( i t rimc -tnha\is Ili st i d .i ne I w itt
fhIti -tri-t11i1 , m I of' giji, it tit- a I Ii Itu, I a I jI' cimu i t i-'It-I sitinra Is , ints d u~ TItaII t-l

~Il1 l.- t'rtnt-I'tntti hr tirhmtt itil.T' ugh, litrirm i'i t i ll tiat-rattit'v iallt iii tst i

anlt In radiafin hitits y- th.,a''n , diIii'it lit m # In t'l'is innits ti rsi mi tittttic o si tu -

liltsi- iiu ai'~r iii'-t't tra igs ~ l~ h 1 h lilt ,b p lr
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PROCUREPOT STATUS
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Figure 8 - Histogram of Procurement Status

The three new 16 bit microprocessors, the Intel 8086, the Zilog 8000 and the Motorola

68000 will achieve higher scores as they become more established. They are manufactured
in N-channel MOS and so will not achieve the radiation hardness of the bipolar devices,

but already have the advantage of being second sourced. The HOS technologies provide
numerous examples of design portabi lity.

Finally it is disappointing to note that two functionally interesting devices, the

Motorola 146805 and the Intel 2920 score relatively badly: I believe neither are second
sourced and available to full military temperature range and specifications, at the time
of writing.

Armed with some fe l for the function and product credibility, the next question is how

the 'ho if f o f microprocessor wiil affect development of the final product.

liA
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6. EASE OF DEVELOPMENT

The development of a digital system comprises a series of interconnected activities.
which can be loosely described as hardware development, software development and
integration of the software and hardware. The total activity becomes more efficient
if the development team already have experience of the given microprocessor and have
the appropriate development aids. An index for ease of development should considevr
what software is available and the complexity of the microprocessor relative to its
task. The checklist shown in Table 9 raises many of the relevant questions.

The development phase of a powerplant is characterised by a process of learning that
extends over many months. The controlling laws specified for the 'paper' engine will
evolve and he changed to meet its actual needs as the design is developed from bench
engines through to qualification of the final production standard. The control unit
most be able to take all these modifications in its stride - preferably hy software
changes only. This means that the original choice of microprocessor should he well
matched to its 'paper' task and have room for expansion. Flexibility is equally imiport-
ant, and this depends on the experience of the control project team and how well it i.,
equipped with hardware and software development aids.

Is the computing capability and - adequate only for part of task
complexity of the device well matched to task, withi room

for expansion
ex cessi ve

Experience of the device within - none
the control project design teami indi rect cexperi ence- via erra i aotr

indirect . via 'fami l ' lmpI af i I I
di red e xperience to breadbotird ta-

di rect experie-nc. ito prot otypt- prc'dicl tj
di rect ('xperi enca' from piroduct ion anijri

in servic,-

Avail at)il1i ty of development aids,-; 'st and-alone' devel1opmnnt Yta
development svs tean wit h in-c irici

emul at ion
ava i table i on one- un ive* rsalI d(i ,-1',o 1;

avaIi Ilat)It, on a w ide. ch o Ice otI unii I r,
development svstI 'ins

Cross-product software available - micro-code asseaiblIcr
assc'mblhr emul Iat or t-i ,nt tim- s ~i~ rig

net a or k
assembler, emuilat(, ('i 0 in 1

hi gh evel I Ianguag.-

Res ident software avai lablIo dc-hug I i rmwat cc

as seat I e ir
FORTRA N
BAS It
ltA St A
'OUAl.

Table 9 - Che ck list for 'Lase, of Devtej 2 preni_

To ac-hieve- ant easy, devi' I pnient pfaii' t to' mic-ropocesscr hardtwaute., solt tNri iIoI !.i I,
inti-gcat ion must bet trcoublfc free - tfti-e atil he ftc bc than e-nitigl ti-hnicil I 'ft ',ll
in follotwing the 'moving' i irget o~f the powerplcint as it is dvoi pif.L

Cfhoosing t-o Mucfh Mi-roptc-s.-;oi comput ing 'Ajo- ti wIl Igrcieci-tita-
t-co--ing ai ricrtiproc'essitr Wi thtc .It I it t I- tic cip t 01V~ cpi-I iv. 'Ill I is 1, i)-- 1" t h -

m i c'ruproc-sstcrs tiav- bee'n airoundl a long I tnt itoca , andtu ii- wi' II cfat i-ti'I I. atttc x

by icompari son wit t t he newt,- mitre pcterfuci cf- ig I u . %,-ii- yar r- or a''i p ,, rl 11 1 i an c''l

mitc-rtp rttc'issirs appea'cr . cit teaip t 1 ng t, lIi-l' Iftog Itho - ch I -:Ic III I i Ici is it Itt- I e'I i- I i i-
and pro'd't-'ssrs, . It is imlort ant to t'i'cgntsc t ,a, h-tt 1i.-%A nl.- '' It Ini fI I cii 111
ctctntci'nti of tvot maj or ti't'ftiiiigt'a I juil's forl thict rrlrttia-till",i I- a c n," 'I'll X I
t.'npute-r anid aI rie'A or imliruivic semticttnt cttor anal,'c~iiit I, 't % I t tic II;- -It
i-tumtex ty.XI . Tlii- result irig mtt'roprttt-sstcrl ir,- :Ii I t- i h, , I ; i cI i. I 1 ,; I ti it

1  
. %

tfiey promise, gre-at potentiral, airicd tnt( I ut rti iic-- pro-i ~ "t i ? .1,rI"I- it-Ik III quc I
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Answering these questions in the Table and assigning suitable weighting factors against
each aspect, the index can be calculated for each microprocessor, resulting in the
histogram shown on Figure 9.

Note that this index must reflect the experience of the company making the assessment and
the complexity of control task for which the company is selecting the microprocessor.
Naturally for this exercise I have assumed Lucas' actual experience, see Table 2. I
also assumed that the application is of moderate complexity.

EASE OF DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 9 - Histogram of Easte of Development

One trend emerged from the assessment - the more powerful 8 hit devices are extremely
well supported having a wide, choice of high level languages, hardware and software
deve lopment systems. No doubt the new 16 bit machines from Intel, Zilog and Motorola
will achieve s imlar support in due course. The two bipolar 16 hit machino manufacturers
supply software iupport, high le.vel languag(, and hardware developmenti aids, hut support
from other sources is isolated.

This completes the three indices, which can nt),* h, combintd to give. the final figure of
merit .

--a-



7. FIGURE OF MERIT FOR SUITABILITY

To complete this comparison of the 15 microprocessors selected for Table 3. the indices
for Function, Procurement Status and Ease of Development are multiplied together as
described in Table 6 to produce the Figure of Merit for Suitability. Two of the indices
included some questions that assess the ability of the powerplant control manufacturer to
handle each microprocessor. For a given microprocessor, will the control manufacturer
be able to use existing automatic test equipment, does his design team have any experience
of the microprocessor, do they have to correct development aids it will need? Another
question is how does each microprocessor's capability match the needs of the particular
control application. Therefore bear in mind that the final figure of merit must assess
suitability for a particular complexity of control and assume the experience and resources
of the control manufacturer for whom the assessment is being made. So combining the
indices from Figures 7, 8 and 9 produces the histogram for Suitability shown on Figure 10.

Half of the original 15 microprocessors appear 'suitable', three or four are marginal and
three appear unsuitable. This is quite a change from the functional index on Figure 7
where virtually all 15 scored well. This reflects the relatively poor scores that some
of the microprocessors achieved for ease of development and/or their procuiement status.

SUITABILITY

8048 (CMOS)

1802

8085

Z80

6802

1116805 (CrOS)

6809

6100
FIOO-L

SBP 9900

808E

Z80G0

68000

zAPX 432

F10022X

2920

Figure 10 - Figure of Merit for Suitahility

Please recognise that the above selection method is still very coarse: it is at the next
stage in the real selection when the hard work begins and our depth of experience as a
control manufactur-: becomes an overriding factor. The customer's specification must ho'
interpreted into a detailed system design that will define the microprocessor related
tasks and their rejuirements. At this point will emerge the system archite(cture, such
as the need for single or multiple microprocessors for reliability or safety consider-
ations, or very low electrical power consumption for some thermal design or power supply
constraint. The control tasks must be analysed in detail to determine the algorithms
needed to meet the accuracy, bandwidth and overshoot specificalion. The safety and
BITE tasks must be analysed so that the full implications of safety interlocks, fault
detection and resulting actions are understood. These analyses define the detailed
requirement of the microprocessor - against. which the 'suitable' microprocessors can b
bench-marked, assessed for all impact on function, size, cost. reliability. ease of
development, certilication, maintainability, etc. of production control unit.



The selection method for 'suitability' is also quickly overtaken by events - the
assessment has used 1980 data and taken into account the control manufacturer's
experience up to 1980. Change the date to 1982, or the application, or the
control manufacturer, and the whole histogram will be transformed. So I will stop
at this point and offer you the following challenge: Devise your own indices,
weighting factors, and formulae for a figure of merit - how well do the wide variety
of microprocessors meet your needs? After all, the choice is yours, and you alone
will be accountable for it.
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SUMMARY

SUBCOMPONENT PACKAGING

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft (P&WA)/Hamilton Standard Division (HSD), Divisions of United Technologle,
and General Electric Company (GE) represent two significantly different on-engine full authority digital
electronic control (FADEC) subeomponent packaging technologies. P&WA/HSD are generally in concert with
the majority of the engine control industry that utilize single and/or multi-layer printed circuit boards
(PCB) in conjunction with dual-in-line (DIP) chip packaging techniques. The structural integrity of this
type of technology has been verified by current usage in aircraft (A/C) systems and is the present state-
of-the-art for on-engine subcomponent packaging. Whereas the GE on-engine FADEC technology is multi-
layer ceramic modules (MCM) which is an advanced concept and a unique approach to propulsion control de-
sign. The inherent benefits of the MCM design are increased reliability, decreased component weight and

volume. The MCM approach on-engine control unit design is the advanced state-of-the-art and may be the
way to the future for control unit subcomponents.

Both P&WA and GE FADEC subcomponent technologies presented are currently under Navy contracts.

ENGINE CONTROL LOCATION EVALUATIONS

In the mid-seventies two significant studies were performed to identify the most suitable location for
the engine control unit, on or off-engine. One study was conducted in-house by McDonnell Douglas Corpora-
tion (MCAIR) for a current U. S. twin-engine fighter aircraft (A/C). The second study was performed
under Navy contract by P&WA and addressed the control locations of advanced lift-cruise engines for appli-
cation on a vertical/short take-off or landing A/C (V/STOL). Each study evaluated the benefits of current

control units and the full authority digital electronic control approach. Both studies recommended full
authority digital electronic controls on next generation propulsion systems.

Trade studies were initiated as the evaluation criteria to identify the advantages and disadvantages
of the on/off control locations. These studies were based upon maintainability, cooling, reliability,
vulnerability, safety, weight and life cycle costs (LCC). LCC was u3ed as the final standard of selection,

combining the results of all the preceeding criteria with initial acquisition cost.

Both studies have indicated that LCC, engine replacement time and weight penalties are associated with
off-engine control units. Also, the vulnerability of the propulsion system is increased. For example, if
multiple engine controls were located in the A/C bay area, a single battle damage occurrence at that lo-

cation would result in the total loss of aircraft propulsion. Furthermore, a failure in the A/C supplied
electrical power would adversely effect the reliability of control unit resulting in mission abort or air-
craft loss. However, with the control unit mounted on the engine, electrical power is generated by indi-
vidual, dedicated engine driven alternators,which are completely separate from the aircraft electrical
system, thereby, increasing propulsion system reliability for single as well as multi-engine aircraft con-
figurations.

If the environmental control system (ECS) were to be used for control cooling, the liquid cooling
system has the weight advantage over the air cooling system as indicated by the V/STOL study. However, a

comparison of four coolant configurations studies by MCAIR; fuel from the aircraft boost pump, ECS cooling
air and a liquid coolant system indicated that ECS air cooling is generally less complex and needs no
special controls or valving and is therefore easier to maintain. The maintainability of the cooling sys-

tem selected is dictated by the control installation location. It should be noted that if the A/C cooling
system fails, so does the control. Presently, on-engine controls use fuel cooling from the A/C fuel tank
for supersonic flight and engine supplied cooling air for subsonic applications. Both approaches avoid
dependence upon the A/C environmental control system.

The off-engine control locations, i.e. aircraft hay, with or without pressure transducers is considered
undesirable. If the pressure transducers are mounted on the engine, packaging and cooling of each trans-
ducer and a multiplexer circuit would be required to communicate with the bay-mounted control. The multi-
plexer system would require the same environmental design criteria as the on-engine control. When the
bay-mounted control is integral with the pressure transducers, excesyive pressure lag time is evident.
Other penalties associated with the off-engine control locations are excessive cost, weight, engine re-
placement time and increased control system vulnerability.

Of the four control locations studies, A/C hay, hoom, nacelle and the engine, the nacelle location in-
dicated a significant improvement over the A/C hay and the boom, with only a slight advantage over the
engine mounted onit in line replacement time. This counteracted by an increase in engine change time and

the required modifications to aerospace ground equipment (AGE). Engine change time is increased because
the control must he removed from the nacelle before engine removal proceedures are lntiated. The boom
location has the highest height and since the control Is remote frm the engine, Increased maintenance man
hours per flight hour are requmired for an engine change. The shortest access and replacement times is in

the forward bay and is comparable to the engine mounted unit. However, this slight advantage is negated



because of the significant increase in engine change time and the anticipated increase in trouble shoot inc
time due to the remote location of the control.

A weight analysis i-, performed for each of tile four control locations. This analysis clearls show-.
the on-engine control be significantly lighter. The nacelle, forward bay and tile boom locations ha-
a weight increase between 32 and 68.5 kilograms.

The LCC system for evaluation is composed of three main categories, non-recurring cost and recurrinp
cost. Data analysis for all control ocation.s sutdies indicated an insignificant difference in non-re-
curring cost. However, the on-engine control location showed a significant reduction in recurring cost

and acquisition cost. Logistic support cost analysis indicated that the on-engine control conf igurat ion
has the lowest cost per flight hour when compared to the nacelle boom and bay locations.

the on-engine control configuration was selected based upon ICC and by combining the results of t,-
evaluation criteria (trade studies) with acquisition cost. The engine mounted control provides te com-

plete propulsion system with a fully assembled and tested control system prior to A/C installation pro-
viding foult isolation and accountability with the engine manufacturer, thus avoiding potential ar is
conflict between the airfraner and the engine manufacturer.

NOMENCLATURE

SYMBOL = DEFINITION

A/C = Aircraft

AIC = Air inlet control
AlT = Auto-ignition temperature
AGE = Aerospace ground equipment

ALT = Altitude

B/M = Bill of material
°C = Degrees centigrade

CLB = Closed loop bench

CM = Centimeters
D,A,CHC = Change

DIP = Dual-in-line package
ECS = Environmental control system

EEC = Electronic engine control
FMI = Electromagnetic interference
FADEC = Full authority digital control

FH = Flight hours

Fus = Fuselage
FWD = Forward

GA = Gauge
GE = General Electric Company

GG = Gas generator

Hr = Hours
HSD = Hamilton Standard Division
Hz = Hertz, cycles per second

IC = Integrated circuit

I/0 = Input/output
J-Box = Junction box
JTDE = Joint technology demonstrator engine

K = 10
Kg = Kilograms

L/C = Lift cruise
LRU = Line replaceable unit
ISC = Logistic support cost

LSI = Large scale integration

M = Meters
MAX = Maximum

MCM = Multi-layer ceramic module
MCAIR = McDonnell-Doublas Corporation

MIN = Minimum
MISC = Miscellaneous

MMH = Maintenance manhours
MSI = Medium scale integration

MTBF = Mean time before failure
MTD = Mounted

PCB = Printed circuit hoard

Pt = Probability of a hit
Pk = Probability of a kill

P&WA = Pratt and Whitney Aircraft '
QD = iu ick disconnect

RAM = Random ac c ess memorv
RDTE = Research Ieveopment Tobnolo ov ind lvaloat Ion

RWR = Radar warnlng receIo.r

SDRS = Si ,nal data recording s t

SS = Sea level static

SS1 = Small scale integration
S/V = Siirvlvahi I itv/viilnerahl I itv
Va = Vulnerable area
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INTRODUt'CT I tN

Ihis paper iV divided into two parts, Electronic Packaging ol tie Sublcopnttntts, and t, i1-,iti n
the Engine ('ont rI Unit (on or tff-engine)

IHi. I.RANS I IOlN OF S-M I -CiJNDUCI'iR IECILNOLOGY AND PACKAG ING

St'mii-conduictor tectinologv antl packaging has transitioned from d iscrette parts ,L itt tgrati.d Iir, nIt

(ic) of smaIl scale integration (SS1), I edium scale integrat ion (MSl), large scalc integrait io (.n )
it very Iarc e s a le inttegrat ion (VLSI). A few decades ago, a single transistor or logic func ti n,''r
pied one package or chip device; presentl Iy, hundreds (MSI), tlhousands (1SI) and tens f th'usands (VI ;I}

transistors cain le fabricated in a single semi-conductor chip. The seliection of the circuit logic 1ar:i'.
oI tie semi-conductor varies with the application. For example, the desired characteri stics in orer-
processors are fat response, low power dissipation, high circuit density, cost and availability of tie
chip are factored into trade-offs for a given application. This paper will confine itself tir tic packay'-
ing of the electronics rather than tite drivers associated with IC selection.

ELECTRONIC Ui)NTRL SUB-COMPONENT PACKAGING

The U. S. Navy has sponsored two advanced on-engine full authority digital electronic control (FADEC)
with technical direction provided by the Naval Air Propulsion Center, Trenton, New Jersey, USA. One with
General Electric (CE), (NO0019-76-C-0423) and the second with Pratt and Whitney Aircr'ft (PIWA),

(N0019-76-C-0422).

The packaging of integrated circuits and discrete parts have a significant impact on maintainability.
reliability, volume, weight and cost. The Navy FADEC programs, by design, consist of two entirely differ-
-nt electronic packaging concepts. GE and P&WA have successfully demonstrated through test and evaluati,,:

the viability of each advanced design.

EIECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT PACKAGING

The progression of electronic technology has led engine control systems from purely hvdromechanical

to electronic supervisory with hydromechanical to full authority digital electronic control, dual or sic".,
channel, depending upon the desired application. Traditionally, engine controls have been considered a,
part of the power plant despite the harsh environment. For the past decade, the location of the engine
control unit(s) has been a somewhat emotional issue, and as a result, various government agencies, engine
manufacturers and airframe manufacturers performed in-house trade studies with few of the results being
released for publication. Therefore, the major thrust of this paper is to present quantitative assessment
of the packaging of a conceptual Full Authority Digital Electronic Control unit for high performance air-
craft systems. The data and information compiled in this report is the result of a survey of major en'-
ine manufacturers, airframe manufacturers and government agencies and will address maintainability, re-

liability, vulnerability, safety, weight, cooling, logistics and life cycle cost for a control location
on the engine and several locations within the airframe.

SUBCOMPONENT CONTROL DESCRIPTIONS

The FADEC electronics described herein were designed, developed, bench and engine tested a.; ot-tog
controls consistent with military specifications (MIL-E-5OO7D) and standards (MII.-STD-81OC and ItA).
There are basically two types of current electronic pagkaging techniques:

Multi-layer ceramic modules (MCM) - General Electric Co. (GE)
Multi-layer polyimide boards using dual-in-line packaging (DIP) - Pratt and Whitnev Aircritt

(P&WA)/Hamilton Standard Division (HSD)

The objectives and approach to the Navy GE and P&WA FADEC programs were similar; only the rnicchanil
packaging design and fabrication of the modules differed significantly. Both technologies are rept-cit
tive of the advanced state-of-the-art in the packaging and/or control system design. This sect ,n brie
describes the highlightr of the electronic units associated with each FADEC program with emphasis' ,n t;,.

multi-layer ceramic module technology developed bv GE'; since this is the most tnique electronic ontr,,'
techiol,.gy developed for on-engine application.

General Electric - The multi-laver ceramic module (MCM) is composed of six co-fired laiers ot laminii

alumitia (A1203). Each layer consists of tungsten metallized vias (holeOs) and electrical conducti pat-
terns which overlap the vias, providing electrical continuity through the modul , Th vias and tht
electr ical circuit patterns tin the topology of the moduile are g.old plated owver tungsten . "lh',hip js Ire

conventionally attached to gold plated bonding pads using a gold/germanuhim braze. Tape-autoitated bondilI
(TAB) is also used ;is .a means for attaching the chips/dies to conductors on the sirface of the m ilc.

Figure I is a cross-section of the module and shows tie vias, the six lavers (I iluimlin,i, tht d t, old
the, di, attachment to the surface of the module. Approximately 2o iU s and ruir;ted capacitt,r and ri-
sistor circuit elements can be mounted in the active area. Ti activ' are"a of the modl 1i sIir-n,'l



'4

!v a Kovar ring and is hernet icallV sealed with a Kovar cover plate which is bolted to ', r In- le,-
trIcal conneLt tions are accompl isied via three rows of gold-flashed Kovar 1)ins located on tie 'vri',h1-rv

of each side ot the module. Figure 2 is a photograph of tie microprocessor modul i d d , hill is t!K,.
microprice'ssor chips, programable read-only-memory (PROM) chips, random a , .r ,li'-mrv (RAM) dIhi;-, , i- -

tors and resistors.

These Proto-tipe modules contain analog and digital engine control circuits whit h itr part it in-d in:
nine module.s and are tabulated below (Note the small size of the ntduls).

tvpe Number Required Ful'tion v . I S I z- v.

Miii 3 Program Memttrv 7.5 x 5.5 x .0

MM 1 Processor 7.5 x I .5 x 1.0
MM 1 Analog C ircuit, 7. 5 x 11 t x. 1.0
MCM 3 Input/Outp ut 7.5 x 1i . 1.o
MCM 1 Interface to Aircraft 7.5 x 11.5 x I.0

Inter-connections of the modules are achieved bi means of a wiring Larness with crvocenic sock-ts r

conventional soldering techniques which mate to tile terminal pins. Harness sockets can hI- grouLt'd Into
the connectors to provide quick disconnect capability at the lodule level. Figure 3 compares to the modul,
with a conventional wire-wrap printed circuit board (PCB) of the expoxv/melamine varietv with the standar-
DIP technology. Note the relative size. The significant reduction in size and weight is accompli i-d b'
the higher-density chip packaging which results in the reduction of module size. Approximately 807 r.,-

duction in volume is realized with tite modules mounted against heat sink plates. When compared to the
production state-of-the-art, there is a significant decrease in unit weight as indicated below:

Volume Weight

Production state-of-the-art 37.6 x 03 cm' 54.4 Kg
FADEC (MCM) 7.3 x 103 cm

3  
11.2 Kg

Net reduction 30.3 x 103 cm
3  

43.2 Kg

The MCM approach provides improved reliability in comparison with conventional electronic packaging
techniques.

The selected materials have low, well matched, coefficients of thermal expansion to avoid thermally
induced differential expansion stress:

Alumina MCM: 4.9 x 10-
6
cm/cm 'C

Silicon chip: 3.1 x 10-
6
cm/cm °C

Kovar cover: 5.0 x 10-bcm/cm 'C
Tungsten circuits: 4.7 x 10-

6
cm/cm 

0
C

Commonly used high expansion electrical materials such as copper are avoided. The MCM approach en-
hances reliability through reduction of series connections in comparison with approaches which mount the
silicon integrated circuits on individual alumina modules and in turn interconnect these in multilayer
boards. Figure 4 shows a photograph of the assembled proto-type unit indicating vibration isolator, ad-
justment potentiometers, clock, pressure transducer, power supply, electromagnetic interference (EMI) fil-
ter and transformer locations.

There are three FADEC on-engine units in this program. Each unit is dedicated to a specific engine
for test and evaluation. These are as follows:

Advanced variable cycle demonstrator engine, sea level static (SLS) test - completed
October 1980, S/N 001
Current U. S. Navy engine, SLS test scheduled for April 1980 and an altitude test scheduled
for July 1981, FADEC S/N 003
Advanced Joint Technology Demonstrator Engine (JTDE), SLS test scheduled for June 1981
and altitude testing in 1981-1982, FADEC S/N 003

Previous to each engine test, a series of Design Assurance Tests are conducted to validate the sott-
ware and the structural integrity of the system. These tests are as follows: ol-en loop, extreme tempera-
ture (-55 C to 125 C), vibration (2-g scans, 10-1350 Hz) and system integration. FADEt, S

1
N OMl has

successfully completed the pre-engine test requirements and is currentlv undergoing a series of se'vcre
environmental tests (military specification and standard requirements) designed to expose the control
unit to a "real world" engine environment. Briefly, these tests include: opelt loop ttsts, acctlerat,-i
aging, temperature cycling, EMI vibration, impact and explosion proof. A post-test calibritioni is ,n-
ducted to identify component malfunction.

The three FADEC units will undergo over 1600 hours of testing which Includ dsIgo assurinn'(,, ,n-
vironmental and engine tests as shown in Table 1. The control technology developed from these N.v pr'-

grams (GE and P&WA) is currently being transitioned into future commercial and military FAPF( systotins.

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft/Hamilton Standard Division - The intent of this FADE(C program was to u1-

timately engine mount a dual-redundant FA)EC system connected via fiber optics on a cturrent Nays I irit Cr.

This configuration would demonstrate the electronic control back-up approach providing full enin ,ejr.i-
tbonal control capability and integrate aircraft control systems,. lowever, for (lcvlpmint p'nrjsts, .111
on-engine unit communicated with a control room unit (breadboard) in real time via a serial ,pt 1 d.it i
link during all engine tests. The technical effort of this program was completed it August 114 7t1. F,,r

detailed information, see references I and 2. This dlscussion will confine itslf to the packalnt ot
the control unit.



The basis subcomponent packaging technology developed by P&WA/HSD Is representative of the majority

of the control industry which utilize single/multi-layer printed circuit board (PCi) and dual-in-line
(DIP) packaging techniques. The geometry and the packaging technique may differ from other manufacturers
but the technology is similar.

UNIT DESCRIPTION

The FADEC engine-mounted package is comprised of three components: a main housing, a cover, and a
pressure sensor manifold, as shown in Figure 5. The parts were machined from aluminum alloy. Provision-
for dowel pins are incorporated in the mating surfaces of the main housing and cover to control relative
positioning during assembly. The cover has mounting surfaces for the four vibration isolator mounts.
A handle is provided for transporting the assembled anit. Also shown in Figure 5 are ports for a tube for
transfer of cooling fluid between the main housing and the cover halves of the control. Similar features
of both the main housing and cover are the outboard and inboard printed-circuit board (PCB) mounting sur-
faces. The outboard PCB's are cooled by coolant flowing through the housing heat exchanger mounting sur-
faces. The inboard PCB's are cooled by conduction to the mounting logs and then to the frame heat ex-
changer. Figure 6 shows the main housing assembled with the cover, but without PCB's or other Internal
components. This view of the housing shows the cooling-flow supply and return port bosses, the optic
receiver and transmitter connector ports, and the four clectrical connectors. The port in the center of
the main housing is for installation of the pressure control valve which regulates internal control assen-
bly pressure with varying ambient pressures. Also shown is the main housing pin-fin heat exchanger, whitch
provides air cooling via convection and radiation to the surrounding environment. This is in addition to
internal fuel cooling. The cover also contains a similar pin-f ii heat exchanger which is not shown.

The unit contains four major multi-layer polvimide PCB's (each 35 x 21 cm), a small memorv expansi,,F
board (14 x 10 cm), pressure transducers (3) and ribbon connectors, as shown in Figure 7.

The Navy requirements of subcomponent, component and engine testing of GE and the P&WA FADEC progric-
were similar since the contractural requirements were identical. Table 1I summarizes all tests and hur
accumulated in the P&WA program. Over 7000 hours of test ing were recorded which Incladed developlent, K,-

sign assurance, environmental and engine testing.

Planned follow-on programs consists of the following:

Combined environmental reliability test - verification of Phase 1 800(0 hours MTBF, 1981.
Aircraft control integration study - 1981
Navy fighter flight demonstration - demonstration of the on-engine dual-redundant FADEC con-
figuration and aircraft control Integration.

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENTS OF ENGINE CONTROL LOCATIONS

In the mid-seventies two significant studies were performed to identify the most suitable location f,,r
the engine controller. One study was performed in-house by McDonnell-Douglas Corporation (MCAIR) for
engine control location on a current high performance U. S. twin-engine fighter. The second stud\ was ;.r--
formed under Navy contract (NO0019-72-C-0612)(reference (3)) Pnd addressed the control locations of ad-

vanced lift cruise engines for application on a vertical/short take-off or landing aircraft (V\ST0iI.). lh.h
results of both these studies are presented herein.

V/STOI. ENGINE CONTROL I.)CATION STUDY

BACKGROUND

As part of a Navv/P&WA Program (July '73 to June '75) to identify the attitude control/engine control
system requirements of a V/STOL aircraft (reference (3)); one of the major objectives was to establish a
control system configuration considering fluidic, hydromechanical and an electronic approach and identifv

the most suitable location of control components for V/STOL aircraft implementation. This ,discussio
deals only with the assessment of electronic control packaging. However, it was concluded that a full
authority digital electronic control possessed a significant advantage over alternative technllogi'es
for controlling complex advanced turbine engines and that projected advancements in electronic teccnolo'.'
will continue to Improve Its ability to handle increasingly complex computational tasks in th, future.
Therefore, the full authoritv digital electronic control (FADEC) system was consirderoi i clear choice- for

the V/STOL control system.

CONTROL. CONFIGURATIONS AND TRADE STUDY G;ROUND RULES

The lift-cruise engine control system configuration definition considered two locations for the di, it,
electronic c,,ntrol. In the first configuration the control is nounted on the eng in,', and in the scCnd
configuration it Is mounted in the electronic equipment bay. See Figure 8. A nmounting, ocatIon in tilt'
nacelle was not considered since, except for less severe vibrat ion, this location was not consiilrd
significantly different from the engine-mounted location.

Calculations were made to determine the impact of cost, weliglht, rtliabilitv, and mainat ainailit% ,,n Ith,
aircraft for the engine-mounted and bay-mounted control systems. (nlV tic ompOnotS, tlbingl, and cabl inc'
which differed for the two control locations needed to be assessed. Data sources for tihs ov;lluatIon in-
Cluded previous in-house P&WA studies conducted with control vendors and airframe manufacturers and pri -
vious P&WA experience with control system components In flight ;ipplIcations.

Tie following ground rules were established for various control system components:

All sensors and effectors are engine mounted
For the bay-mounted control, pressure transducers are intevgral with then contrl inless th, ,'cosur,



sensing line length exceeds 15 feet, in which case the transducers must be engine mounted in a
separate module.
Both liquid and air cooling from the aircraft ECS is considered for both engine and bay-mounted
control systems.
Aircraft power is used for the bay-mounted control and an engine-driven alternator is used for the
engine-mounted control.
Back-up control is accomplished with completely redundant digital electronic control computers,
redundant transducers, sensors, torque motors, feedbacks, alternators, and fuel-metering valves.

WEIGHT

Control system weight, assuming current technology components, cables and tubing for the lift-cruise
engine control system, was calculated as a function of the straight-line distance between the aircraft
bay electrical connectors and the engine nacelle bulkhead location for both the environmental control
system (ECS) air-cooling and liquid-cooling of the control unit. See Figure 9. This figure shows an in-
crease in control system weight proportional to the cable length for the bay location and the various on-
engine locations evaluated. Note that bay mounted control required longer cable runs when compared to the
on-engine locations resulting in increased weight and control system vulnerability. Table III shows the
changes required for the bay-mounted control which resulted in step increases in weight and cost. A
summary for the weight differences for each engine location (1, 2 and 3) further substantiates the in-
creased weight and cost associated with off-engine control location, see Table III. Figure 9 also in-
dicates that the ECS liquid-cooled system has a greater relative weight advantage than the air-cooled
system.

COST

Estimated costs, assuming current-technology cables, tubing, and contrul system components were cal-
culated. A comparison of the engine-mounted and bay-mounted Lontrol costs is presented in Figure 10.
With the pressure transducers integral with the bay-mounted locations, there is very little cost differ-
ence between the engine and bay-mounted locations. The cost of the bay-mounted control configuration in-
creases significantly when it becomes necessary to engine-mount the pressure transducers. This cost in-
crease results primarily from the requirement to package and cool each transducer separately and to pro-
vide multiplexer circuitry to communicate with the bay-mounted electronic control. The slopes of the
cost curves (Figure 10) show the engine-mounted control would be more cost-effective than the bay-mounted
control.

From an acquisition cost standpoint, the engine-mounted configuration should be selected as the best
electronic control location for the V/STOL lift-cruise engine locations considered. Acquisition cost
differentials for the two control locations are summarized in Table IV for lift-cruise engine locations
1, 2, and 3.

RELIABILITY

Reliability factors affecting the comparative control locations are as follows:

(1) Reliability of the cooling source for the electronic control and transducers.
(2) Reliability of the power source for the electronic control.
(3) Reliability of the harness between the engine and the electronic control.
(4) Reliability of the electronic control and pressure transducers.

The first three factors for both locations were determined insignificant compared to the electronic
control and pressure transducer configuration. This conclusion was based upon previous control vendor
studies and on reference 4. The bay-mounted control unit with bay-mounted pressure transducers would ex-
perience increased reliability only because of a more conducive vibration and temperature environment.
However, engine pressure signal lag time, cost, weight, vulnerability and reliability penalties are
associated with bay-mounted control unit with engine mounted pressure transducers is 1.3 times that of
the on-engine control unit. The numerous parts required to separately package the pressure transducers
and provide the required additional circuitry with an on-engine multiplexer for communication with the
bay-mounted control discount the bay-mounted control environment advantage. Therefore, it was concluded
that the on-engine control locations indicated an increase in reliability when compared to the bay-mounted
location. Detailed information is presented in reference 3.

MAINTAINABILITY

Organizational level (flight line) maintenance costs which vary with the control system configuration
include replacement time of components and engine change time. Component replacement time has a small
effect, relative to engine change time on maintenance manhours per fll 'ht hour (Table V). The data in
this table indicates that the engine-mounted control system has an ;, 'ige over the bay-mounted systems.
This results primarily from the lower number of tubes and electrical ectors which have to be dis-
connected when removing the engine with an engine-mounted control.

LIFE-CYCLF COST

The results of life cycle cost (I.CC) stadies (reference 5) have shown that the effects of overall eng-
ine maintenance costs on LCC are small compared to the effects of acquisition costs and aircraft ',clght.
The magnitude of the possible LCC savings for the engine-mounted system, based on cost and weight only,
over the life of a fleet of these V/STOL aircraft, was evaluated using LCC trade factors for similar
fighter aircraft. The results are summarized In Table VI for lift-cruise engine locations 1, 2, and 3.
The data In the table, incremental life cycle cost, is equal to the incremental weight times the ICC
weight trade factor plus the incremental cost times the LCC acquisition cost trade factor. Significant



life cycle cost savings can be achieved with the engine-mounted control system, relative to the bay-

mounted system, regardless of engine location and type of cooling.

It is concluded from the above V/STOL trade studies performed by P&WA that the electronic engine con-
trol unit(s) should be mounted on the engine regardless of tile bay-mounted control unit configuration.

A HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT ENGINE CONTROL LOCATION STUDY

BACKGROUND

Early in 1974, a review of a current engine control system was conducted by the Air Force to determine
if an engine electronic control designed to execute all the hydromechanical/electronic supervisory function
would increase control system reliability. Preliminary results indicated that improvements could be re-
alized if the hydromechanical fuel control (HFC) were reduced to a servo/actuation (metering valve) syster
and full authority electronics were used as the engine controller. Thus, simplifying the control system

and increasing overall reliability.

As a result of this review, MCAIR in cooperation with P&WA established the redesign of the base line
system, unified HFC and the supervisory electronic engine control (EEC), to a Digital Full Authority
Electronic Control (FAEC). Trade studies were conducted using the conceptual design of the FAEC which
were structured around a high performance twin-engine fighter aircraft. These studies not only compared
the baseline control configuration to the FAEC system but also evaluated four mounting locations FAEC

unit: three within the airframe and the other on the engine. The FAEC installation trade studies were

based on the evaluation criteria discussed herein.

CONTROL LOCATIONS EVALUATED

Figure 11 shows the four electronic control locations as packaged on the study aircraft. Traditionall'.
control systems are mounted on the engine and are designed to tolerate the environmental extremes as speci-

fied by military standards and specifications. The nacelle location encounters less vibration and tempera-
ture extremes and when located in the boom or the forward bay areas the control is effectively isolated
from all engine environmental extremes. However, weight and cost penalties are significant. In order to

evaluate the locations (Figure 11) trade studies were initiated as the evaluation criteria to identify the

benefits of each location based upon the following: maintainability, cooling, reliability, vulnerability,
safety, weight and life-cycle cost.

Maintainability includes changes to the aerospace ground equipment (AGE) along with increases or tie-

creases in maintenance man-hours due to the different access and Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) rep acement
times. The effect on reliability, vulnerability and safety are evaluated by comparing each control con-
figuration with the baseline system. The changes in aircraft weight include that of the electrical cables.
cooling plumbing, aircraft structure and the necessary ballast to balance the aircraft. The different

cooling systems were also investigated for their effect on maintainability, reliability, survivability,
vulnerability, safety and weight for each of the candidate mounting locations. Life cycle cost is used as
the final standard of selection, combining the results from the preceding criteria along with initial ac-
quisition cost to attain a final value of each system.

COOLING SYSTEM

Three different cooling systems were initially analyzed to determine which is the most suitable for

maintaining the Full Authority Electronic Control J'AEC) within acceptable temperature limits as shown in
Figure 12. The baseline system uses fuel downstream of the main pump for EEC cooling, but this is un-
acceptable for the FAEC electronic control since stiicter temperature limits are specified for this micro-

processor. The systems investigated were fuel from the aircraft boost pump, cooled air from the EEC has
and a special coolant system.

A qualitative comparison of the different coolant systems (Table VII) shows that air cooling has a
safety advantage over both the fuel and liquid systems. In reliabilty, each of the three systems has its,

advantages and disadvantages with no one system decidedly better than the others. Air cooling is cenerall,
less complex, needs no special controls or valving and is therefore somewhat easier to maintain. Ti'e

actual maintainability of the coolant system though, is dependent on control installation location.

Table VII summarizes fuel, air and liquid coolants with respect to control locations quantitatively.

MAINTAINABILITY

The study engine with the unified HFC and the EEC was used as the baseline system throughout the studyl
Access time to the centrol is twenty minutes while exactly twice that amount is needed to remov, and then
replace the unit. The baseline EEC has no impact on engine removal time when tile unit is engine mounted
as it contributes no additional off engine connection points. The time required to remove the engine' is
used as the standard to which tile other control configurations wi1 I he compared.

Changes to the engine aerospace ground equipment (AGE) can have a considerable impact on aircraft
maintenance costs. In this trade study, it is assumed similar AGE will be used in trimming the engine atid
the required time for trimming the engine will he independent of the control location. This study covtrt?
more than just control installation location and changes in the existing AGE art included in thc I t, icc It
costs.

The engine mounted FAEC and the baseline EEC have the same access time since both are situated in
essentially the same location. Replacement time for the FAEI: control Is considerably less dui t t hi list.
of MI,-STD-38999 quick disconnect connectors. The fuel cooled version tf the "AEC has Its own solrce tf

cold tank fuei and requires an additional engine/airframe Interface. Tit addititnal cooling Inter? ice i0-

creases engine change time, Increasing life cycle cost. Plumbing connections for the ECS coo led vtrqi,,n



of the FAEC are generally simipler and faster to connect/disconnect than on the fuel cooled versions. Fast

er unit replacement and engine change times reflect this difference in hardware.

The nacelle mounted FAEC has the same access time as the baseline control and shows a slight improv-
ment over the engine mounted units in LRU replacement time. This is counteracted by an increase in engin,-
change time and by the requirement that some of the aerospace ground equipment (AGE) will have to be modi-
fied. Engine change time is increased because the FAEC must either be disconnected from the engine or re-

moved from the nacelle wall before the engine is pulled. The installation rail of te present AGE inter-

feres with allowable unit nacelle mounting locations and will have Lo be changed to fit the unit in the

study aircraft.

When the electronic control is mounted in the boom area of the study aircraft there is considerable

impact on system maintainability. The boom area is high off the ground making servicing of the control
much more difficult. Access time is over five times that of the baseline and LPU replacement time is the

longest of four locations studied. While replacement time for the boom mounted FAEC is half that of the
baseline EEC, this is due to the use of quick disconnect (QD) connectors rather than control unit location.
Additional work stands are required to service the control and, since the control is remote from the eng-
ine, the most maintenance manhours per engine flight hour are required for an engine change.

The shortest iccess and replacement times result when the FAEC control is installed in the forward bay.
In this configuration the pressure transducers must be located remote from the control and mounted on the
engine to keep the pressure signal time lag from being excessive. The access and replacement time for
these pressure transducers is comparable to an engine mounted FAEC. However, this is negated due to the
considerable increase in the engine change time and the increased trouble shooting time required for this
remote location of the control.

If aircraft fuel is supplied to the FAEC for cooling, four extra valves and some necessary plumbing
will have to be added to the system. This will result in an increase of .0035 maintenance manhours per

engine flight hour over the current corling system which uses the relatively hot pump discharge fuel.
Using the existing environmental control system for the cooling of the FAEC unit will have little impact
on the maintenance cwsts of the aircraft.

The comparison of the impact on system maintainability by the different control configurations pre-
sented in Table IX shows that the engine mounted, air cooled FAEC requires the smallest increase in engine
change time, while the forward bay mounted unit has the shortest access and replacement times. Even though
some of the systems have maintainability advantages over the others, they are all on about equal footing

witn the exception of the boom mounted FAEC. This configuration has a distinct maintenance problem in its

poor accessability and large increase in engine change time.

RELIABILITY

The reliability analysis considers changes in both engine and airframe configurations. The baseline
engine configuration, wiring and actuation systems are considered along with the airframe's Air Inlet Con-
trol, additional instrumentation, cooling and wiring. Some of the configuration changes are due to the

control installation location (such as the installing of a remote trim if the control is placed in the

test boom) but most are brought about by use of the FAEC system instead of the Bill-of-Material (B/M) ccn-

trol.

The EEC failure rates are based on operating in continuous maximum Mach Number environment, but becaus,-

of the cooling and isolation of the units, reliability is independent of mounting location. EEC reliability
is dependent on the method of cooling and on configuration changes that alter the unit's part count.

A summary of the failure rates per million operating hours for the control system components in the

various mount locations is presented in Table X. The bottom value is the MTBF for each o-tnfiguration. Not,
that MTBF is calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of the failures per million hours multiplicd by llt

.

Note that all of the FAEC systems are more reliable than the current system. The engin. -,ntrol svsts"
reliability improvement may be traced to a reduction in failures of both the electronic ind hvdromcintaic.al
portions of the system. The electronic control reliability has increased by a factor ot approsimat,,lv thr.,
due mainly to the increased level of integration in the FAEC system. The elimination ,t the unifi-I fu, 1
control (UFC) and it's replacement with a simpler gas generator ((;(;) and augmentor nontrol is th,-
of the hydromechanical improvement. It should be remembered that, for the FAE(. mounted in tht trward 1,v.
engine pressure transducers must remain on the engine to keep pneumatic line length s to a minimum. hin
accounts for the doeble entry for the EEC in this configuration.

The baseline system as shown in Table X has a lower overall aircraft MTBF as comparted to tht, foov .,l
locations being evaluated. However, this is not significant since the study engine svst.Ti -nnot I- tt,-t
ively integrated with the aircraft control systems; whereas the FAEC system has that cal.albilitv &de-,igeld
within the configuration with an overall MT"T improvement between 26 and 32*7 for the mount loca i,on nval-
uated.

VULNERABILITY, SURVIVABILITY AND SAFETY

The topics of Vulnerability/Survivability and Safety have been defined as follows for this studv:

Vulnerability is the likelihood that the FAEC control system will snistain a hit from to Inn emili,

projectile.
Survivability is that given a hit from ,t projectile, the aircraft either continue s to opetat., ,"11
tinues the mission or suffers the loss of a subsystem or component.

Safety is the effect of the FAEC system on the aircraft accident rate.

The survivabilitv/vulnerability (S/V) and safety analyses for the EAEC preaentation are di\'id int,



two settions in this material. The S/V aspects are addressed t i rst with It t mitl lowIns.it I t Ing of t tit. m~i I
factors considered in the ana lysis. This analys is conisiders tilhe impact ofini cr eas ing or de( reas immg 'rm-
ponent areas and thre effect of a it in thlt vulnerable are-a. lilt vulut-rab it v 11. g!veil art- (VA)1 I-
probability oft a hit in that area (PA) t imes the mrobailtIitv thait tilt. tilt will r-sulIt mm loss - timt- I! r
craft (PK).

The S/V analysis ground rules for thre use of ti timrt- cooilant mm-lmcm un, it.)l, liqulid ind it r it- ;ti,
sented below:

*Fuel Coolant - break in Coolant I lilt- in engint- liv roisul t - in II .,I engine.
only aircraft vulnerabi lity incremment rk ik' tm1 t. I li-mI -Iant I (i-s txtm-r-iiil t m thie-mm I m
FuelI loss due to rupture of coolant l ine is rio rit ima tm ,ir raft survival.

*Air Coolant - typical combat damage to air l ines will result in loss if FAR) within if) min, It -- I
all locat ions.
Only additional line routing., comnsidered in t h-I. islir i lit V I sst'SITIet

(Note: Existing lines from ECS bay is incluidedi in VA 861smm~tvic'k I.s tl conmm-mirel ---
crit ical for reasons other than FAC opt-rat ion.)

*Liquid Coolant - typical combat damage will resulIt in EAFC Ioss with in (if :11(nut's.
Only additijonal coolant line rolitings commsidt-r-d in vimlnrmiimlitvs ssmn

*Al- Coolant Conf igiurations - FAR: input lout put vii n, rail I(iVmim -niet--i t m to 1AM *mr ill -- vin
locat ion configurations.
S/V impacts quant if ied in tr-ms mit

Aircraft vulnerable area - Areas whimim Zt-Svit in Im.ms 4 jr Im

Aircraft loss rates -Perce-nt ,hanw,,' in air rit 1--,m 1,t Paili .1

Engine loss rates - Ari-as which ri-silt is) is- iif vngin-. IbI- V/A montril-t- t

to aircralt 1'vs rtes (poimmvli to, h(v,t l- Ktimm, oe)i
tom abort rates (loss tf mnt, t-ngine onlv).

Controller vulnerable- area - Ar-av which re-sult inl loll oIf en 'iu 'ontnIItI- 111lV, !-
, n t rImI,,er ,' f . Iin , m ii '-r. d as ri-volI 'ni Tit ll i i-~,i n

In all cases the aircraft vulnerable area is considered to 1- Li sqitei- ett

Air cooled systems are vulne rable oinly toco ntrtil dlamage. BIeing a ir coillii ti-r, i5 it,' mlsomr t hit I
of a control due to a it would cauise loss of time aircraft or engine mfic, it, a I i.. I t s,v o i , r I - ~ Ii
from the groundrules that tire loss of thet control only results in miss ion abort . tis i-. rk-! i- t- illm It
negative value of loss rate whmen compared tio time basvline fuel-' lulled svstem, 1tilmIt X!

This table also presents a comparison of liquid cooling for the FAKC when bay or hi a i, . m nt-itii
against the baseline. The engine mounted FAEC cootroi. and tre FAEC control] in tilt foru-;mrd tmil,' it

not evaluated. The engine mounted control would be mooled witht ael if liquid comoling is imls'iltaimiv-s

The forward fuselage location would be air cooled to he consistent with tire existing emqmiipmmet tll this
area. As with the air cooled system a it in thle two locat ions considered leads omnly t I t nil daagi
and thus the abort situa' ion established in the groundritles. Again this leads to a nvgat ise irm~biet inr t;I,
aircraft loss rate.

For fuel cooled systems only the forward fuselage loications is not evaluated. It wisconstiirii l-

desirable to introduce a new coolant into thiis area where. the adjacent avionics msi ir moolf n ,. All c',

the locations present a positive, or increased, impact on tue aircraft loss rate. hie engint' buy and h-'
locat ion fuel lines are new and their loss can lead to loss of tire engine or aircraft . Tilt- FAF) system 0

engine mount location is positive with respect tm time baseline EEC system due, to anl added I itie wimlei was
introduced to bring fuel across the aircraft/engine interface for ciotroml c m..lng. In tilt immilit'.ie 't'-

tuhis fuel is taken from pump interstage and returned to pump inlet.

The fuel cooled boom location places the FAFC in an area in wiiich damage or fire is more, mrminn tm lIt--
imf the aircraft than any other location. This at tributed tim tile Iloeat imot of time aircraft contot riruna-
cable routing in tire study aircraft.

The airframer conclusion on vulnerability and survivability is, timat eitiher liquid oir ift cooilinlg is time
preferred medium for engine electronic control cooling. Fuel Is considered sllgimtlv less desiriili (imn tn
S/V basis due to the potential for loss of aircraft or engine that dimes rioit exi st witim time mtinlet roml itg
metitods.

SAFETY

The use of the FAEC provides a slight improvement in the safety oif tile study aircraft. Safety in tii
context may be defined as the lack of any hazard which may cause lmlss omf the aircraft. Table XII present,
an evaluation of the safety of air and fuel cooled FAFC systems. Time safetyv oi thme mm r comoled version mmf

the FAEC system benefits mainly from the reconfiguration omf the lilyuromecimanical portimosif time systenm
when compared to the baseline unified fuel control. The fuel Interface remains tile same in timat nIv ini,
fuel line connect aircraft and engine. The fuel cooled FAEC systems again receive time benefits imf tile-
hydromechanical improvements to the system. Tile use mof a separate fmuel line fior fuel coinillg cammses ;m
small decrease in the safety of time configuration. An overall evalmuation of both time air andi fmmel cmmomemd
FAEC systems shows a slight Improvement for timis system omver time cuirtent B/il engine controml . Hmowevet, n
significant difference is fouind between the safety of the air anmi fmmel mcmoledl systems.

WEIGHT

The weight of the electrical wiring and the simielding necessary to Iltimt against spec i id ivvely- 0
11 was the major driver for keeping tile ci eftrotimIc cmmnt rom in or mmvi nieir to ti(me-iing I ne

m
. T('1m strtmittgt i in

this factor and whethmer or not mther factmors arte mmf minre impimrtanm- tii line fin ma mml vsl5Ii di-lmemms grItitIv

inn the design criteria employed In Installiog time cablis. Itm tis tmunv twn miffetenmt calinlo mhiiphs

were examined in detail and tiheir effects inn airermift. Weight dmmcmmiltmi. ie imnl( mianiml act mint s iisi goi
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criteria specit ted the use of a minimum of 20 gage wire in a stainless steel braid for those cables mat fi.
directly with the engine and 22 gage wire in any other high temperature areas. Four engIne/control cablt.
are defined as the only wiring that could introduce a significant weight penalty and each is treated as .i,
individual cable. The interface between engine and aircraft cabling Is established at the firewall with

pigtails leading frm the engine to the firewall.

The airframe manufacturer uses a similar but less conservative cabling criteria and assumed that sor,.
80" of the wiring can be reduced in gages where environment pennits. Weight could also be saved by movi,
the interface between engine and aircraft wiring closer to the engine and to accomplIsh this, 1-boxes al'
jumper cables are instituted. The use of tinned copper braid shielding is also specified as sufficient
for the aircraft cables.

A summary of the two sets of design criteria is presented in Table XIII.

The results of the electrical cabling trade study, Table XIV, shows the unsurprising results that th
further away from the engine the control is placed the heavier the cables. It also shows that the magni-
tude of weight gain is heavily dependent on the criteria used in selecting the cables. The airframer's
wiring concept lists cable weight additions approximately half that of those specified using the engine
manufacturer's criteria. The table also shows that the weight penalties are significant for both the 'r.
and forward Day locations no matter whose criteria is used. The forward bay is not located on the center-

line explaining why airframe cable lengths are dependent on whether one measures from the left or right
engine.

The results of the electrical cabling/E1l study show that the preferred control mounting location is on
the engine since cable length and weight are at a minimum. MIL-C-38999 connectors have been specified along
with the prohibition of filters or metal overbraid in the EEC/airframe wiring. The study also showed that
existing electrical cable connections are sufficient to handle any of the control configurations and no
additional penetration points need be made.

If the cabling is to meet the Fl-I compatibility requirements as laid down in the baseline engine
specification then there will be a further weight penalty to some of the control mounting locations. For
the engine mounted control there is no additional penalty as the steel braid cables already have sufficient
shielding, while over 14 Kg can be added to the cable weights for a control mounted in the forward bay,
Table XV. The penalty is higher for those cables designed to the less conservative airframer standards
than those designed to the engine manufacturer's specifications.

Table XVI summarizes the effect on engine weight on the different control mounting configurations.
Fuel cooled control are generally a few pounds lighter than their air cooled counterparts because the im-
proved cooling performance of the fuel allows for greater packing density because the shape of the avail-
able volume to mount the control in these two regimes does not permit efficient packaging. Two values are
given for the forward bay control weight because the pressure transducers and associated electronic inter-
faces are engine mounted, while the rest of the control is located off engine. Electrical cable weights

shown on this figure represent the engine manufacturer's wiring concept weights. The boom location has a
separate remote trim control (and the associated 2.2 Kg penalty) because the EEC cannot be approached when
the engine is running due to its proximity to the jet fuel starter. The last line shows the engine weight

change with respect to the engine baseline -f --rh of the control mounting configurations.

Table XVII summarizes the change in aircraft weight for the different control mounting configurations.
The first row is a carry over from the preceding table of the change in engine weight for each configura-

tion, but is here doubled since the baseline is a twin engine aircraft. The electrical cable weights re-
flect the airframe wire weight and structure reflects some minor changes in the weight of the aircraft
structure. The individual items are summed under total change in weight, but since the added weight does
not coincide with the location of the center of gravity, the aircraft must be rebalanced. Ballast is
either added or removed depending on the weight distribution of each configuration and the final airctaft
change in weight is given in the last row.

This analysis clearly shows only the engine mounted control configurations to be preferable. The
nacelle, forward bay and boom locations all add between 32 to 68.5 kilograms extra weight, while the air
cooled engine mounted control configuration adds less than 3-4 Kg and th. fuel cooled verions but 0.5 Kg.

LIFE CYCLE COST

Previous analysis has shown boom mounting as too heavy and fuel cooling for the forward fuselage lo-
cation has been disccinted as impractical. The consideration of the use of liquid coolant was not in-
cluded in the LCC due to other increased aircraft requirements. This leaves five coollng/mountlng con-
figurations to be compared with the baseline system under life cycle cost analysis,. These systems are ai
and fuel cooled engine mountings, air and fuel cooled nacelle mounting and air cooled forward fuselage
mounting. The life cycle cost groundrules assume that the FAEC control will be Instilled on the study air-

craft between S/N 300 and will be procured for the following 400-451) aircraft. It is also assumed ther-
will be no retrofit of the control to earlier aircraft, that each plane will be utilized 4 hour, a month

for the next ten years, and that 25% of the engines will be spares. None of the fuel saving effects of th.
improved performance were incorporated Into this analysis and costs are based on 1974 dollars. The vs en
of life cycle cost Is composed of three main cost categories which ore as follows:

Nonrecurring (RDTE) Cost -

Design and Development, Ground Test, Flight rest, Prototype Hardware, Qualification Testint',
Support of Flight 'rest Program Rate, TOlng

Recurring (Production, tn'ludig Sii.:irt) Cost -

Cost of Production Incorporation, Hardware, Mods, Retrofit if asy, AGE, Data, rainlng De-



vices, Initial Spares.

Logistic Support Cost - 10 Year Cost to Support (fiangts o Hardware in th. I t'ld.

Maintenance, Labor, Material, Replenlishment Spares, Supply Admitistrat iun, Irtlnts,ortAt ju.

The first cattgory is t he nonrecurring costs. illhis Includes tit' rvsear(lih, diesign d.vtlimeot tnt tn I

costs that are Incurred but onct no matter how illnv units arte product'd. Dfi set'tid tatg,rv i-, Itt. rt

curring cost of producing or retrofitting units. Combined, these first two categorit's trte zt'terred t,

the acquisition cost. The third cost categorv is the logistic support itist, whii h is tit tor, i,.jiijtk-l.

ance, material, and miscellaneous costs incurred tt, support the hardware in the t Ii' li vti the t'l '-i'tlr

study life.

'rable XVIII lists the acquisition costs with respect to tht iaserline ita eta it It tt. tnttr,l in? iit

tions broken down into non-recurring and recurring costs. A look at thte tottaI ninrt, irring or Clif -,-t,
shows little difference among tile five configurations. A study of the recurrit I4 osts rt'vt-al tht c.nut!i,

mounted control, either air or fuel cooled, as tilt best choice, aind when pt timaring itl I i~ 
1  

iua -l ,
this is reconfirmed. The forward bay mounted control shows up almost as well st thi- -ngint miiintt.I nit-

but both nacelle mounted control conf igurat tions are s ignif [cant ly ltre i'xpeitlve.

A comparison of logistic st 1 jiort cost trelnds, ''able XIX, ttt hit'rt extluding remtval anti rIt-ll ein,'i
labor and airframe components, shows that any of tile FAECl conf igUrtt ions will 1 1-%,' t drtilriiat i, 'if.,v,'it II!
over tile current system costs. Among tlie d if ferent cinf igtrat i ons the Iitul ,ilt'd iLits IlaVe lit' itsWt'It
cost per flight hour averaging about seven percent less than tilt iir cii, tlt units. Tt. i t-,t till! ;.,:Ir I ,

presented here is tile engine mounted ful cooled control, will le the wtrst Is the itirward fi tiiI agk i-llt

control.

The maintenance impact on tilt, aircraft is summarized in 'able X. 140% V n, cinigur,t ki,, th. te
mounted air cooled control, demonstrates a redcl'ed mainte-nant'

+ 
(ist withi respt' titim' base liui'. ftIe "' -I

expensive system is the nacelle mounted fiel cooled cintril whiti, whten't tmlpared w i t lit' h as,'I In,, t,
over a seven percent increase In maintenance costs will le the other systens hae soiimtht.at sma I Icr lI I r.,

Logistic support costs over tile ten year period set down in tile groundruiles tre ind l at ed in I talt' .
The engine mounted fuel cooled system is the most cost eff ect ive if t hef ive df ftrent svsttms ,'vali. 'i.

18.64 million, while the forward fuselage mounted control shows the least savings.

Table XXIII summarizes the results of the installation trade study. The system with tile histst IRI

replacement time is the forward bay control. The system with the fastest engine change time is the air
cooled engine mounted control. The engine and nacelle mounting locatins are equal for tite most ri'liatl,
systems while all systems were equal for the loest vulnerability while the system with the lighttst wtild
and lowest cost is thc fuel cooled engine mounted control configuration.

Based upon the two studies presented, the full authority digital electronic engine control unit (s)

should be mounted on the engine to achieve the significant improvements associated with engint repla ii'iiii

time, life cycle cost and control system weight. However, both studies have nor projected tue potential
problen. associated with off-mounted engine controls specifically in the areas of control accointability,
data transmission and vulnerability. Further substantiation of the need for engine-mounted contril is
discussed below.

The on-engine control provides an element of complete power plant assembly by the engine manufa ture-r

and assures accountability to the airframer and the operating service. Tue engine control and its inter-
face connections are essential parts of the propulsion system. By engine mounting the control system,
the complete propulsion system is fully assembled and tested prior to aircraft installa in providing
fault isolation and accountability. Thus, avoiding airframer and engine manufacturer logistic problents.

Tile engine controller represents the lowest level in the computer hierarchy of spatially separated or
distributed computer systems. These include the auto throttle system, the aircraft pripulslon management

computer, the flight controls and other aircraft computers, recorders, sensoirs, and displays as shtwn In

Figure 13.

Efficient distributed computer computation and control are made possible by advances in minicomputers
and microprocessors. The advantage of distributed computer computation and control is that single failures

do not propagate and the failed element may be bypassed for continued operation. For example, in a pr-
pulsion control system, the pilot would normally comand the engines through tue automatic propulsion
management computer and autothrcttle system which have Interactions with other aircraft systems. However,
in the event of any loss of performance of these systems, the pilot can command the engine controls direct Iv

and continue uninterrupted flight. This applies to single engine aircraft and mltiple engine aircraft

systems.

Distributed computers for computation and control tffer an additional advantage in titat data may be
consolidated and utilized locally with only that data rate needed for transmission. 'T'he weight and com-
plexity of the transmission paths are less and their vulnerabilities and failure consequences reduced.

For example: typically, the engine control measures a combination of 20 pressures, temperatures, anti
speeds throughout the engine eve-y 0.01 second. On tie basis of these sensed variables, together with lI,'
pilot, aircraft, and Inlet Inputs, the control positions up to eight engine variable geometries and coitttl,
two fuel flows. Interuption of tiits operation for even a fraction of a second can cause gross t'nogint'

damage. Mounting the control on the engine assures the shiirtest, least vilnrable, paths for this cri tii
high perfirmance control logic.

The on-engine control provides a degree of protection for momentary Intecrruptitns of command data I r,
tile pilot and aircraft by continuing uninterrupted engine operation ui nsf th, tis u'ci'tit ,o,, t it lod I

mand tntil faults are cleared on redundant paths energized.
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nerability, safety and life cycle cost are considered there is no clear choice between an air cooled eng-

ine mounted control and a fuel cooled engine mounted control. The air cooled version could be selected

based on the slight S/V and safety benefits and the fuel cooled version on the basis of weight and cost
benefits. Clearly the two systems are both acceptable and the final decision on configuration most he

considered a designer's choice, driven by the overriding selection criteria for the particular aircraft.
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Table I - Summary of GE FADEC Test Hours

FADEC Units

S/N 001 S/N 002 S/N 003 Totals
Test (Hrs) (Hrs) (rsl_ (Mrs)

Subassembly 20 20 20 60

Component 120 120 120 360

Vibration 20 - - 20

System 100 120 80 100

Engine 28 80 170 278

Environmental

(MIL-STD & Spec) boo - - 600

Subtotals: 888 340 390 1618

Table II - Summary of the PWA/HSD FADEC Opterating Hours

Test Breadboard #1 FADEC #1 Breadboard #2 FAULDC tQ

Advanced Engine

Simulation (CI.B) 230 0 251 251

F401 System Test

(Design Assurance) 778 380 0 1)

SLS Test 162 54 (31) 0 13 (12)

Alt. Test 90 60 (25) 0 0

Environmental 0 0 126 126

Development 1784 98 2580 144

Subtotals: 1044 592 2957 5t4

Total Hours 7127

Engine Test Hours (56) (12)

Total Engine lest Hours 68

lbl, III - ,,nt rI System Component Redesign Required For M(tLnt l ) t) (-, r I(resir lr.,ii h.t t ,n -), I cit

With (,,ntro l Mounted In Equipment Bay

Weight st lncrtn,.nt

Incremnlt71 t of , [.1t I

- (K_)_ _ Systers (st

Prssur, trainducers packaged separately, multi-
pi,xir iddted, trins-hie rs eliminated from control + . ..1

S.rlal digital transdiu r (al, idded 4 (.8 * ".1,

, i tu(' i lons added + 1.1 4 0.1)l

Pr,-..ri Ins i, limInati-d (." '

7:
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Table IV - Estimated Weight And Acquisition Cost Increment For Bay-Mounted Electronic Control

Relative To Engine-Mounted Control

Acquisition
Weight Cost Increment

Type of Engine Increment (7 of Total
ECS Cooling Configuration* (Kg) System Cost)

Liquid 1 +30 +5.4

Liquid 2 +40 +6.1

Liquid 3 +20 +4.8

Air 1 +15 +5.2

Air 2 +20 +5.8

Air 3 +9 +4.7

* l.ift-cruise engine configurations ideutified in Figure 8

Table V - Relative Organizational Level Maintenance Labor For Engine-Mounted And Bay-Mounted

Electronic Control Systems

Component Engine
Replacement Change Total

Time Time Time

Engine-mounted control
and pressure transducers 0.016 0.984 1.0(0

Bay-mounted control
and pressure transducers 0.015 1.025 1.040

Bay-mounted control
with engine-mounted

pressure transducers 0.011 1.027 1.038

Table VI - Life Cycle Cost Increment For Hay-Mounted Electronic Control Relative To Engine-Mounted

Control

Calculated
Type of Engine Life Cycle

ECS Cool-111 Conf I rati(n* Co. st (os Lllars)**

1. iquid 1 +43,100,000

liquid 2 +54,, 1(0,00o

1. iqu id 3 + 34, /500, 00)

Air 1 +I , 0o, (0)

Air +41 6 00, 00110

Air 3 +28, 5n,1)0(

* LIft-cruise engine configurations identified in Figure 8

** Cost calcolations based on 1973 economy

1



Table VII - Coolant Systems Comparison

FU EL AIR 1I.1UID

Safety - Leakage-Spillage + No spillage or Leakage - I-akage-Spi I lage

- Highly Flammable + Non-Flammable - Semi-Flammable

- Toxic Decomposition + Non-Corrosive - Toxic lecomposi t ion

- A. I. T. Exposure - Corrosle Products

Reliability + Good Component Temp. - Higher Component Temp. + ;ood Component Temp.

- Wide Coolant Temp. + Good Coolant Temp. Range + Good Coolant Temp. Range

Range

+ Redundant Coolant - Single Coolant Supply - Single Failure loss

Supply
+ Emerg. Coolant Supply

Maintainability - Coolant at Engine - Coolant at Engine Idle, - Coolant at Engine

Idle ECS On Idle, ECS & Radar On

- Valve & Control Req'd + No Controls - Disconnects 6 Control
Valve Required

- Disconnects & Elec.
Interface

Table VIIZ- Coolant System Summary At Various FAEC Locations

ENGINE MOUNTED NACELLE BOOM FORWARD BAY

TRADE FACTORS FUEL AIR LIQUID FUEL AIR LIQUID FUEL AIR LIQUID FUEL AIR LIQUID

Weight (Kg) 5.4 6.3 6.4 7.2 5.8 6.4 9.1 5.8 8.2 6.6 4.2 5.7

Ballast (Kg) 0.3 0.3 _ 0 0.9 0.7 0 2.7 1.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

Total (Kg) 5.7 7.1 6.4 8.1 6.5 6.4 11.8 7.3 8.4 6.3 4.0 5.4

line Size (cm) 1.2 3.7 1.2 1.2 3.7 1.2 1.2 3.0 1.2 1.2 3.0 1.2

Coolant Flow

(Kg/Hr) 15.5 13.6 11.8 15.5 13.6 11.8 14.6 11.4 10.0 11.4 8.7 7.7

Growth Impact
load-Wat t , 1, 8 158 18 158 158 158 113 13 133 101 101 101

*G, .lOn1 Oi t 1-,lp

'C qQ 116f 116 9) 116 99 99 105 116 99 105 116

* n. a I .i,-(U Max im,,'U3 FE-3 Surface Temperature

*1

1~,j



Table ILX - FAEC Maintainability Im(, t

AIR COO1ED

LOCA l ION ENGINE NACELLE BO "I FORWARD FUIl I) Ei [Mt

Acies, U'imr - Min 21 20 101 6-LEC

20-X10'l ERS

LRF Rep laceieutt ime - Min 6 10 2- EEC
8-XR t Fill S

Increase in Engine Change .OO(6(7 .00252 .04&128 .00135 .'0128

'ime - DMM1H!FH

Maintenance of A/C Cooling

System - DLMI/tH 0 2. Oifi5l1

fable X - FAEC Svstvin t-liiiiit','

(:'ii hires Per 106 licirs

BASELINE ENGINE MOUNTED NACELLE MOtN IID iAl .', - :

ITEDI (HOT FULl) AIR FUEl, Ali, FUL',. AI k F.Fl"

ENG INE

EEC 2000 693 542 693 542 69 54 2 '. - Li' It",

>'t d r., --

ducer

UFC 1000 -- -- -- -- -- --

G Control -- 765 765 765 765 765 765 7 t

Aug. Control -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Wiring 36 53 53 53 53 53 53 51

Actuation 2897 2574 2574 2574 274 257-4 2574 2574

Total 59-33 41085 3934 4085 393) -t 54 4281

AIRCRAFT

B Probe 0 400 400 0(0) 400 1)(t 4 'M

Wiring 0 8 8 8 8 :1.- (1 5,
1-uleI CoL ing

Valves 0 -- 150 -- 150 -- I/ --

Re oi: te frim (I ........ ii 2' --

AIt Addition O 6 6 6 6 6

0 414 564 414 -564 (i) 6611 .6i

ota I
TOTAL. 5933 4499 4498 4499 4498 4595 5 741 1

MTF 168 Hr. 222 Htr. 222 Hr. 222 Hr. 222 Hr. 
2

18 lItr .1 ir. 211 Hr.
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Iable XI - Vulnerability Comparisons Of FAEC C(onfigurations

LOSS RATE IMPACI

AIR I. 1 QI I1) FUEl.
COOLED COOl.ANI C(ILED

VERSI ONS VERSINS VERSIONS

Baseline
(Fuel Coled) N/A N/A 0

on Ing i n
,

Mounted 0.22 N/A +0J.1

Nacelle -0.27 -(1.2/ +0 27

B 1oom Area
..c.t ion -0.2' -0.2 +

A/C 8.a -U. 2,
"  

N/A N/A

Table XII - Safety Evaluation

EVALUATION
CRITERIA BASELI NE AIR COOLED FUEL COOLEl)

A C*66Engine 144.4 x 10
-  

144.4 x 10
-  

144.4 x lo

A C*
Controller

(Causing in- 189.0 x 10-6 37.0 x 10
-
6 37.0 x 10

6

flight
shutdown)

Fuel 6 6
Interface 7.6 x 10

-6 7.6 x 10 9.6 x 10
(Causing fire)

AIRCRAFT LOSS
PER lOOK HR. 5.2626 5.2375 5.2376

A C: That Portion Of the Total Failure Rate Which Is Safety Critical

(Contributes to a Critical Hazard).
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Table XIII - Design Criteria Rationale

ENGINE MANUFCTURER CRITERIA AIRFRAME MANUFACTURER CRITERIA BOTH

0 0 0 The four engine/EEC cables are

the only wiring introducing a

significant weight penalty

o No reduction in

originally wire gages o Assume 80% of wiring can be 0 Wiring mating directly to the eng-

reduced in gage where environ- inu may no be smaller than 20 gap,

ment permits and wire in high temperature areas

may not be smaller than 22 gage

o Vigtails on engine o J-Box on engine

o Jumper Cable Length:
Nacelle Mtd.- 0.9 meters

Boom Mtd. - 2.4 meters

Fwd. Mtd. - 1.2 meters

0 0 o Each, engine/EEC cable mus, be treated

as an individual cable and not cot-

bined with others

o Stainless steel braid o Tinned copper braid on o Each engine/EEC cable requires over-

on engine wiring aircraft wiring all metal bundle braid

Table XIV - Electrical Cable Trade Study

LOCATION

BASELINE ENGINE NACELLE BOOM FW' FUS
INSTALLATION CRITERIA EEC FAEC FAEC FAEC FAEC

Engine Manufacturer Concept

Engine Cable Length per

Engine (M) 0 3.1 6 2 3.1

Airframe Cable Length per

Electronic Control (M) 0 0 0.6 10.4 Right

7.3 Left

System Disconnects (per

electronic control) 0 0 1 2 3

Engine Wire Weight (Kg/Aircraft) 23.0 22.5 38.0 53.0 38.0

Airframe Wire Weight (Kg/Aircraft) 0.7 1.6 1.9 6.0 34.0

Total System Wire Weight (Kg/Aircraft) 23.5 24.5 39.0 59.0 72.0

Weight Penalty (Kg over baseline) -- 0.4 16.0 36.0 48.0

Airframe Manufacturer Concept

Engine Cable Length (Ft) per engine -- 0 0 0 0

Airframe Cable Length per control (M) -- 0 3 10 11.5 Right
8.7 Left

System Disconnects (per control) 0 0 2 3 4

Engine Wire Weight (Kg/Aircraft) 23.0 22.5 23.0 23.0 23.0

Airframe Wire Weight (Kg/Aircraft) 0.7 1.6 7.0 16.4 29.9

Total System Wire Weight (Kg) 23.5 24.5 31.0 40.0 53.0

Weight Penalty (Kg over baseline) -- 0.4 7.2 16.4 30.0
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Table XV - EMI Protection Weight Penalty (Aircraft Wiring Only)

DESIGN CRITERIA ENGINE NACELLE BOOM FORWARD

Engine Manufacturer Concept: -- 1.2 14.1
Pigtails & Max GA Wire

(Kg/Aircraft)

Airframe Manufacturer Concept: 1.8 5.6 14.5

J-Box, Jumper Bundles &

Min Gage Wire

(Kg/Aircraft)

NOTE: Above weights do not include 0.2

Kg/Aircraft weight penalty
(estimated) for EEC internal

EMI provisions

Table XVI - Effect on Engine Weight for the Various Control Mountin g Locations

EEC AIR COOlED-FAEC ElEL Cl lOGED - FAV

[TE t BASE- ENGINE NACELLE BOOM FORWARD ENCINE NACELIE BOOM

LINE BAY

Electronic Control 11.0 14.6 17.9 16.0 13 + 2.7 14.0 7.0 1 ).(

Mounts 1i. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 + 0.5 0.5 0.5 I.5

UFC 40.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 31. 0

Sensors/Plumbing 1.2 3.2 4.2 5.0 4.5 3.2 -. 2 5.0)

Misc. Control Hardware 24.5 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 21.0

Electrical Cables 11.5 11.0 18.9 26.0 18.9 11.0 18.9 26.0

Remote Trim 0 0 0 2.2 0 0 0 2.2

t, WT. (Kg) 0 -2.3 +9.0 +18.0 +7.8 -3.2 +8.5 +15.6

'Fable XVII - Summary of the Change in Aircraft Weight For The Various Cont tol Mount ing Conf i g irat ions

FAEC AIRCRAFT WEIGHT STATUS

All? COOLED FUEl, CoOLED

I T21 BASE- ENGINE NACELLE BOOM FORWARI) ENGINE NACEI.E BOOM
LINE BAY

WT. - 2 Engines 0 -4.8 +18.0 +35.0 +15.2 -6.4 +16.0 +33.5

Sideslip Probe 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

Electrical Cables 0.3 0.6 3.0 14.1 11.5 0.9 1.2

Cooling Plumbing 6.0 5.0 6.0 4.2 5.4 7.1 (.1

Structure 0.1 0.5 1.1 0.1 0.1 o.5 1.1

Total A, Wt. O +4.2 +27.0 +48.0 +55.0 +2.5 427.0 5().o

Ballast - -0.7 +6.2 +20.0 -II.5 -2.1 +6.1 +20.0

Aircraft &WT. +2.8 +32.5 +68.0 +44.1 +0.5 +11.5 +h9. )

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L W 11. - -- -- A J



Table XVIII - Acquisition Cost Comparison, Cost

Increment From The Current Baseline

(Dollars in Millions)

ENGINE MOUNTED NACELLE MOUNTED FORWARI)

FUSELAGE MTD

AIR COOiLED FUEL C)OLED AIR COOLED FUEL COOLED AIR COOLED

RDTE $34.0 $34.0 $34.1 $34.2 $33.5

Y PRODUCTION -$71.1 -$71.1 -$58.2 -$58.1 -$69.3

ACQUISirION -$37.1 -$37.1 -$24.1 -$23.9 -$35.8

Table XIX - Summary Of

Logistic Support Cost Trends

(Recurring Only)

Normalized With Respect To The Baseline System

BASELINE

(Current System) 1.000

FAEC

o Engine Mounted -
Air Cooled .390

o Engine Mounted -
Fuel Cooled .365

o Nacelle Mounted -
Air Cooled .396

o Nacelle Mounted -
Fuel Cooled .371

o Forward Fuselage -
Mounted - Air Cooled .402

Table XX - Summary Of Maintenance Impact

(Organizational Level Only)

Normalized With Respect To The Baseline

Alternate

Current Baseline 1.000

Engine Mounted -
Fuel Cooled 1.020

Engine Mounted -
Air Cooled .965

Nacelle Mounted -
Fuel Cooled 1.075

Nacelle Mounted -
Air Cooled 1.006

Forward Fuselage -

Air Cooled 1.005
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Table XXI - Logistic Support Cost Increments

(Dollars in Millions)

ENGINE MOUNTED NACELLE MOUNTED FORWARD
FUSELAGE MTD.

AIR COOLED F;IEL COOLED AIR COOLED FUEL COOLED AIR COOLED

LOGISTIC
SUPPORT
COST (LSC) -$17.96 - $18.69 -$17.78 -$18.53 -$17.60

ON-A/C
MAINT-

ENANCE -$ .08 + $ .05 +$ .01 +$ .18 +$ .01

TOTAL

LSC
(10
YEARS) -$18.04 -$18.64 -$17.77 -$18.35 -$17.59

Table XXII - Life Cycle Cost Comparison

Cost Increment From Current Baseline

(Dollars in Millions)

ENGINE MOUNTED NACELLE MOUNTED FORWARD
FUSEI.A(;E MTI).

AIR COOLED FUEL COOLED AIR COOLED FUEL COOLE) AIR COOLED

TOTAL
ACQUISITION -$37.1 -$37.1 -$24.1 -$23.9 -$35.8

10 YEAR
LOGISTIC

SUPPORT
COST (LSC) -$18.04 -$18.64 -$17.8 -$18.35 -$17.6

TOTAL -

LIFE CYCLE
COST -$55.1 -$55.7 -$41.9 -$42.3 -$52.4
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Table XXIII - Installation Trade Summarv

AIR COOLED FUIL Cs.EOL

EVALUATION BASE-
CRITERIA LINE ENGINE NACELLE BOOM FORWARD BAY EN: I NE NACTI. . BOOM

Maintainability 60 27 26 127 8 (EEC) 29 28 129

28 (Trans-
- LRU Replacement ducers)

Time - Minutes

- Engine Change 3.0 3.007 3.45 5.12 3.13 1.() , .4.
MMH

Reliability System 168 222 222 218 211 21- 222 218

MTBF - Hr.

Safety - Z Change in - -. 5% -.5% -. Z -. -. 5! -.5' -

Aircraft Losses/
.105 Hours

Vulnerability - -0.2 -0.2 -J. 2 -0.2 +0.1 +(. *.

Loss Rate Chg -Z

EMI Aircraft
Protection,(Kg) - 0 2.1 h.2 1..5 0 -.1

Weight
Kg/Aircraft +2.8 +32.5 +67.0 +45.0 +.5 +

Life Cycle Cost
Saving -55.1 -41.9 - -52.4 -55.7 -42.
$ Million
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Silicon Integrated Circuit
(Brazed to Substrate)

Patterned Alumina
Tungsten Ceramic
Metallized Layers

Planes

Run J Via

FIGURE 1: MCM CROSS-SECTION SHOWING REFRACTORY METAL CONDUCTOR
RUNS AND VIAS

U.S. NAVY/GE FADEC PROGRAM

CAPAC TORS
MICRO-PROCESSOR PROM CHIPS

CHIPS

i RESI STORS

RAM CHIPS

TERM INALS

FIGURE 2: MICRO-PROCESSOR, TYPICAL MULTI-LAYER
CERAMIC MODULE
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FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF A TYPICAL MULTI-LAYER CERAMIC
MODULE WITH A CONVENTIONAL WIRE-WRAPPED PCB

Adjustment Potentiometers Power Supply Discretes Module

Hybrid Board

Pressure Transducers

Transformers

* Discretes Module

VbainF I GURE 4: GE FADEC MODEL, fRONT VIEW
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160 AIR COOLED

140 -AT MOUNTED
ELECTRONIC .ONTROL
WITH ENGINE MOUNTED

W 12O LC ENGINE PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
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o 00 
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120

0 BAY MOUNTED
m ELECTRONIC CONTROL100 WITH ENGINE MOUNTED

I- PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS
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-o

40 -

20 / ENGINE MOUNTED

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

SAY MOUNTED ELECTRONIC CONTROL
AND PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
1ci.5 3'.0 4.5 6.6 7.6 9.1

CABLE LENGTH FROM ENGINE NACELLE BULKHEAD
TO AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BAY - METERS

FIGURE 9: ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEMS WEIGHT IPACT
WITH ECS AIR-COOLED (TOP) AND LIQUID-
COOLED (BOTTOM) ELECTRONIC CONTROL VS
DISTANCE FROM ELECTRONIC EQUIP,1EN7 TLAY
TO ENGINE NACELLE BULKHEAD
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From Airrat irraft Engine To
Fuel .Heat Boost Main
Tank Pump ag Pump Pump

Baseline EEC Fuel Cooling

From Aircraft Aircraft Engine To
Fuel Boost Heat Boost Main
Tank Pump Exchanger Pump Pump

Electronic
Engine

Control

To
Fuel
Tank Fuel Cooled FAEC Configuration

to RWR
ECS Electronic

Cooling Air Duct Air Duct Engine
Air Control

Package To SDRS

Air Cooled FAEC Configuration

Liquid Supply I E ri
System jEng 1

Pump Return Control

Package

Transmitter

Liquid Cooled FAEC Configuration

FIGURE 12: FOUR COOLING CONFIGURATIONS, THE BASELINE
AND THE STUDIED FUEL, AIR AND LIQUID FAEC
COOLING SYZC--'
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SUMMARY

The various design methods available to obtain control equations suitable for programming in the

microprocessor will be described. In order to analyze and compare the methods, the z-transform will be

briefly discussed and the correspondence between the z and s planes established.

There are two broad categories of design methods: (1) continuous design followed by a digitization

and (2) direct digital design. The various digitization methods for the first design category will be des-
cribed and compared in terms of design ease and accuracy. The second category, direct digital design, il1

then be described and compared to the first category in terms of design ease and accuracy. Finally,

small word size effects and the basic issues in selecting the sample rate will be addressed.

PREFACE

An important aspect of designing any digital control system is the determination of the equations to

be programmed in the control computer. The intent of this paper is to provide the theoretical background

and practical tools to enable a designer to arrive at these equations. The methods to he studied are for
closed-loop (feedback) systems in which the dynamic response of the process being controlled is a major
consideration in the design, as is the case for aircraft engine control. The design methods are applicable

to any type of computer (from p-processors to large scale computers); however, the effects of small word

size and slow sample rates take on a more important role when using p-processors.

It will be assumed in the paper that the reader has some knowledge of control system design methods

for continuous (or analog) systems such as those covered in the textbooks by Dorf 1I] or Ogata L21. Further-
more,a more complete reference for the subject material of this paper can be found in a digital control text-

book by Franklin and Powell [3).

A typical topology of the type of system to be considered is shown in Fig. 1.

r(kT)

.k Digital ID/AtPan

r = reference or command input

y output quantities
u = actuator input signals

A/D = analog-to-digital converter

D/A = digital-to-analog converter

Fig. I Basic Control System Block Diagram.

There are two fundamentally different methods for the design of digital algorithms:

(1) Continuous Design: perform a continuous design, then digitize the resulting compensation.

(2) Discrete Design: digitize the plant model, then perform a direct digital design.

Both methods will be covered and their advantages and disadvantages discussed.

The paper will first present the theoretical background for the analysis of any discrete system,
followed by a discussion of the two design methods. The effects of small word size will then be discussed

followed by a concluding section on sample rate selection.

1. TH:ORETICAL BACKGROUND

(a) z-Transform - In the analysis of cont inuous systems, we use the Laplace Transform which is del ited by

,- -st

£! f(t )
1  

- (s) f(tie dt (I)
(O
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which leads directly to the important property that

xtht)} = 9 F(s) (2)

This relation enables us to easily find the transfer function of a linear continuous system given the
differential equations of that system.

For discrete systems, a very similar procedure is available. The "z-transform" is defined by

Z~f(n)l = F(z) = 7K f(n)z -n  
(3)

11= 0

which also leads directly to a property analogous to (2), specifically, that

Zff(n-l)l = z-iF(z) (4)

This relation allows us to easily find the transfer function of a discrete system given the diltrienr
equations of that system. For example, the general 2nd order difference equation,

y(n) = -a1y(n-l)-a 2y(n-2)+bou(n)+bltU(n-l)+b2u(n-2) 5)

can be converted from y(n), u(n), etc., to the z-transform of those variabl,-s by irv,'kng .juatior (lot
once or twice to arrive at,

Y(z) (-a z 
-

- a2 z-2 )Y(z) - (be+ b1
l 

b2z- )' ) ,)

which results in the transfer function
Y(z) b+blZ-1 +-b2

o 172
U~)-l -2(7I + a 

2z + a24

(b) z-Transform Inversion - Tables relating simple discrete time futct ions to tIhir . trat-i or m aii,, avi ]

able in most digital control textbooks, as is also the case for continuous tin,- I un-t Ions arid t ht ir lapla(e
transform.

Given a general z-transform, one can break it up into a sum of elementary terms tusing partial traction
expansion and find the resulting time series from the tables described above. Again, the-sv procedures are
exactly the same as those used for continuous systems.

A z-transform inversion technique which has no continuous counterpart is called long division. Given
a z-transform,

N(z)

Y(z) = N()D(z)

one simply divides the denominator into the numerator using long division. The result is a polynomial (per-
haps infinite) in z, from which the time series can be found by using Eq. (3).

For example, a first order system described by the difference equations,

y(n) kytn-l) + u(n) (9)

yields
Y(z) I- (it)
U(z) 1-k7-i

for an impulsive input,

u(O) I

u(n) = 0 n l o

U(z) = 1
andI

Y(z) 
(11)-1

1-kz

Therefore, to find the time series, divide:

I +kz-l+ k2z-2+ k31-3,

1-kz-/ 1
1-kz

-1

-I
kz- ,411

kz
- 1 
I-k 2z

-2

-k 2,-2,
2 -2 -

k k ' 3-2_k -3
k .

Lt--



-1 2 -2 3 -3
The quotient, 1 F kz- + k z + k z + is ¥(z) which means that,

y(O) 1

y(l) k

y(2) k 2

y(n) k
n

y(n) kn

(c) Relationship Between s and z - For continuous systems, one often associates certain behavior with

different values of the complex variable s. Figure 2 (from Cannon [4]) shows this correspondence. The

same kind of association is also useful to designers for discrete systems. The equivalent characteristics

in the z-plane are related to those in the
s-plane by the expression

z e (12) '' It

where T = sample period. This is obtulned \ \-- -
3

. __
by comparing the z-transform of the sampled

version of a signal with the Laplace transform

of the signal itself. A table of z-transforms

which also includes the Laplace transforms,

such as in [3], demonstrates the z = esT re-
lationship in the denominators of all the table

entries.

Figure 3 shows the mapping of lines of
constant damping, ", and natural frequency,
, , from the 9-plane to the upper half of
tle z-plane using Eq. (12). The mapping has "
several important features: 7 .11

1) The stability boundary is the unit
circle, 1"I = 1.

2) The small vicinity around z = sI is
essentially identical to the vicinity

around s = 0.

3) z-plane locations give response in-

formation normalized to the sample
rate, rather than respect to time - _____

as in the s-plane.

4) The negative real z axis always repre-

sents a frequency of ,/2, where

sample rate.

5) Vertical lines in the left hand s-

plane (constant real part or time
constant) map into circles within the
unit circle. .- .*- Xi

6) llorizotital lines in the 4-plan,.
(constant imaginhary par

t 
or frerqi ,t y)

map into radial lines in the i-plati.

7) There is no locaition iii the .- pilant
that represents frequectices greater
than q/2. Physically, this is I iV. 2, to t iiiloiis System Dynamic I5'haii )i vs. s-1*,r',
because you must sample at least I'ioIi lan t-tions (irom L.]).
twice as fast as a signal's irequenv
to represent it digitally and mathiematia[Iv
because of the nature of the trig fun(t ioiis
imbedded in Eq. (12).

(d) Final Value Theorem - The final valie theo(reim ir lont in tlois s'ste s

x(t I -i, sX( ) 131
t -, 0 5 0. i

is often rised to find steady state, system viroas itid or stlidy litI grins ei punt Irns ita ioifil ptort,1 - .
The analog [or discrete systems is ohtailned iv t irig thal in . i t i n iiSteauly rca i'''I' isI i'h.ntri h\

X(s) A/s anid leads to tin, mull ipliu tiiton by ti ti 1. (13). lit,, I ... xii 'IN, rit .u., -s i , I
A

dilscrete syste'ms is X(W) - -i , the is, retv final vail, tteiit'm is.
I-,

X(ni) l ir iI-, -I )XI 11) i

For .xampl,,, to It ind the [(X gain of the, tran l ,re tii- I I t , 1

ii i I . . .. . . . . I
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Z PLANE LOCI OF SECOND ORDER ,AND s Im axis

TST

_.5_l1 -

and threFore th Natugain ofreqsunty.dDmig In genra, w ase tLrhatfi the I,,ginrofrn rase
funcion simly ubsitute zo tand hompt tereutiggan

2. CONTINUOU DEI

ajar

.58(i0.5

contyinou and fno changes aeorequyieldst ersn h atta h otrlwl vnulybmlmn

dit al y. 06 S

a)d Dgiti ion Predurs FTeqsec of the prepiure s to digii the res uling omantin

Therefoe the proble o byses adresse io Gieng awhefidthebsnest equtivaoulen o().screey more eclyu-

ain i an e0( ellent)ihe) of the csytmshowni aig ted find the impeetio o a com

pesTio.e iitalo timpleetain preures hat ye iapledy fata so sampe reand that s the domputn

nt ns t i s d g n =

diigitally.coou Iotrl yse

(c) pu tal on r moctedres Thme seiond rt of, te prod e its toI~c d iie ore eshult wng com eslln

Therefor,= th e tt praocmto bein t alwyse a is: impe hol (or, rin d er hold, eqivlet' ) ) wh rc mioe c tl,.

Thetven Ds we atrro t the p rytlem s: i tic 4, est te, be t, theig i~tal implemento o at om-

Apling thm e final valueothe i or m, yieldfn rs O is o pr id ,o !nt(l . tr(,s* ) h r(w f( |lq l,

ad therefore., the DC an of t Gt( ) is un'ihty. In general(| , e s ee that' to find the DC anl|i'l lo l any transfer

fucin ipysbttt n opt h eutn an
Sinc th gan o sysemsdoe no chnge heter eprsened cntiuouly r dscreely ths clcu

lation ~~~... is an. .exeln chc on the caclain asoiae . ...... deemnn tIII dsrt moe ofa ytm. . . ..



x~) (t) -(n) U(n) Ut

DWz ZOl ut

Fig. 5 Zero Order Hold. Fig. 6 Digital Compensation implementat ion.

Fig. 6 to match a desired D(s). It is important to note at the outset that there is no exact solution to
this problem because 0(s) responds to the complete time history of x(t) whereas D(z) only has access

to the samples, x(n). In a sense, the various digitization approximations (and approximations they are)

simply make different assumptions about what happens to x(t) between the sample points.

Tustin's Method: One digitization method is tC approach the problem as one of numerical integration.

Suppose

U(S)1
= 1)(s) -,i.e., pure integration;

X(S)

Therefore, nT-T T

u(nT) = x(t)dt + x(t)dt (15)
t) nT'-T

=u(nT-T) (area under x(t) over last T)

where T =sample period , u(nT) is usually written u(n) for short and the task at each step is to
use trapezoidal Integration, i.e., approxcimate x(t) by a

straight line between the two samples. Therefore Eq. (15)

becomes: x(t)

u(nT', = u(nT-T)c- [ x(nT-T)-tx(nT)j (26)

or taking the z-transform,

U(7) _T 1+- 1  1
W~) 2 -l- (17) nT-T niT I

T -li-g. 7 Trapezoidal Integration.

For

application of the same integration approximation yields

I-

and, in, fact, tho substitit ion

2 1-.-
9. T - (15)

in any li(s) yields a II),) based on the trapezoidal intperation formula. This is called -rustin'",
the "Bilinear" approximation.

Matched Pole Zero Method: Anot hetr digifizat lon method, Eal led the 'matched pole-zero" i1% Inuid by
extrapolation of the relation between the q nod i. plaries stated in Vta. (12). It we take the z-t rinslorm
of a sampled x(t), then the poles of x 0) aru related in the polt's of x(%) according to z 'T

However, we must go through the ,-iranmtorm pro. eqs to locate the Pzeros ol xi.). The idea of the matched
pole-zero technique is to apply t PIT to the pol ,,s and zeros oii a ti ransf.'i-turlunioin. Sinrce, physical
systems often have more poles than zerns, It is also tiqetul to arliltrartiy add zeros it li(1) a t / -1I
( i. e ., a ( 1 *7 - ) term) which canumem an averaging oif t tie cuirent arid past input valueq ats iiIn the I rapeizold-
at integration (Tust in's) method. The gain is selected so that the low frequtencyv gain l ti (s) and D( z
match one anothe-. The method summarized is:

I) Map poles and zeros acCordinw to z - e

2) Add (1 ni. I) or (I ? I- ) 2, e, itIf numerat or I m lowert nrdir t han the de'nominaitor.

3) Match D( or low frequency galin.

This fliure assumes for 4impilillty that thu. cotimnd iipt, r , Is entered onisidt the i impter When iii

reality it is normally entepred inside ao shown in i1g. I. This will have no impan( f on tht- designi ethiwfis
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For example, the matched pole-zero approximation of
s~a z -

- a T

0(s) is D(z) = k 4 ea
s+b bT

z-e

-bT

a l-e-b

where k = - 1or
b 1 -e--a

s+a . F k E+ ) (z -e -T
D(S) s(s) = k Z21

( (z-l) (ze-bT)

a __-e
-

_
T

where k in t2b1-e-a

In both digitization methods, the fact that an equal power of z appears in numerator anld denominator

of D(z) implies that the difference equation output at time n will require a sample ot the input it

time n. For example, the D(z) in Eq. (19) can be written

u(z) w- z h i
s D(z) = k

x(z) =--ze-T whr -Ib
1z1(- - b% z__

which results in the difference equation,

u(n) = e u(n-l) -k[x(n) - x(n-l)] . (21)

The d(z) in Eq. (20) would also result in u(n) being dependent on x(n), the input at tcse same tin

point. if the structure of the computer hardware prohibits this relation or if the computations are par-

ticularly lengthy thus rendering Eq. (21) impossible to implement, it my be desirable to arrve at a
D(z) which has one less power of z in the rnumerator than denominator and hence the computer output,
,(n), only requires input from the previous time, i.e., x(n-l). To do this, we simply omit step (2) in

the Matched Pole-Zero procedure. The second example

D( s (s+b)v

would then become

-aT0.1ez-e -Ta -___
D(z) = k where

(z-l) (ze-) W l-e-aT

which results in

u(n) = (l+e b)u(n-l)- -bu (n- 2)+kIx (n- i ) -
1

x (n-2) ]

Method Comparison: A numerical comparison of the magnitude of the frequency response is made in

Tig. 8 for the three approximation techniques at two sample gates. The results of the D(z) somputatlons

used in arriving at Fig. are shown in Table I. T

ID Z~l 0(z)!

-s
=
1 H 0 rad/sec W s = 3 liz -_ 20 rad/sec

0.5 5 50 (rad/sec) ti 0.5 5 50 (rad/'sec)"

Fig. H Comparison of Discrete Approximations.

The figure shows that all the approximations are quite good at frequencies below about 1/4 the sample

rate, ,/4. If ,./4 is sufficiently larger than the titter break frequency, i.e., if the sampling is!i

fasqt enoulgh, the break characteristics are accurately reproduced. Tuistin's and the MPZ show a notch at

/2 due to their zero term, (Wt-I). Other than the large difference at , /2 which is typically outside

te range of interest, the three methods have similar accuracies. Since the APZ techniques require much

simpler algebra than Tustin's, they are typically preferred.

.1
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TABLE I DIGITAL APPROXIMATIONS

5
D(z) for D(s) = ;-

to = 15 Hz U =3 Hz

Matched Pole-Zero (MPZ) .143 Z .405
z_.715 z-.189

1 1
Modified MPZ (MMPZ) .285 1 .811 1

z-. 715 z-. 189

z+1 z+l
Tustin's .143 z .454 z+

z-.713 z- .0914

(b) Design Example - For a 1/s
2  

plant, we wish to design a digital controller to have a closed-loop
natural frequency, w of - 0.3 rad/sec and

= 0.7. The first step is to find the proper
D(s) defined in Fig. 9. The specifications can
be met with r + e u 1 y

D~s) 2
D(S) = k -h (22)

where

a = 0.2

b = 2.0 Fig. 9 Continuous Design Statement.

k = 0.81

as can be verified by the root locus in Fig. 10.
To digitize this D(s), we first need to select

a sample rate. For a system with w = 0.3 rad/sec,

a very "safe" sample rate would be a factor of 20 .2

faster than Wn, yielding

ls = 0.3 x 20 = 6 rad/sec

-2 -. 2
Thus, let's pick T = 1 sec. The matched Pole-Zero Selected
digitization of Eq. (22) is given by Eq. (19) Roots

and yields (k = 0.81)

D(z) = (0.389) z -2.8z - 0.135 (23)

0.389(1 - 0.82 z
"1

D(z) = -l
1 - 0.135 z

Fig. 10 s-Plane Locus vs. k.

which leads to

u(n) = 0.135u(n-l)+0.389e(n)-0.319e(n-1) (24) Computer Plantr~)I y(t)
where a2

e(n) r(n) - y(n)

and completes the digital design. The complete Sampler IT = 1 sec)

digital system is shown in Fig. 11.
Analog-to-Digital

(c) Discussion - If an exact discrete analysis of -s

the design was performed and the digitization was Fig. 11 D',ital Control System.
determined for a wide range of sample rates, the

system would be unstable for sample rates slower than

approximately 5 x w and the damping would be substantially degraded for sample rates slower than 10 x
At sample rates on te order of 20 x wn (or 20 x bandwidth for more complex systems), this desijo method
can he used with confidence.

Basically, the errors come about because the technique ignores the lagging effect of the ZOH. An

approximate method to account for this is to assume that the transfer function of the ZOB is:

2T
Gzo(a) s T (25)

This is based on the idea that, on the average, the hold delays by T/2 and the above is a first ord(,r lag

with a time constant of T/2, "X' gain = 1. We could therefore patch-up the original tD(s) design by
inserting this GZOH(a) in the original plant model and finding the D(s) that yields snlifactory

response.

a
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One of the advantages of using this design method, however, is that the sample rate need not bi,
selected until after the basic feedback design is completed. Therefore the modification eliminates this
advantage, although it does partially alleviate the approximate nature of the method, which is the primary

disadvantage.

3. DISCRETE DESIGN

(a) Analysis Tools - The first step in performing a control design or analysis of a system with somi dis-
crete elements in it is to find the discrete transfer function of the continuous portion. For a ssite,
slitilar to that shown in Fig. 1, we wish to find the transfer function hetween u(n) and %(n). Inl ike t he
previous section, there is an exact discrete equivalent for this system because the ZOH precisel) describes
what happens between samples and the output, y(n), is on)v |ependent on the input at the sample times, u(i).

For a plant described by a G(s) and preceded by a ZOH, the discrete transfer function is:

G(z) (--z1z {9.k} (26)

where ZfF(s)l means the z-traiisform of the time series whose Laplace transform is F(s), i.e., the same
line in the tables. Tne formula has the term G(s)/s because the control comes in as a step input during
each sample period. The term (1-z

- 1
) is there because a one-sample duration step can be thought of as

an infinite duration step one cycle delayed. A complete derivation can be found ii L31. This formula
(Eq. 26) allows us to replace the mixed (continuous and discrete) system shown in Fig. 12a with the pure

discrete equivalent system shown in Fig. 12b.

D~)z-OH] Gs r(z) DWz Y() z

Fig. 12a Mixed Control System. Fig. 12b Pure Discrete Equivalent.

The analysis and design of discrete systems is very similar to continuous ones; in fact, all the same
rules apply. The closed-loop transfer function of Fig. 12b is obtained using the same rules of block

diagram reduction, i.e.,

y(z) . DG
r(z) l+DG (27)

Since we'd like to ind the characteristic behavior of the closed-loop system, we wish to find the factors
of the denominator of Eq. 27, i.e., find the roots of the characteristic equation:

I + D(z)G(z) = 0 . (28)

The root locus techniques used in continuous systems to find roots of a polynomial in s apply equally
well here for the polynomial in z. The rules apply directly without modification; however, the interpre-
tation of the results is quite different as we saw in Fig. 3. A major difference is that the stability
boundary is now the unit circle instead of the imaginary axis.

A simple example of the discrete design tools discussed so far should help fix ideas. Suppose G(s)

in Fig. 12a is:

G(s) = a

It follows from Eq. (26) that

G(z) (i-z -l)z a

5 (-e-aT)z-1

- a1 T - 1(l-z
- 1

) )(]ez

-l --T,-l

t(z) (29)

where
-aT

t e

'ro analyze the performance of a closed-loop proportional control Iw, i.e., D(z) k, we use standard
root IoCuS rules. The result is shown in Fig. 13a and for comparison, the rot lOclus for a ',ont itiens con-

roller i1 shown in Fig. 131. In 'ontr:ist to the (ont ilnuOs ceS which remainls stabie for all values of k,
|he dilacret, case bcome's Os) allntorv with a decreasltng damping ratio as z. goes from i) to -1 and qeventuall l

t.eomeS instable. This instabiilJty is cfue to the lagging elff.ct of the Zllf which is properly accounted for

am -- __ _
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ig. l'a z-Plane Root Ltocus. Flg. 13b s-Plane Root Locus.

in the discrete analysis.

(b) Design - In continuous systems, we typically start the design process by using proportional, deriva-
tive, or integral control laws or combinations of these, sometimes with a lag included. The same ideas are
used in discrete designs directly or perhaps the D(z) that results from the digitization of a continu-

ously designed D(s) is used as a starting point.

The discrete control laws are:

-- Proportional: u(n) kpe(n)

D(z) = kP (30)

-- Derivative: u(n) k D[e(n)-e(n-l)]

k l1 z-l
- D(z) = kD(l-z- k z k 1 (31)

-- Integral: u(n) = u(n-l) + kle(n)

k I  klz

D(z) (32)
1-z -1 z-(

For an example, let's use the same problem as we used for the continuous design; the I/s
2 

plant.
Using Eq. (26), we have

T
2  

z+l
G(z) (z_)2

which becomes with T = I sec,

I z+l
G(z) = (34)2 (z_1)2

Proportional feedback in the continuous case yields pure oscillatory motion and In the discrete case, we

should expect even worse results. The root locus in
Fig. 14 verifies this. For very low values of k

(very low frequencies compared to the sample rate)
the locus is tangent to the unit circle (t -L 0 and

pure oscillatory motion) thus matching the propor-
tional continuous design. For higher values of k,

the locus diverges into the unstable region due to

the effect of the ZOH and sampling.

To compensate for this, let's add a velocity

term to the control law, or

u(z) k[l v(l-z- )je(z) (35)

which yields

z-D(7.) kl ) I (31t)2
Fig. 14 .- Plane Locus tor I/s Plant.

Now the task is to find values of N and k I hat yield good pertormance. When we did this design pre-
viously, we wanted 0.A rad/see and ' 0.7. Figure 3 indicates that this s-plane root location maps

into a z-plane location Of:

z Oi.N 1.71

Figure 15 qhowq t li for I and k 0. O or

D(7) 0 - - (:47
li~i) - li



thc I out s ire at the ds t Ired lo(at ton. Nort lly, it is not plrt i tla Ii advaii tI ztiS to Iatch spec IftI

. -pl1t roo t Iocat 1oilS, Fat- her i i s only ritc essary

to pik Ik and %. to obta in acceptablt z-plane
roots, a much easier task. Itt this example, we wanted

to miattit a spt ctiac locatiOll only so we cotld compare

the re'sult with the previous ties ign.

thel torktrot tat that reCsalts I S
Orr(.) .OSL I - -1 ( I-z-1 , i+.r.

!

ri ) i0. .t( ii) - .32e( n-li (8) is)

%.h ich tbas tti llv oilIv d I lers friin th :ont i iiUotisl

Itsl goto otroller, Eq. (24), by the absenct, o

the i(n-l ) term. The uL(n-l I) term in Eq. (24) re-

sultei trom the Fkg terln, (stb), iii the compensa-

tion, Eq. (22), which is typically included in ala t, g

-ontrollers because of the difficultv in bitildin

,ir a llog ,iffere i lators and for itse at teilitat i(ii. I ig. 15 ( ompensated /-1tial- 1tin i 01' 1 S

:. ceqtialeit lag liu dIiscret, ,iesiif latuirallv tittpli.

appears as .t pole at z. 0 (see Fig. 15) and repre-

sents the on sample delay in computtrig the derivative bV t ilr'St (li itrelict. l or more nots-- atteltiatiot,

tie pole could be moved to the right of s U, thtus resultintg In: tIss derivat1tt a't oll anjd iort, S,4oot-

i::g, the same tradeofl that exists in co1titintLs control desigi.

Other than the u(n-l ) term, the two controllers art Very simi lar (Iq. (24) and I q . ( I)). hI

similaritv resulted because the sample rate is fairly fast comppred to , ,i . s., - 2;) a - . r

designs at slower sample rates, the ntmerical values in the competisattons would hOcome rite reastingl diller -

ett as the sample rate decreased. For the discrete design, the actual syster response wuld follow that
indicated by the z-plane root locations, while the continuously designed systiTm response would diverge Iro:

that indicated by the s-plane root locations.

As a general rule, discrete design should be used if sampling slower than Io x w. At the very least.

a continuous design with slow sampling (w < lOt ) should be verified bv a discrete analvsis or simula-

tion and the compensation adjusted if needed.

4. WORD SIZE EFFECTS

A nitLarical valie can only be represented with a limited precision, in a digital computer. For tixed

point arithmetic, the resolution is 0.5-% of full range for N bits and 0.1 for 10 bits and drops by a lac-

tcr of two lot each additional bit. The effect of this limited precision shows up in the analog-to-digital

(A D) conversion which often has a smaller word size than the computer, multiplication truncation, ari

parameter storage errors. It the computer uses floating point arithmetic, the resolution ot the multipli-

cation and parameter storage changes with the magnitude of the number being stored, the resolution only
affecting the mantissa while the exponent essentially continually adjusts the full scale.

(a) Random Effects - As long as a system has varying inputs or disturbances, A/D errors and multiplcatton
errors act in a random manner on the system and essentially produce noise at the output of the system. The

oatput noise due to a particular noise source (A/D or multiplication) has a mean value of

no  t.n (3,'

where

H tX" gain of transfer function between noise source and output;

n mean value of noise source.

The mean value of the noise source will be zero for a round-off process but has a valtie

n1 q 2

where q resolution level (or a trtncation process. Although most Ati)'s roiid-off prodicing rii meait error,

Rome trtncate proditling an error. The total noise elffect is th( stim of all noise sources.

the, variance of the output noise is always nonziero irrespectivi of whett, tii, protess [ rricint i s or

rounds. It is L31:

.2 2 1 ,1 I Iz) - ) dz

i I 
2

1 S

whirt

-l olutput noi Se var iance;

ifhi) iraiistrl r I itin( I tion betweteni notise npult and qystptn l uItpill



thev iiptt noitse Var tAlice 111tS Ittago it tdU

2 t1

t or I1thur routitl-ol ) 1 , 111 k, r it t I1C) .

In Igeterail, evaluat 1011 ot itoisk- respoinse Itsintg Eq(. (40t) woul d s how I tat tlit di Isc c- rte po t Iot.I t

Csontroliler becoites more sen1 ti ive to inoise ats thte s atttpl 1ttg talC In, rt'i'st' s. o.ev cr I t S It 'A il It 1

samtpling rate is partly cootiter-ballated by the dec-reats iur totail SN/StOIC, t'05st0llsk tutt,1 ticl~t 11it 114

toiste trequettey.

The sells.itivity of a sYstei to AD errors canm be partly alleviated IIY addintg lagV ii. It- 'j hil tn-

roller or by addintg more bits to the A, 1) contverter. i ereti Struttltte-so tiI,, t< titi ll til t nat-

no efII t .

Ol the othter hiatit, mill Iipl jeat toi errors call be redutedt substanit all lv Itr lttgli ortler I ,. rder

cottrollers by prope-r StrUttetrit of a giver! control trister linttli oll. lor exatsple, a '2tttl other ti:ttist o

futtctiott with real roots:

can be imiplemtentted Ilt a 'd tree t mnniter yield inig

1(n) = f.u-)-itttt-)en)t.et-l-(1

or could be ittpleittetited itt a "parall Ie1 irattter t iat resulIt s f ront a part I at1 t rac t j ol C>xpttts t otl ot .1

The result is shownt in lg. 16 ttnd yields:

(it) 0).2x1 (n -1) 6net) Or-6 .

u.n x N0- n

Note that the transfer fttitct ionts to the otitttt- -XJ

from the mtult iplicatiotns Ii Eq. (43) are substatt-

tially different than frotm those Ii Eqi. (44). IIt tg IV 16i Paralle ii Iplieutit tloll.

also possible to itmplement the DO() with a "easc~tde'

fatctori zatiotn whitct wotid be two 1st order btlocks arratgtcl seriallNy tor thits exarpiC.

Either etistade or, parallel implementlat tonls art, prolterred to tilt' tir ct tillt'1Txl~t lolt ant 1tht1' t11i

InttItions highter thant 3rd order they are almost tttttot

(b)t Svstemiat it, Effects - Parameters sttch ais tito ntt'ertl':A t'alit,- it, is. (I-il) tttd -i i il tI i, -t, 1ill

11ita i dt atttc lteh ivioi' of a systemli. It at itigt lIt r' cojl l )ti' wi lt 11 dt irc I lilp iten a loll li i v 1C-%I ti,

pert lilt agl' error' Ii a stotredl ptaameteir can iOsttl t ii. subttitl tal root lotlilt illt C'tltt'11 tusoI~tjl I!l2S k i..q

Inst1b itt I v . Ili lltt- Xtolio ('ommand Nodttie, lt1-hit tv ord size tn pairattciOr storageoul h0( ave ntsl I o

Iti ins tabi It i t II fil reel tiplemntta'ti~ t bi l td h eld I)CI tl tttC 61tit OI'd(' clllItlS.-ti 01 I h 'es '.1 '' I .i Illt

mlpl It Il d her t there are two c'oplpettsator poles close together (or rve'pltod ) tttl it 1151s m.rtll, ra'I h

Il 1Ioit's tetild to Clttilp trottntt /.- i anld ITie11 'ill Cio tot-titer.

111, tt mray also it lmecessarv to litts a doll(' pret'('(i ot para'11ril' i-n Hll.:vg

sysqtenati IC rrorsl. 'typical, the regtlt is a lt-Ill statt erro01Ci lossibiit %1 ITahlk I ir.tll I.'- 1i)t

l T h pistl ( p- l' l on'l' of t1 Ili 11151, t~l s w itt( ?,;I t ' 1 1 tadI v Itlt ( t I t l T VtlI Illi it a' 1551. l tItt tt I l01,it

rhcb;1 i cl t Iva Iion t o I o er he alli I t' I s I ,, o t. A d ," ", as 1,sitmp v r , ,; ,, S 1'. t i



Ie run IIt Ihock I gu I t. l'Is, Io Sys teli iiistabi I it les its slpit'vl 1itt owe ,iI, edit Iidi this can leI ad I l, nIesI gilet,
tO t'cc'ditt tiital ., t't lower, t1' OI n k t- iasbeen Itticnci Wilei 1i :1 1 t t pr1) l cult--1 I kf(1its Ii I IlIs I knIt he

ltptOXilIrltt LWS A 'Iii alI ' iitnloltn skli! ioll 1-4 lii to sampile I slt-' ilt t.o s. I to 1i toIm iie it. 5to' dens ivi
ne,,t hod .

(,t I'i'.nc'kirig F t tortI vetiess - ir tsiute tower, btoulndIo I i. sarrlpl- I'ate I is se't by at sp( k: i I tet t Ioil to
t vack .a Coin1tailcI inpuI w IIf it a rnI it t tireqncicy (th le sys t ir liridwIiI hI. 'the "'samrpl, 1ng t hete~eir"i' :lI st io I Is
t hatI ini order, to svcotist l'uet ati utnknrown balid- I turni tedl colit I fltoitss I igian I s'itii slrrttes of that sI gilal one
rtutit saiplev a t Ileas t tw Ice ats I anstI as tine itigites t Ir1equielic v conlt a I tred I I. t ile sI Wla I . 'vieret tire, iii or~der
Lot, a closed-loop s~ster to track all iniput ant in cel't;n ill ireqiteticy it must have nt saniplu 'sate twice as list,
I.e., lutiust be at least twice tit- systemu liatdidrtit 2. x i . We al1so saw- I rot, Inhe z,1kan

4T
ilappmInig, z - c t Intit the htIihes t frieqiteicy t ilnt callr 1) Ic' sne by a discrete steiis

srnlppoz't trig the concluosiott above.

It is imipoi'tailt to ilote. tire disttinct ion betweein tihe c'' rsi-d-kioti ittdw ndttit W arid Ilt, ihighicst ITi-
qunrcies Iii tlilt' cpeir-tip planit of vtanric's sintie these two t'lienies cll bje (il te I c e1 retrt . I' r' example,
closed-lo(op bandridith is co011ld bt' ;tIi oi-den's of' runistudic k~ 5ts thati ~n 'i -1 cop nlode CMof rc'scilaices lot*r soi.
Vehiric'le r'orrtlrot ps'oblers . kriorrrit tori c'oiic'c'vrtrrg tile state ot tiht pklnnt risorircles for purposes otfii olt rok
Carl b- ext t'ac'ti tfromr sa:ril ting tlilt-' output withitut sit ist vs nig tile' SarIpt tog thitorM iln'c'ajSc' SOIT.e a lvt
kitowledgc' is avaikable (alkieit turptec- sel c'oiceriilg the'se uiyrmrrti's aind tile SySter is riot r'eqiiri-d to t var-k
these teurrit tc's. 'Thus a pvtocrii ktnowledge ot tire dYirai mrodek iof tic' pkanit cair be iritid't iii tit i'crrrtii-

satior Iii thc' fosirm of a notch kilter,.

'The ''c'ksc'd-loopr bandcwidtth" liriitation pr~ovides tire triidrirrettak lower, hound oil t ht satmplc' rate. lIn
pract ice, ilcwever' the t'lecis'et ick kowc' boirt o1 saimplinug at twice the bairiwi Itti 0f tliii rc'teitriie Iripokt
s grral woirc Iot be fudged sit f ic ient 1iii kerrr ot thfi qirak it y of t fe di's Iicd t. 1ure resporrsc's . -tu II 51 Sterr

wi t a risve t ime on tice or~der of k second tric i reqoi red closed -Icop banidwid th onl tire or~der- of 11.5 It. it
i s riot litirreaiscnrhi1ke t o firnst s t 05 a sarrple rate vok 2 to lci0 Hz, whiichit is ait( lit orI of I 1 t o 21) t 1ires BW . T III s
is so iii or~der to rcstttce the lelay bectwecit a comimrand anid the sys te tirespoilse to thie corirarid arid to smiooithi
the sys tiri output responise to te coritoi steps comr ing 0o1t of ti. ZOll.

(hi bi stuirbanuce itejecttoti - tDistts'baile't 'e unctmoi isai ti iportaiit aspc'ct of airy conirt ol svstc't it riotI tlie
rios t imrportar t oirc. tDlsturbatice itt a sys teml withk various Citar mter is tics iuntigting f ron steps to white,

rilse rpipsr of satmple rate ieerit tor, t e htigh(-r fr'equeincy randio distrirbaiices ir'e the liost

Thc abil ity of the conin ol syst emi to rej)ect disk ts'banrces rwith a good contiuours coirtyvol 1ev vepreseirts

alower, bouitnd onl the error, respoirse that c-ii be hoped fo- wien irmplerit irg tti coti 'e iiituy In
tact, some degriadatfort over, the cont incroos des ignr riSt Occur' (ilt' to thke satpled valutes bing sklight ly out
of dotte a!~ all times except precisely at the saruplirng itnstanits. However, it tihe sampke rikie to- very fast
comrpared to the frequerrcies contained fi the noisy d istuirbanice, nio apprecitattle loss should bir cxpected from
the digital system compar~ed with tkic Cont iriuouts cotirol ln'r. At thre oktier, extcere, if the saruple time is
very longV cotipared vt tk the character~is tic frequencies of the noise, the i"estlolse of the- sys tem (ile to
iroise is essernt ial ly the same as couild restult if thitee werel no routirol at all. The select ion of a sample

r-ate -tilt place the r~esposise sorrewhere ini bietweenr khese two oxt!reris !in(k thus ktie impiact of samiple r-ate oil

the dt stutrbanc, r'eject iou ui the system imy be very itifluentital to tire designier iii selectinug thie sample vts t .

Al thoughn tire best choice of samrple rate kit teemrs of the nuttmil i ple i s dependent onl t lite I requietry
chIta raiC t er I'St iCS rfkie noise mitt the utegree to whkchit airdor d isturbanrce r~eject ion is imrportanit to the
quality of tie' contr r o, sa rple rate uqoqiieructits ot 10 or 20) tiines - 1W arc' riot unicoonr.

(ct tiamet r Sensitivity - Amy conirtot tiesigrn vel (es to somie extet o ii knowledtge 01 iire, priiiter'srei-
sotiirg Plantt dynarmics. tDiscr~ete systems exhribit air isieunsiug Seit ivityl to tlrirecl'r e'vrors for a die'-

r-'strg . when kthe saritpkc irtervat h ecomreis coiriktirritle to tire tperiod of airy ,it kite opeti-lurop veiclie
dukyVrim ics I i-r svs tens with it al plait dyrrarrics utititi' viciunity of the closci-urop banduwidthi or, slowe'r-
v, 't locaioin ehaies chic' to ilarlrietel ci''ors wouildt lot Iike lv tic a constt'rllirrig i ricklt unltess ktice prtarrc'ter
"vrov0I was5 qJiriC H'lrc. owevcer, for systrirs situ at stirtirial (or, ottirI re soitiuc' whtichi is st ablIizied try
.1 riiitctr fitter,, irriert knkuowlecdge of ktle pilanrt vesorrirces ctaracteristic's will 1liid ko) Chanrgc's Iiii tih'

-i-isI - ind nrrrnskt'v iristriit iis. 11,its 'meiriiiiit, , ipri prn:itrei'5 ti'ct'i'msr ant lit' sai',, It'
'''', cioiAr. ulit titil slow s tle saiit ilet is in son'o r uses. itukat - ,,o'et' i',,s r Itc Itel*

li, iii p I~r oa'qt iti li mi r n ,aI''sr , si!-re e f f o I nied is t o ihe "ille Ai Ire cu Iret It's' dcstu I " t i 111 ,11e iIts

(itt I I f t' ofI Pi-t I i Ikurt Des ign - tDigi ftt conttrir syskI.'rrrs w iIt ii a rirrLt sr'irsrrvs t1'ii'tkp tIcrrt (,a itirit-tirean11:1lo

,it( ter b t 'wvT'r Ii thei sn'tnsor- tint tilt' samlekr' or* A, It coIrivXinik c' is9 ;111 11r1 t -1 1 i,1 ts rig, rkc'V I CC. 'fThc'C t Il en'ts
ire Irow pu ss, tindt Ii' stip],stI t vnuis tt'v I ulick ticir is

I Itint Itn' :IrI q' troyn' t ilt, plit j 1 tt'r' bii'i':kpi ii , 't, is i kn' riuaIinit'. 'Ilii' desii I gclko, is Iio irturc iue iricitii
t.teirit 1 .... ;r tr1ot1 t liii salriplt, il i I (. ( , 2i sir ttian tit iri r is(' ibi,r , 2, when'r rli astri intoi kits-ri

,N tirt4It''v i Ii vv' dens Igr~li -o ti't ('iili' Is Io s t ci s'tut kr'it h'1-11 kioir 1 r 11t '11 - sill1iti1t 111Y 1 til It l i Iu I i111 v Ii lii

qnst erir traituwirtl in soti tIr I It' ririsi' I1mg I lnun I Iii plvoI III ilk doces tr st gr, 1it tnt IV i1 kin (,.lii' sYst Irirs khtl I I I

Irruk 1 iris t it' Ilist( I ti's' bt e ii i' io i tonr iii lii irisinl u t tiik sy li its f gil. It. t t'r', 1 e l!II, liii ,r j'ink r''rr I i

III kin' hingh tI ClIIc titi it 4n :Irt ii , iihe sannir p ?t.'It'- riitllt t I -~ -h illotllt iii (1 ii t urlis itigirr timili

hfi' pier rkti'r tt'ekpoirut . tliot irlitionti Iit ttrns p;ri'n'tl, i' 'h-1w iirrct'iilin' i tiit siripli', t' rn-ti I"

1i- il it t i t t-, t r 20 (li I to 10 lii' I stit' thk~irli ii t i cititircirti h "I I i . Ii 'I n d l i It It y I lio' ri-n JI i fo'r 'it-

4i gil ....'..uIcti is I rkr-k Vi iio urn' Irlr' I tin Iwt' toiriiri n, I hei stlIt I iI. olI lInt si i, 1I -

111 :li'ii~ tnI t sg t'Iri'iri't is ti Illti 'tur Iitr tils I. in'- Ii 'B fri- ;I'l 11c' VNs' tI

-miji1tit ,niII k Itir t in v'eil iI I- tIrnitII tin-n, toitrIuI t dens Ign hie "'Ii , i I~ ,I 1' 11i 1t nu i I~ll, Iill, . 1 ):1(1 , i-I t



included. This procedure allows us to use very low sample rates, but at the expense of increased complexity
in the original design since the prefilter must be included in the plant transfer function. Using this
procedure and allowing low prefilter breakpoints, the effect of sample rate on sensor noise is small and
essentially places no limits on the sample rate.
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ABSTRACT

With the growing importance of the digital computer, software must be recognized as a vital and essential element
to successful engine control system development and operation. This paper discusses such basic issues as pros and
cons of high and low level languages and procedures, and techniques to assist in acquisition, verification and
management of software for propulsion controls.

INTRODUCTION

Digital propulsion control systems are here! During 1980 each of the major U.S. engine manufacturers demonstrat-
ed new or derivative engines equipped with full authority digital electronic control systems. P&WA demonstrated this
type of system on advanced versions of the F100, the F401 and the .JT9D. Within the next two or three years, a digital
engine control system will be certified for operation with the JITIOD. From a historical perspective, electronics were
first accepted as temperature-limiting devices, then as supervisory trim controls of selected variables, and now finally
as full authority controls for the entire engine. This profound step in the field of propulsion controls has been
propelled by the growing availability of very large scale integrated electronic devices. Microprocessors will undoubted-
ly form the basis of most, if not all, propulsion control systems in the future. Government and Industry research
programs (Reference 1) have repeatedly projected substantial benefits for microprocessor-based control systems in
terms of improved engine efficiency, performance and operations. Tangible payoffs identified in the NAPC-sponsored
FADEC program are lower procurement (-41 ', ) and operational ( 43', ) costs, lighter weights (- 25", ) and increased
reliability (H 1:30', ). Major improvements are also projected for these future systems in the areas of reliability and
maintainability.

The computational simplicity provided by electronic controls can be noted by comparing a section of a
hydromechanical control computer to its electronic counterpart. The initial major attraction offered by digital
computation was the tantalizing feature of easy changes of system characteristics via software. Furthermore. with
increased computational power it is possible to implement more sophisticated control laws and self-test logic.
Hcowever, these benefits are offset by the added complications encountered in designing and developing the associated
software. Thus the control designer must decide to use the computational power of the microprocessor either to
simplify the hardware that satisfies a given requirement or to enhance the performance of the controller.

Many new techniques have been brought forth throughout the control industry aimed at various aspects of' the
software development process: top-down design, structured programming, modular decomposition, validation, baselin-
ing. design confirmation - and on and on it goes. The sheer magnitude of the techniques available seems at conflict
with the goal to establish some degree of software control. However. tile basis of' all good software management
techniques can be summarized in two words: Iiscipline and \isibility. These two words form the basis for the
systematic procedures presented here to develo p ind implement cost-effective and reliable pro pulsion coniit l
software.

The four ma jor phases of the software development c'ycle are illustrated in Figure 1. The System )esign and
Scoftware Requirements phase m ust establish and document preciselv i/(at the software is supposed to do. This is
contrasted with the Software )esign, (Coding kind Test phase whi ch will establish how the requirements will he
implemented. While there is often a tendency to press oi tc design and c'oding Icetire a baseline requirenents
document has been completed and approved, the pccl llial impact of building something on a tioorlk laid foiundation
must be recognized. Table I suminmarizes the relative cocsts o f nmaking changes in the va rious siltware developmient
phases. Ant error in the requirements speciticat tio ns c all ccost up ti Itit( tiices as nuc'h to correct o'e the systeri is ir
operatiin than if tile requirement was correctly identif ied in the beginning (l{efererce 2). Onie reasin fcr this sevi re
error cocrrectio'n cost grocwth is that eac'h erroir iii re(qlire'nts t nds toc piroiliferate into a while family (it e'rrors ir
design and cccde. Anct her is that, Is the irigracc dtc',clIps ard iticcrrciiri detacil expands, the disccery. ! a given
errcr beccrces prcpcirt iciclly mire difficcilt lhu, the alpplicatccion c ! irctense discipline in the lreparat icn al
mr iniitenanc'e ci' the scoft warc' reiluir'imcents stieciticalcii, cirecld spec'citcal!' at rniinccizirg thec' nucmcbe'r ct r cqire-
ments erromrs. will pwv cff in reducc'cd ierall pircgriri ,ccxi lcost n a inim;igi'ici't lcrspecl i\-', Ihis softtxaru, rcq't re nienis
spe('cificcaticii is icpi.,rtarit l (vcac'c i it is ll, p ir ci clc'tc ni tinr hi- cccl , ,,ttwaic cl ,clccp ,rert i-thin'rt
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Fi'ure 1. S f to a ure )eelopment and (onfiguration .alago(-mI nt I'r'es

I'AB.E I SLII''WARE CHAN(;ES BECOME PIRO(;tGESSIVE/IY
MORE EXPENSIVE

Rolaticv (ost T"o
Software Status -Correct Error

Requirements Definition I

Design 2

Coding and )ebugging 4

Subsystem 'rest ,

System Test 20

Operational 64-100

The Software Design, Coding and Test phase definitizes. in a logical and organized manner, the necessary
functions and operations to satisfy all the software requirements. This includes all arithmetic and logic operations
which must be performed. Here high level languages provide both an effective developmeitt tool and a means to
document the baseline functional logic. As the system design progresses, functional simulations are a key to refining
details of control system inputs, outputs, control laws and logic. In this critical phase for software development, a
complete, unambiguous, testable set of requirements must be developed to avoid difficulties in subsequent activities.
The software program requirements are then translated into the language of the target computer. Checkout begins by
executing the program as individual or combined elements and is completed with formal tests to evaluate overall
operational performance. These final tests must assure that the software performs as intended and that all system
requirements are satisfied. Finally, all system components, hardware as well as software, are brought together as an
integrated system where subsystem and engine tests are conducted to verify operation in the intended environment.

Successful software development is best accomplished with procedures and techniques that provide in-depth
visibility of the technical development. Strategically timed check points for software document audit and approval.
combined with normal review and concurrences, force an orderly development process and keel the major design
issues in perspective throughout the system development process. Even after system deployment the software must be
maintained, engine design modifications accommodated, and new system requirements satisfied. Techniques and
procedures similar to those used during development are also needed for effective software maintenance.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The System Design and Software Requirements phase brings together the basic engine characteristics, the desired
functional and operational features, the selected control hardware and software standards to establish tle overall
control system and software design requirements. The major tasks to be performed are presented in Figure 2, The
system defined and documents published at the end of this phase will serve as the baseline for all future work
Baselining serves the dual purpose of allowing and controlling subsequent changes in requirements. Each change to
the baseline is evalhated in terms of its overall impact and implemented via updates to the baseline lihi :,I,d at
appropriate intervals. The baseline system design includes block diagrams of the control system modes showing logic.
schedules, filters, signal conditioning, output devices an(l multiplexing. The major interrelationships between redun
dancy management, mode control, and failure protection antd isolation tasks are identified in this phase. The baseline
software design includes software design trees, control modules, data flow charts showing module interaction. data
organization, throughput timing, and test features.



Requirements Are Key to Successful Software Design

Inputs

Engine Characteristics
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Softare Standardj~

System Design and Software Requirements

System Design Software Design
Control Mode Design Tree
Logic Control Modules
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Filters Data Organization
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Output Devices Throughput Timing
Multiplexing Memory Organization
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Outputs

Control System Design

Software Requirements
Baseline System I
Data Base

Figure 2. Clearly Stated Systen Design

To illustrate the engine characteristics that the control system must accommodate, consider the augmented
turbofan shown in Figure 3. There are six engine variables to be set by the control: main burner fuel flow (Wfp)
augmentor fuel flow (Wfa), compressor inlet variable vanes (CIVV), rear compressor variable vanes (R('VV)
compressor bleeds (bld) and nozzle jet area (Aj). This advanced propulsion system operates at or near design limits
requiring tight control of speed, pressure, temperature, and airflow to achieve maximum performance while main-
taining engine durability. An accurate control system is required to ensure high engine performance and operational
stability throughout the flight envelope. The control system must sense pilot commands, airframe requirements. and
critical engine parameters; compute the necessary schedules; and actuate system variables for total engine control over
the full range of operation. The desired engine functional and operational features are combined with these
requirements to generate the control system modes and logic. An approximate priority list for the control mode design
criteria is presented in Table II. The main burner fuel control logic to satisfv this criteria is illustrated in Figure 4.
This logic diagram portrays a fan speed control with turhine temperat lire, burner pressure. acceleration and
deceleration limits. Similar contri modes and logic must he defined fior each if the six engine variables.
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TABLE 11. INFORMATION NEEDED FOR DEFINITION OF ('ONTROL SYS'TEM IEFI(N

Engine Control Mode Design Criteria ('ontrol Hardw'are, ('haru(teristit,

Protection Limits Target Computer

Stability Actuator Dynamics and Interfaces

A/C Compatibility Sensor Dynamics and Interfaces

Performance Data Links

Accuracy Power Supply

Transients Redundancy and Reliability Requirements

Dynamics l)iagnostics

Trim Maintainability

Starting

Speed Request

PLAs-- Z - Low High Requfs!
PLA

N

T,_ Limit

T_,

Accel and Start Schedule

Decel Schedule

Figure 4. Main Burner Flou, Control

Next, the control hardware that has been selected to implement the system must be defined. The key hardware
characteristics that must be determined are also presented in Table 11. The dynamic characteristics of the actuators
and sensors must be defined for proper analysis of the overall system interactions and transient response require
ments. The specific actuator and sensor device will also define the interface signal conditioning requirements.
Definition of the data link system and computational capacity is needed to assure that the demands for oi)erational
and functional integration of the engine and aircraft controls can he satisfied. System redundancy features and
redundancy management are key elements in the overall definition of the control system. Redur.dancy management
and built-in test features commonly consume from 40 to 60', of the overall computer software. The diagnostics and
maintainability requirements stated early in the control development cycle will avoid patches and add-ons that
generally accomplish only part of their potential because of hardware limitations. The overall control system interfaces
with the electronic control are illustrated in Figure 5. The resulting electronic control computer architecture showing
approximate input signal conditioning and (utput drivers is ptresented in Figure 6. Multiplexing of input signals is
used to minimize the number of resolver, analog, and frequency-to-digital converters needed to process the various
sensor signals.
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Sof'tware standards such as the '767 Airborne C'omputer Software Standards" (Reference 4) provide the basis
fronm which the overall software requirements are defined hind documented. In the propulsion control field the
standards used are somewhat simplified because we dto not have to decal with a large variety of Avionics s 'ystems. These
standards guide the design and development of' sof'tware through a -top-down' design process as illustrated in
Figure 7. In this process all computer programs are developed using a hierarchical methodology thal utilizes design
trees to illustrate the software architecture. Tlhese trees clearly show the relationship between the modules and the
activation hierarchy. In general, the design tree should show no more that three levels of sof'tware modules. Nodes in
the design trees correspond to software design modules. In principle, all but the bottom level modules perform data
'1control" f'unctions. The hot tom level modules are subroutines that perform the fundamental comiputational tasks.
Communicat ions between horizontal modules (that is, the same leveh are to be avoided. The goal of' top-down design
is to minimize module coupling (especially at level 11 in Figure 8) and to maximize internal binding within each
moidule as dfndin TalsIIadIrep -ie .Ti methodology provides at, easily comprehendled and logically
complete definition of' the software f'un 'tio' and organization.
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TfABLE 1I'. LEVELS OF MOU LE BINI)IN%(;'

1.- Functional -All elements in module are related to the

sanme lu nct io n

2. Communication All elements are related toi the same data
file

:1. Tliming Elements are related in terms ofI execu-
tion sequence/titning

4. Logic - Elements are re-lated to Similar Task

A design tree for the turbofa-n example is shown in Figure 8. The top level miodule is the executiye logic that~
Controls the oiverall flow of' inf'ormation and the sequencing of' computations. TVhe eXecutive logic pros (les task
scheduling imode control, channel status, cross channel data transfer, inter-channel frame svnchronizat itt if1

requiredl , interrupt handling and power-on/recovery logic.

The second level modules define the partitioning of' the operating proigram into its major funchtional S~gegnrt~. In
the example presented here the program is broken down into seven f'unctional elements. The modules noted as Main
Fuel C'ontrnil, Compressor Geometry Control, and Augmentor Fuel Control represent the control law computaltos at)d
fo~rm thle core of' the operating program. For example, the control laws and logic f'or thle Main Fuel ('o ritymdule
were presented in Figure 4. All data flow for COMpUtatiions. schedules and logic with respect to the main burner fuel
coint ril loop is controlled in this module. The Compressor Geometry C'ont rid module handles the control laws and logic-
fotr the ('IVVs, RCVV's and coimpressor bleed. The Augmentor Fuel Control moidule does the same f'or all
augmentatiiin fuiel fliiw metering and distributiiin requirements and for the exhaust nozzle area control. The Input
Signal Management module supports these three control law modules by priividing sensor signal fault detectiiin andI
redundant sensor management. Calculations such as corrected speed, temperature and pressures and dynamic
c-ompensation are performed. Trhis module also services the cross-channel data link. The Actuator Signal Management
moidule supports the control law modules by providing actuator interface logic and redundancy management.

The Data Management mnodule proivides sensor and actuator data to. and( processor data from, the aircraft
cinmputer. TIhis interf'ace is handled by means of' a multiplexed data bus. Flight test instrumentation data would alsii
be processed in this module. T'he six miidules discussed to this point comprise the foreground activity' that has top
co mput atiional priority in the propulsiiin control computer. The Built-in-T1est (BIT) module is of' lower priiiritv and
treated as background. BIT is divided ito two main functional segments: Periodic BIT and Initiated BIT'l. Periodic
BIT execution is allocated at least one-tenth iif each major cycle. Initiated BIT is executed only when the aircraft is onl
the ground in conjunct ion with s%,stemi diagniist ic activities. The Sensiir and Actuator Signal Management Miidules
sit ii rt t he B IT 'I'b acco m plisiing failure detectiiin. T lhe tasks iof' failure isolat ioin and enu nc iat io n fo~r nmaint ena nce
action are' alliicated to, the BIT' module. TIhe f'undamental ciimputatiiinal tasks such as t able liiok-up, (data interpola-

tw. a nd f'req ii u-vc coim pensat io n a re perfiormued iii the third level rao dules. Tlhese subriout ines are al read.% essentialkl
in titdutlar fiirni.

Ib'is teichniquei if tip ifiiwn ifesigni not u~nIv results in at f'unctiiinall v meainiingful antdi architect urall bialanceidi
partit ioinrg iof tihe (ipe rat inrg priogriami, but it alsio becioime, the has is f'or iorgan izinrg t he si ift ware feve i e tit tia in
Eac h segmnieit can fie assigned mni lestointes aind at tac'ked se pa rat ely- at IiIflerent rat es ot piriog ress depend intg i inhle
ci ii lex it, (of t hat segment . ( u l lect ivselv these siift ware idesign t ree's, ('tont riol id itIf's. (fat a fi iw charts -d(at a
,rg an i/at in, arif diagnoi st ic featuitres repitresent thle baseli ne sii t ware design reqireinent s

SOFTWARE DESIGN, CODING AND TEST

'[he Siiftware I )estgn ait isit, d (escribies precisil1 hi \% thbe reiqui remntts idifitifim'd in t hi prior pifase' will bi-
imp ilemntedtt'i TIhe activities iif' tis phase are, preseit)i'i in Figure 9t I)i't ai I tiiidili' softtware is getuevrateif debi'uggedi.
and (liif-irneritei'( onit h at b st and thi' target coniirmlttir

The utse iif a high level langutage' in rthe bvst uuruuttur #4tftwari' du-sigr sitIi is ici if the( tihust ipiirtar it fctors In
dfeveliijinlg ciist -effeit ive and reliable siltware. 'Thi' pri grarrirg larnguagi' ;eriieate. i' i'vr\ aspecut 44 thi- Si ftwar-
deve'liipnt and itilizat iun. A high li'vfl languagi' serv es ats at u-iuuarotoati tin ti'iiit thfat aill partie's cati i'asil
undeurstand iindf review. Priigriirmming in um high level language such uts FORT'lRAN. BASIC , PAStCAL. AlDA, ttl . rat fer
than it loiw leve'l assemblly languiage. reducies t he- time' requiredf t ii geruerait and/u ir rumufifs i- iw hiesrttl iievt
reucing the likelihoods (if' induinirg iir f'ailing to ifeteit f'rriirs. It is fur etisier tii utilize at high vivl laitguige tfiat fits
well dfeveloipedl iiiniilers t ii t ransfiir thi' pruugranm iti the( target uimiuiter tutciire language Itt uu't rutt -

priigrammer wiirking in at l(iW livil inachirui iiss('ri lk language is required ti kruiw eaih fi-tii )( if itcitm
''hiursekeeping'' tasks anid tio ini-litdei these task, iti hit, prugratn A sinugle' lirn' t i high level lairgiuge sialtrierit %kill bf-
equivalent ti sippruximatelv tin ites io it ssein lly iantguitge cwiiig. and thi' cuinipiler 1irfugrtirt which uiirierts at high
level language prigri inii thi' reinutreif (nmS it) arid 7enis M)P iibject programu will auttuitiaticall\ take ulirv-0 it i
dfetiail hsuisi'keu'ping tasks. Irv general. thi' high lesel liirgiiigi' alluiws the pruigrartimer to, uuuriuetratr- i tht. itip~liuiit i

pin graiii rat lie r t huan priug ri atttrig pim'r 'v, us, in asse ruthi' langruiage.
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Figure 9. Software Design Provides Detail Target Computer Specification and lest lan

A high level language, in addition to providing a good level of visibility, also greatly facilitates the construction 4t
top-down, structured code. This structuring feature of the languages introduces a natural discipline in program and
data organization that complements the modularity objectives discussed in the previous section. Writing and
debugging a high level language program is, in general, an order of magnitude faster than in assembly language and
therefore will cost about one-tenth as much. Errors associated with any given program can be classified into ftur basic
types:

1. Compile time errors which can be recognized during program translation.
2. Run time errors which are recognized during the execution of the object program.
3. Program logic errors which are not detected by the computer during compilation or execution.
4. Input data errors which are not confined to the program.

Type 1 and 2 errors are identified and fixed in a relatively short time period. Type :1 and 4 errors usually abs rh great
amounts of time to correctly identify the logic or data proble nis) and to ensure the fix does not have an
error-side-effect to the balance of the program. High level language with diagnostic capability excels in identifving all
types of errors, especially the type 3 and 4 errors which will be handled ten ti fifty tioes faster than can be
accomplished using machine low level assembly language.

The reliability of support software has matured over the last 1ll years to the point t port siftware is nit an
issue f'or critical applications. Otherwise the high level language iiplmentati, 1 , n a majir part i0 the
problem rather than a major element in the timely development of software. i'lt , .iinat i i) st ruct ured. high
level language, (2) fully matured support software, and (3) program visibility will rin nize pri graii csts and schiedihti.
risks for design of the module software.

An example of a high level language instruction set is presented in Figure Ill. This ittsructtn set. hasi'd )n
BASI(', was chosen as an example because of its simplicit a v in( widespread utilization. Sevral special ftu'octiots Il a
been added to tailir it for propulsion control applications, namely: integration with respect In tite, highest wAiwit.
lowest wins, andI lok-up tables (interpolation is performed atitttmaticall ). Ft r this langtuge, all inst ructio lins are
preceded by line numbers in ascending order. To illustrate the use i ifthis pirfgratmitning lantguage, fit' main burner ftiel
fliiw i' ntri! logic presented in Figure ,4 has been Itrugr:ntn(l. Figure II sh iws he resultin high leel language
sturice text. "'en lines are simply comments to clariy ' t he sensed parateter iitw'lniltatltre. IThese variales are
cmputed in the Input Signal Management Module. The next 9 lines define the table h.,k up dal d i c tainits . Th
contril Iltigi module took (nlv 7 lines of' coide.
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Type Example

Assignment X A 8 * (C- fNT2 (D))
integration X INT3 (A) Conditional Operators

Highest Wins X Max (A.B.C,D) -Equal To
Lowest Wins X Min (A.8.C.D) Not Equal To
Table Lookup X Lootkup 4(A) Greater Than
Loop Initialize For I -1 to 10 Less Than
Loop Terminate Next I User Defined Variables

Program Jump GOTO 15 8,.XYZ
Conditional Jump IF (X 7) GOTO 59A.CDXY.
Subroutine Call GOSUB 100
Conditional Subroutine Call IF (Cond) GOSUB 45
Return Subroutine RETURN
Rename Variable DEFINE AOUTI X3
Table Data Set LXi 00. 0 50, 20

LY1 40. 40. 65
Constants Set K1 50
End End of Program

Jigur1c 1). igh4/ Li'ri' Lanrgu age it sItructiontSi

t0 Esarmple Program for Fuel Control
20
30 .AINI PLAS Sensed Power Request
31 AIN2 NICS Sensed Fan Speed Corrected
32 .AIN3 T2S Sensed Engine Face Temp
33 .AIN4 T45S Sensed Turbine Temnp
34 AIN5 N2S Sensed Compressor Speed
35 AIN6S Theta 2S Sensed Corrected T,
36 AIN7 PBS Sensed Burnei Pressure
37 AOUT I FR Fuel Request
40
50 Set LXt 0 20, 90. 200, Speed Request SCIIOuILlf
55 Set LYt 0. 4000, 9000 9000
60 Set LX2 -too. o. 100. 500, T45 Limit Schieduie
65 Set LY2 1500. t500, 2000. 2000
70 Set LX3 0. 2000,.4000 6000, 12.000 14.000 Accel Schedule
75 Set LY3 25 , 30. 22 . 30., 35 . 25 .
80 Set LX4 0. 2000. 14.000 Deyl Schedule
85 Set LY4 10 t0. t5
90 SetIKP1
95 Wt Lookiup 1 jAlNtI AIN2 .Srreeo Error

too W2 Lookip 2 (AIN3) AIN4 1415 Error
t05 W3 ILoosup 3 (AIN\5I *IAIN6* * 681*fAJN7i AOLJTt1

106 Accel Error
110 W4 MIN lWt W2 W3) Select Low Error
115 WS (Lorokup 4 IAIN5I)*AIN6 AOUT I Decr- Error
120 W6 Map (W4 W5I Selet High Error

125 AQUTt 5 * W6,INTl iW6)
130 GOTO 135 lBranr h Fack tor

135 Ernd Nrtntrsl (),ly r)

Fiure rI Ii IhAh Li ti I itt i gt, fr r c i-Ci ot irI lri /,r

TEhis inail 1 coding rand debtugging is rhine on a general purrplise host cinrtrrrter tacilit \. Thu rdinug, edit ing ando
simutlation facilities inherent to the general prurpose coitpilter riivirii highisv eiticiettt ri-siltire hi to ntial prigrjani
develo pmen t and testing. The sequte ne in which the tnioil es are ci ided ntd testerd Is, illu r I ni in Figtore 1 2 Ilit,

vartons mnodules are cooded in parallel rand~ tested in a stand-alotne Irtsis. The n itrt t i tal ttriltsare- cide nhitn)
tested with dtzninrmy inputs. The k ipper level mond ii s atir ciodedi and testedr it sing sitil s 1;,r tin- lowe r iI I t i i no) it

After the coiitattnal nmiidules have coitmpletedi the stantdo alone tests, Iitr art ititi-grutted wAit 01ch tipper list-I
tnisiles. The t ransitioin trnntn iiirel, tnitle testing lii th ittal svslitt is proirvrssi- III resersi tirdir ut tho ivorairih\
specificatioin livel. After etach nd(itle is coded atnd olehitggel (ft, listing (it that( iiltile icitisa rdo-ail pa;rt it thle
sinttwttre speciticatirin. When all tiiiidles hatve (itpletto their inttgrai ilistIhi- prirprti Is, uhticltteid hIk

series if sYstemn tests which are rtiade agairnst an ttpprijrritt sinrol~nitot iut tw en-tgitti.
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TABILE V,' SOPIWARE 'TESTS

A, Steadyv State 'Pables, ('Urvefits
D~iscrete FunZCtionSV (Calibrat ion

B. D~ata Sweeps Full Range of Input Signals
Cotmbinations of' Inpiut Signals

'F Iransient Small Step Inputs
-Large Accels, Decels. Bodies
-Mode T11ransfers

-Reset Funct ions

A Software D~esignr Dicumretr generated 1)1 the target computer supplier. jnCluctes items resultitig fromtohe
software design co ding atod test process such its data flow diagrams. titming ('harts andI mclii r\, miap), 'Ibi do icitit'
pro v ides the funct iottal (lescription, (let ailed design. interfaces and co rrelfation b et we i the funtional requirertie nt s
and the mlodule inipleiintat ion, It inicluides (descriptions of' the breakdown if itoli~idual rniidiile. idetitification oif
tuodules and subroutines. processing methbids, programn listings. andi ilefinlit jn of ao,* litmitaritis oin the usage and
design a ppl ication. 'Ilhe Si tIware IU11 )ei D I) c Ume nt is finlalized at a cr t ical dsigo rev jew and go es iuode r yenoir

coitgurat ion introl prio r ti the -oft ware being implemented fir Sobs t ti o Engine 'et

TIhis itremtental soik are design approach. ciimbining, high level langrigiizes % t Pht h hi Sr and target comiputer
es alitat ions, pots earl,\ emphasis oin tint ril law perfoirmance, Ciiiiirtms thle pr,-per ic rrilatiioslips bet eeti nodiliVs.
and proui ts high visiliilit\ iti i the taurger machine perfo rinatlice.

SUBSYSTEM TESTS

As idicate~d iti the plexusj. sectitori, toch if* the software verifici'iiii is done in ain irri'iirenteil basis uciih t
moidule cerlficat iiir. integrat ion tests anid s ' stem verif'icatiiit represent roini-ijiesities during the proigrammning iaid
debugging phase. 'Testing depetnds pritiarilv in a rigirious 'ilesign-fir-rtCsi' ihilospi\ being uippli~d t hroiighiui tdii
softws~are de cliiptntt ecylle. 'I'he si ft ware is verified il t he act ul t arger coimpiulit er accord in tog t he same C omu uter

TVest Plan and ilaw doiiciitient a iin pricedures generated in thle previ iuslv imern tie svste 'ti i itegrat ion t est.
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SUMMARY

T[his paper presented an overview of the major soft ware develo pmnti reqUirenien ts fo r an advanced Jiripal ion
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dynamic model of the engine. In many cases, such a model will be available from the
engine manufacturer as a simplified and developed form ot his computer design model.

Aircraft engine performance characteristics are very non-linear and it is usually
easier to simulate their behaviour on either hybrid or digital computers and to use the
model to derive any point design data, than to rely on other forms ot design
computation. In any case a good engine model is essential in the later stages of test
in order to reduce the very expensive engine running times.

The author's company has, therefore, developed a range of very flexible simulation
techniques which have proven more than adequate for these tasks.

When the simultion model is complete and control system design data obtained,
provisional control system designs are evaluated in simulated form against the simulated
engine.

As soon as sufficient design data is available from the system and control studies
for a microprocessor timing and core budget to be established, hardware and software
design is begun.

All software is modular and as each module is completed it undergoes extensive
design scrutiny and test. Design scrutiny covers such points as the completeness of the
module specification with respect to the next higher specification, verification of
interfacing standards and completeness and accuracy of any algorithmic requirements.
The module test specification is then written by a "third party" and a test harness
generated.

Tests cover static, dynamic and random inputs and the results are verified first
against the specification and also by comparison with the results of an independently
coded module running on a different type of computer.

The software modules are then built up slowly into the overall system and each
functionally meaningful sub-system is checked in a similar manner.

The system hardware is also modular and built up in a similar manner. Again, a
wide range of tests are required to minimise the possbility of data-dependent errors
causing errors at a later stage.

The hardware and software for each system lane are then brought together for
initial system tests. At this stage these tests include correct operation of the
input/output sub-systems, the executive program which schedules the various operations
at the correct time within the control iteration and the control functions.

The various system lanes are then brought together and their operation checked in
the overall system configuration against the engine simulation operating in real time.
Tests include control performance, recovery from simulated fault conditions and
environmental and other stress tests.

The equipment is then usually taken for confirmatory tests with the hydromechanical
system before tests on an engine test bed. Finally, the engine, hydromechanical and
digital control are tested in a prototype or experimental aircraft.

It will be seen that very exhaustive testing is required at all stages of
development, firstly to secure that the stringent safety requirements can be met and,
secondly, to minimise the risk of needing to repeat the later, more expensive, test
phases. In order to carry out such an extensive test program economically, relatively
sophisticatea test equipment is required.

SUMMARY OF TEST FACILITIES

The test facilities which have been built up for these tasks are based on a well
known range of 16-bit minicomputers. These machines have a wide range of operating
systems covering both real-time, interactive and background/batch operating and in both
memory and disk based configurations. They also have a comprehensive inter-machine
communications facility which can be easily adapted for direct communication to a
microprocessor by the use of a pair of LSI communications chips. Particularly helpful
is their program code standardisation at machine and high level and within the various
operating systems and performance range.

Software development arid test is carried out on configurations providing
multi-terminal access to source editers cross-support compliers, assemblers, loaders and
simulators for the various microprocessors used. Test harnesses are written in a
mixture of high and low level lenguage and tests run in both interactive and batch
modes. The cross support loaders and simulators are able to accept complete systems
programs as they are built up thus minimising the test work which must be done in the
final microprocessor hardware.

'[hese cont igurations are also used for general engineer ing computat ions as,,ciattd
with the hardware design, for oxample, thermil and mechanical stress( cal'ulatl iris il
well as the engine and control system simulation facilities.



The simulation program suite consists of a basic interactive simulation language
using mnemonic references to engine and control system signals and building blocks. A
simulation, sucn as shown much simplified in Figure 2, be built up from these blocks
quickly and modified as required.

Both linear and non-linear blocks are available including a full range of one and two
dimension function generators, hysteresis elements, time delays, counters, relays, data
dependent switches such as high/low wins and median selection, integrators and special
purpose transformations. Display facilities include tabulation and continuous graphics
with numerical back-up on a raster CRT. Data recording and analysis facilities are
provided together with operator interaction allowing data and other changes to be made
on a running simulation.

The maximum size of simulation currently available is approximately 600 equivalent
analogue computing elements with no limit on the number of integrators or other dynamic
elements. Real time simulation can be run at about 4000 analogue blocks per second witn
firmware floating point and up to about 8000 blocks per second with hardware floating
point facilities. The differential equation solvers available include single pass
predictor-correctors which are fast and reasonably accurate for systems of low stiffness
and slightly slower but accurate solvers capable of handling very stiff systems.
Facilities are also provided for obtaining the small-signal performance of the
simulation at any specified working point, together with a range of control design tools
such as Nyquist Bode and pole locus plotters.

Engine simulation generated and evaluated on the larger computer configurations
interactively can be transferred without modification to the smaller special purpose
configurations useu for system test. This commonality has been achieved by combining
the ease of data manipulation of full floating point operation with a very high speeu
interpreter which can be used for real time simualtion as well as in a batch/interactive
environment. This avoids any need for time consuming, hand coded simultions for
real-time working.

Some work has also been done on the automatic conversion of floating point to fixec
point working for the automatic generation of the control calculations used in the
microprocessor controllers. This will lead to automatic coding of the control program
from the control which has been simulated in floating point.

Some work has also been one on the "blocking" of simulations into, for example,
engine, control lane "A", control lane "B", etc. This work, when complete, will enable
more complete simulation of the system response to failure by making it possible to
study the interaction of multiple controls operating either in synchronous or
asynchronous modes.

The test facilities available consist, therefore, of large multi-user minicomputer
configurations used for software, hardware and control system development and test
essentially prior to the construction of the control hardware and smaller dedicated
configurations used in real-time testing of the hardware.

These dedicated systems are usually referred to as Rig Systems and are used in the
laboratory during system build and test, for inspection testing and for engine test bed
running of prototype systems.

THE RIG SYSTEM

The final system test rig again uses a minicomputer as shown in Figure 3. This
minicomputer is always provided with an operator's terminal, a raster video display for
continuous data, an engine simulation and analogue interfaces between the simulation and
the microprocessor controllers under test. To this is usually added a magnetic tape
unit for data logging and some form of disc back-up storage either directly off via a
Hewlett Packard DSI000 communications link to one of the larger configurations.

This basic facility can be augmented by tt- addition of DSI000 hardware compatible
serial digital commuinication to the microproc, sor controllers. This link can be used
both for monitoring data within the controllers in real-time and/or to provide
diagnostic/debugging facilities from the operator's terminal. Further occasional
enhancements include fast printers, multi-terminal access and miscellaneous peripherals
such as PROM blowers, graphics, tablets, etc.

RIG OPERATION

The rigs operate in two modes, in the first, shown diagramatically in Figure 4, the
hardware under test is run against an engine simulation in the rig computer. In the
second mode, shown in Figure 5, the hardware under test is running a real engine rig
acts as a data logger and monitor of the engine, controller and test bed environment.

Figure 6 shows a typical display which can be obtained during simulation running or
engine running or by the "play back" of data recorded during a previous run. The
recorded data is also available for analysis at any time and limited real-time analysis
is also possible.
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Software available includes the rig operating program suite which runs in the
standard memory-based or disc-based operating system, a full set of development cross
support software for the microprocessor being used and the general purpose simulation
and control development software.

The overall rig system typically occupies a single standard rack and is robust and
portable. They are often taken to relatively difficult environments with none of the
protection usually associated with computer equipment and used continuously. This is
essential for the type of work which we normally undertake and makes it possible to
continue development at the customer's site with minimal back-up from the main base.

RIG PROGRAM SUITE

The rig program suite consists of the following programs:

(a) TIMER

Timer is scheduled by the operating system at the iteration rate required by the
simulation (normally 50 mS). It then schedules the real time forground program
CYCLE once per iteration.

(b) CYCLE

CYCLE is a forground program which is scheduled by Timer and terminates when it, in
turn, has performed all the cyclic functions of recording, data input, simulation,
display and data output.

(c) MTX

MTX is a forground program which is scheduled by CYCLE whenever one of the
recording buffers is full. It epties the buffer to the Magnetic Tape Unit
asynchronously using DMA transfer.

(d) RECOP

RECOP is a background program running in available time and performs all the
operator interactive dialogue which controls the other programs.

The rig software is again modular and is largely data driven. This makes it
possible to store a number of simulations, display and data logging formats as data
files which can be called upon with minimum delay. Indeed, the prime objective of the
rig system is to minimise the time needed to set up sysLem test of all kinds.

OPERATOR INTERFACE

The operator controls the rig system by means of interactive commands to the
program RECOP, either directly or by calls to Command Files. Using these commands, he
can:

(a) Control the loading and running of the simulation package.

(b) Control the collection and analogue and digital data in the main recording buffer
using mnemonic calls to the data available from the analogue I/O package, data
available from any of the microprocessor controllers and data from the simulation.
During rig running standard sets of data can be introduced by the use of command
transfer files stored on the local or remote disc system.

(c) Control the display of data on the continuous grahical display screen. Up to 8
analogue quantities and 8 digital quantities can be viewed on a monochrome display,
rather more can be usefully displayed on a multicolour display. The data is shown
as a stationary graph which is updated in real time by "wiping" a vertical cursor
across the screen. Hence, the data is read from the cursor to the right hand edge
of the screen and then up to the cursor. This allows the data to be stationary for
a significant time.

The current value of the various parameters is also shown in numeric form down the
right hand edge of the screen as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The display may be "Frozen" at any time for more detailed inspection and the cursor
moved over the stationary display. When this is done the numerical data always
corresponds to the values "under the cursor", thus enabling detailed analysis to be
obtained instantly.

Freezing the display does not stop the magnetic tape recording, however, and at the
end of the test the system can be switched into a playback mode in which the data
is read back from the magnetic tape and displayed as it the engine were running.
Important events can thus be analysed in detail either visually or by computer
program. Simple analyses can be coded as simulation programs and hence carried out
within the rig program - including during engine running when the simulation would
not otherwise he required. Dual tape decks car be used to allow contnJ)LJs
recording of long engine runs.



(d) Examine the operation of any of the microprocessor controllers by running a
"monitor" or "debug" program within them entering commands from the operator
console and print console and printing out data, register contents or program on
the same console or printer.

DATA PATHS

The first part of the CYCLE program reads the analogue data inputs from the pilot's
controls and from the actuator pick-offs as shown in Figure 5. This data may take many
forms, e.g. d.c. voltage, d.c. ratiometer, a.c. voltage or ratiometer, digital pick-olt
signals, frequencies, etc. For convenience all ranged outputs are converted by
acquisition circuits to standard d.c. signals which can be ted into a standard A/D
converter. The resulting digital signals are read into the minicomputer memory by a
software driver. At the same time any "state" signals are converted to a stanaard d.c.
level and read into the computer memory packed into 16-bit words. This part of the
input process is synchronous with the minicomputer iteration rate set by the program
TIMER.

Digital communications with the microprocessors are carriea out synchronously with
the microprocessor iteration rates and are therefore asynchronous to the TIMER
controlled cycle. These signals are handled by privileged interrupt within the
minicomputer and when an interrupt is received a "handshake" is followed by a block of
up to 64 16-bit words of data. The maximum data from each microprocessor is thus
approximately 64/iteration. The microprocessor iteration rate is of the order of 50 mS,
hence, for a three microprocessor system, the minicomputer is handling up to 3840 words
per second.

One of these words is a flag word enabling the same communication path to be used
as a medium for interacive control of the microprocessor from the recording program
RECOP.

When monitoring or debugging operatings are being carried out via this link a small
link-controlled monitor program acquires and stores data within the microcomputer under
the command of a larger remote monitor in the minicomputer. This small nmonitor is
typically 100 words long and thus has minimal effect on the microprocessor memory budget.

The serial link between the minicomputer and the microcomputers requires two 16-pin
DIL LSI circuits to be mounted on each microcomputer and one serial interface card per
microcomputer on the minicomputer host.

The same type of LSI interface circuits are used for communications between the
"lanes" of the microprocessor control system.

All the acquired data is held in temporary buffers within the CYCLE program and at
the end of the cyclic input the data specified in the RECORD list is transferred to the
current magnetic tape buffer. When a buffer is full, buffer switching occurs and the
full buffer is dumped to talpe by the program MTX.

The CYCLE program next schedules the simulation (if it is required). The
simulation program consists of a series of subroutines which can be called or linked in
an interpretive mode. The calling sequence defines the simulation and is generated o,
compiled separately. The calling sequence consists of link addresses to the required
subroutine and to the next part of the calling sequence; a variable amount of fixed
data relevant to this particular call to the subroutine and any work space required
which is local to this call. A short entry routine starts the run through the
simulation, another transfers control from one part of the calling sequence to the next,
i.e. where the next subroutine call is to be found, and a final routine exists back to
CYCLE.

Apart from the usual simulation facilities the simulation can input data from the
CYCLE data buffer and send simulated data back to other parts of the same buffer.

CYCLE now searches the DISPLAY list for the data which is to be put onto the V1,ae0
graphics display and sends this data to the display in qraphical and numeric form and at
the same time updates the position of the cursor.

Finally, CYCLE terminates saving all its data for the next iteration, etlectv viy
passing control of the rig program to RECOP until the start ot the next ititatiun ro
signaled by TIMER.

APPLICATIONS

The above equipment has proved its worth over a nuster ofU yourdl 1o t h,' _tV. 1I01W 1!t
of control and instrumentation systems as diverse as a minimal rover!310ndly dlqlto
control for a VTOL engine, helicopter engine control dod tull duthM ity rlJltif)lCX
controllers. The concept of real-time graphical data display dut inq nqno ruTunnlnqi
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together with comprehensive recording and replay facilities has been rapidly and
enthusiastically accepted by engine test bed personnel as well as by the electronic
development teams and will certainly be continued in all our future programmes. The
only drawback is the growing mountain of magnetic tape from previous tests.

On the simulation and control design front, we find that the equipment and
techniques described to be a very flexible design tool because they can deal easily with
the non-linear aspects of our control problems. At the same time the design tools a-e
being continuously upgraded to allow the use of the more modern approaches to control
design including, for example, the design of true multi-variable systems.

CONCLUSIONS

We are living in a design age in which the performance of yesterday's large
corporate computer is matched by today's mini, yesterday's mini by today's micro,
yesterday's micro by today's hand calculator and yesterday's hand calculator by today's
watch. We are already running faster and faster to make use of this technology and if
we are to have even a hope of success we must develop and use systems and hardware which
can be built upon and not rebuilt with each turn of technology.

The cry must be, therefore, for modular design, common languages and hardware
families which are ALWAYS upwards compatible but which do not prevent the user taking
advantage of improvements in computing power and miniaturisations.

Nowhere is this so important than in the tools of the trade such as described in
this paper for they need to be used and developed by today's development engineers and
be available for tomorrows production and maintenance personnel whilst the new upwards
compatible tools are in the laboratory.

In the work described here we hope that we are progressing in this manner and we
are thankful that we see in the present software and hardware many of the items which
were built into the earliest of these test systems and many more which are
straightforward developments of earlier ideas. In this we are considerably aided by the
very comprehensive range of computing power in modern mini-computers of hardware and
software over a wide range of applications.
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SUMMARY

Control systems for aircraft engines are very precisely and stringently specified
with respect to performance and safety. At the same time there is a real need to
minimise cost and weight and to improve reliability.

These requirements may conflict unless the overall system organisation is very
carefully designed and proven. It is not possible to prove that the safety requirements
have been met within the acceptable confidence level by testing alone. Hence, testing
needs to be backed up by safety analysis.

The paper outlines some current engine control systems trganisations, the related
analysis techniques, such as fault trees, and describes some of the special difficulties
associated with analysing systems which include multi-task processors.

INTRODUCT ION

The author has been involved in engine control system design for many years,
firstly with Smiths Industries and now within Dowty & Smiths Industries Controls Ltd.,
whose joint activities in this field go back many years before their formal association.

In a previous paper (Reference 2) the history of this association was given with
reference to the joint development of aircraft engine controls, particularly digital
control systems. The intent of the present paper is to cover similar ground but to
discuss in more detail than was then possible the design thougnt processes and the
design verification processes which have been considered and used. Whilst referring to
that previous paper the author takes the opportunity to thank his previous co-authors
and to state that the other content of the present paper is his own and does not
necessarily reflect their views or the views ot Dowty & Smiths Industries Controls Ltd.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

The engine control system designer often finds himself in an unusual position
compared with the designers of many other control systems. On the one hand only d
relatively small budget in terms ot size, weight, power consumption 3no system cost is
available compared with the budget associated with, for example, automatic flight
control, and yet, on the other hand, the safety implications of loss of engine power and
even more so of secondary airframe damage due to engine power runaway, approach the
safety implications of loss ot flight control.

There are also differences in the evolution of the two types of control. The move
from simple "rod and cable" operation ot flight control surfaces was accompanied by a
significant level of redundancy in the electro-mechanical systems. Engine control, on
the other hand, moved rapidly to the sophisticated simplex (i.e. non-rf-.iuil ant) but
highly nydromechanical systems to be found in the majority ot presnt-day aircraft t.

All such systems rely, for continuity of control, on the ni,4 ihtegrity 01 well
designed simplex parts. Many of the systems also rely on these simplex parts in order
to avoid overspeed. This extensive reliance on single components is muac possible Ly
the grading ot "authority", i.e. the degree to which the fuel flow can L- atfected by
various parts of the system under tault or any other conditions.

Such a limitation of authority can be achieved in a hydromecianical system fy
tinding points in the basic fuel control, such as a balanced beam in which an auxillialy
control can modify the working point of the basic by an amount which i! 1 ifmited by an
easily defined amount. This can be by the compression of a !pr ing act 1ng on a 1,,.i by
movement ot a carrier between fixed stops, by similarly limited moveme.nt of a I lcI 11
point, etc.

For some cr itical controls, e.g. protection front overspeed, marcy hyor oS.chalnicl
systems used conventional redundancy in the form of separate overspeed limiters, as
shown in Figure 1.

With the development of engine technology demanding more andI mo rt. conmplex controls
the designers of the 50s and 60s started to use electronic trimming contiols tot
Temperature Limiters, secondary shaft speed control and protection, and non-dim'ns;ionoi
limiters. The controls used an extension of the limited authority trilt of the ear Iv.
hydromechanicai system in which an electr ic actuator compressed a spr ioq act inq on a
governor beam or moved a beam fulcrum point.
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safety issue without iitipob in4 limlts on pt to rmance. At the same time, they allow the
hydromechanic.l contn t dt tne sytra t. L,t, reduced and simplified.

While engine controlF, na teetn developing tie electronic trimmer theme, the flight
control designers developed electronic and electro-mechanical full authority redundant
systems for sucn applications as auto-landing and fly-by-wire. From this flight control
experience came a new world ot semi-statistical design analysis techniques which were
required to build up confidence in the system safety prior to actual flight experience
and to be used for models by wnich to monitor the safety performance in service.
Indeed, it soon became obvious that flight experience could never directly measure the
demanded safety levels. Hence, when the time came to introduce full-authority
electronic engine controls, the safety ano reliability analysis was usually done from
the background of this flight control experience rather than from the background of the
traditional hydromechanical engine control. This led initially almost to the
abandonment of the graded authority techniques and towards the multi-lane redunuant
controls in which a lane was considered to be wholly good or bad.

As illustrated by the supervisory system above, the electronic engine control
system designer, whether working in the analogue or the digital field, was always under
two pressures. Firstly, to continue to design with the economy of traditional
hydromechanical control and, secondly, to meet ever increasing demands of statistically
provable safety.

A major part of our research and design effort has, therefore, been put into a
continuous search for the best system organisations available within the current
technology. This has almost always led to the use of a mixture of full multi-lane
redundancy and partial redundancy involving the principles of graded authority.

As a result our design team has been accused at intervals of being pedants, starry
eyed idealists and downright specification dodgers! We continue to hope that these mild
disagreements have always been taken in good part and recognised as inevitable if true
advances are to be made by the interaction of independent design teams.

The teams concerned in this search for better and safer control of engines know
that one of the essential keys to success is to maintain a good match between system

design and safety analysis techniques. Hence, the available analysis requirements and
techniques are a vital part of any discussion on design philosphy.

ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS

Most people who design safety critical flight systems like to sleep easy in their
beds, and anyway they fly about the world more than most. They need to have easy
consciences and to avoid being rung up at all hours by people wanting yet more and more
explanation about how the beast works. This means not only good and conscientious
design but also a system whose operational satety is easily understood by the design
team, the customer's acceptance team, the certification authorities and the maintenance
and operational personnel. Indeed, if the system goes wrong either because it is wrong
or because it is misunderstood or mishandled, there is only one guy they can and should
blame.

Simplicity and the obvious completeness of all safety arguments must, therefore, he
the order of the day, and tris is no easy task with the complexity of modern contr l
requirements.

SAFETY MODELLING AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Hy way ot an example of safe-ty modellng, let us look at th, oversp.-,i I ililtor ot
Figure 1. This could be modelled or safety analysis by either a "ottom up" apprtoact_

i.. by consider ing each component in turn and building up a picture of the COir)lpleti

s /stem; ray a "tault analysis", i.e. bty id ntifying the possible fault c(onsegueLn(eIs and
;u: (i inq a mode l Of th " ways in which those- can arise; or [.y dividing tIII, s;yst,'ff itII

rt ,r,nal t lock';, identilying theIr functIon and possible# malfuict II) within thi. !;ystair-

Ind itilo lrj ) II. l / t/ I ataly:; is of thotO' blocks and thel r e.|t f ct;', on the, sy t m.



This latter approach is considered here because it has all the advantages of a
systematic "top down" procedure, and especially because it enables the designer to
achieve an "overview" of his design.

In order to attempt such a "top down" analysis of the limiter, we can reuuce the
system into two blocks at the top level, a range speed governor and an overspeed
governor or limiter. We then need to consider how many states need to be assigned to
each of these in order to model the system. We may decide that it is sufficient to
define a "good" state and a "bad" stage, or we may wish to divide up these, for example
by defining "failed high", "failed low" and perhaps "failed inoperative" systems. The
criterion of sufficient definition will be to view the possible system in the light of
the proposed model and to assess whether it is sufficiently complete for the purpose in
hand. If we are interested only in the ability of the system to prevent overspeed we
must be satisfied that there are no ways of the real system allowing or causing an
sverspeed which cannot be represented or which do not form part of another failure
representation. If there are two ways in which the limiter can allow we do not need to
represent them separately unless their system affects are different or their
interactions with other parts of the system are different.

It is then possible to generate all the overall system states defined Ly this model
by drawing a system state diagram as shown in the upper part of Figure 3. In order to
use this diagram we must determine the consequences of all the fault permutations ano it
is clear that for a system with even a modest number of blocks some form of computer
assistance will be required. Having done this the various system effects can be
combined as shown in the lower part of the diagram.

An alternative approach is to redraw this diagram for a single system fin.l state,
e.g. High Speed or Runaway as shown in Figure 4. This presentation of tne information
is called a fault tree and is more usually obtained directly by inspection of the
system. When a fault tree is used it must be remembered that it does not give a
complete definition of the system with respect to anything other than the described
fault.

When we believe that our model and our fault tree or logic diagram are a sufficient
representation of the system we can proceed to a quantitative analysis. Taking each
system block in turn we determine the probability of each of its states by conventional
means. In the context of overall system analysis we will always prefer that our system
blocks can be analysed by simple summation of the reliability of the component parts,
but if this is not the case each block can be broken down recursively until the
sub-blocks can be analysed in this way. It is particularly helpful if any common mode
failures (to be discussed later) affect only the highest system block level.

The probability of arriving at any system state defined in the tree can be
evaluated by starting at the bottom of the fault tree and combining the reliability
probabilities at each 3unction. If the ]unction is a logical "AND" the combination will
be by multiplication and if it is a logical "OR" by addition. (N.B. The exact form is
Pa+Pb-PaXPb but the product term can usually be ignored.)

In the case of the system state diagram the probability of arriving at each state
is computed similarly, starting at the top of the diagram. In this case, eacth time the
states divide the probability of each new state is given by multiplication as for an
"AND" gate. When states combine the total probability of the new state is found by
addition as for an "OR" gate. A useful check on the system logic state diagram and the
related calculations is to verify that the sum of all the final state probabilities is
unity. Since a fault tree is by definition an incomplete statement of the possible
system states it cannot be used for this cross-check.

In the case of our limiter, we might find that the probability of tallure ot the
range speed governor is 0.001 per hour split into 0.0001 per hour upwarus runaway,
0.0007 per hour downwards and 0.0002 per hour inactive. For the limiter the equivalent
figures might be 0.0004 per hour total, 0.0001 per hour upwards, 0.0002 per hou1
downwards and 0.0001 per hour inactive giving the overall performances shown on the
diagram.

This shows a probability of 2 x 10-8 per hour upwards runaway. This is d good
time in the process to review our model, its analysis and the results otftainpd in the
most critical manner possible. Do they ring true in the light of experience? is there
a factor which normally appears which is missing? In this case experience should tell
us that we have omitted to consider the possible effects of common-mode failure, 1.e.
there is a finite probability of a single event affecting both the range speed governor
and the limiter. Such an event might result from any service item, e.g. hyoraulic or
electric power supply, environmental problems, defective design or maintenance.

If such a common-mode effect is to be insignificant its probability must fe less
than 10E

~
8 showing that the penalty o trying to use any common 1blocks such as simplex

pumps, fuel supplies or electric power is the need to keep the probability of J
common-mode failure affecting critical system functions down to values many orders e,-
than the individu~l block reliabilities. This is one of the most severe te~ts o the
system designer's skills, in that he often has only experience ano common sense to h4.11
his.
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It is clearly desirable to be able to rationalise and quantity the common moae
failure possibility. A simple means is to draw parallel paths to the final failure
state, in other words define the possible common-mode failures ana estimate their
probabilities. This is a way of quantifying the effect but offers little other
assistance to the designer.

The following alternative has been considered as a possible way ot drawing on past

experience and the records of previous equipments.

The unreliability of any system block will usually be made up of two parts, tne
unreliability and defects of an internal nature and unreliability and defects introduced
by external events. Clearly, if two system blocks are vulnerable to tne same external
event then such an event will be a potential cause of common-mode failure. We now
derine a distribution vector, each element of which will represent the probability tsat
once such an external event has occurred it will affect a particular combination of
system blocks.

Each system block can then be examined in turn to assess the proportion of its
unreliability which might be apportioned to external rather than internal effects.
Summing tnese external effects gives an estimate of the total potential failure rate oue
external events which can be equated to the sum of the distribution vector. Tne tarm I
the distribution vector may be determined by experience of similar equipments but a
useful starting point is one in which each event is equally likely to affect any
permutation of blocks.

Having done this the critical failure possibilities can be calculatud in tens ot
the elements of the distribution vector and a hill-climbing or ball-park assessment made
of the worst-case and mean critical probabilities when the form of the aistribution
vector is changed.

In the case of our limiter system, we may thus look up the past records o the
probability of external events affecting the range speed governor and the limiter
separately and from this form an estimate of system safety under common-moe tailure
conditions.

From the fault tree we can see that the probability of the system failing nigh due
to non-common-mode failure is given by:

Psh = (Prh x Plh) + (Prh x Pli) = 2 x 10-8

Where Prh is the probability of the range speed governor failing high
(0.0001 per hour)

Where Plh is the probability of the limiter failing high (0.0001)
Where Pli is the probability of the limiter failing inactive (0.0001)

Similarly, the probability of the system failing high due to common-mode effects is
given by:

Pcsh = Pe x (Drhlh + Drhli)

Where Pe is the total probability of external effects
Where Drhlh is the element of the distribution vector for the range speed

governor failing high and the limiter failing high
Where Drhli is the element of the distribution vector for the range speed

governor failing high and the limiter failing inactive

Looking at the system logic diagram we see that there are two blocks each witts 3
failure possibilities. If an external effect is equally likely to affect any one of thkn
16 possible combinations of block failures, them:

Drhlh = Drhli = Pe/16

Thus the common mode failure rate to high can be rewritten:

Pcsh = Pe x (Drhlh + Drhli) = Pe/8

Therefore, it Pcsh is to be of the same order as Psh it follows that we must keep
Pe down to about I x 10- 7 

per hour.

In order to make this analysis rigorous we must show that it the unreliatility ot
any block is divided between the internal and external effects we must be able to rum
the protabilities of the states due to the internal component of the unreliabilit ies
together with the probabilit ies of the states due to the external or commil-mode
unreliabilities and find unity.

ThiF can be done by Inspection, we know that the sum of the state pf-,'afbi iie 1 l
Pe = 0 is unity, hence, for finite Po the same summation must jive I - Pe. Sin ,'- ti,
sum of tile dirstribution vctor is unity by defni ition tnen th uhi i0 tl h ,) jict't ' I
each element x Pe, mu';t he Po. i t tollows that the !505m of thr' s;tate prih ,it ti : i

I - Pe + P. or ]IIi ty a:; r'qu ire- , .



These results indicate that either the external component of the unreliability must re
only a very small fraction of the internal component or the distribution vector must
very ditferent from the above if common-mode effects are not to predominate. In
practice, every possible attempt is made to change the distribution vector by the use I

(a) Isolation between blocks, e.g. fuel filters, separate electrical power supplies.

(b) The use of dissimilar hardware blocks in which a given common cause ma' Ve
different etfects or the same effect at ditterent times.

(c) The reduction ot the probarility of external effects causing failure r1' gooU
filtration, gooo power supply design and generous stress margins.

(d) Design in such a way as to make the time separation of tailures inouced Ly o singi.<
external event as large as possible. At the same time to attempt to acnieve
correct system response to a single failure as fast as possible.

Within an established technology, e.g. nydromechanics or analogue electronici,
there has been built up a working knowledge of the effectiveness of these tecnnioqes.
In other areas, e.g. digital electronics, our knowledge is often less certain. We can
reasonably, however, use the same techniques provided we design with wider margins.

ENGINE SYSTEM DESIGNS

In the early days of redundant systems it was felt that there was no real
possibility of the industry accepting engine control system designs which relied on more
than two complete paths or "LANES" of control. The first system proposed, which was for
the PS50 engine, consisted of two sets of input transducers, two digital computers ano a
simplex actuator of the proportional solenoid type for the main engine control ano
permanent magnet stepping motor actuators for the various afterburner fuel flows ano
nozzle control (Figure 5).

The two computers exchanged transducer data via optical unidirectional data links
and used average data for control provided that their own data and the data from the
other "LANE" were within a specified tolerance. If this comparison was not within the
specified tolerance the computer used its own data instead of the average data. The two
computers also exchanged their output data and again made a comparison. If both agreed
that the comparison was good one lane drove the actuator controlling the engine. No
provision was made for controlling the engine from the other lane, or for determining
which of the two lanes was faulty. It followed that if either lane detected a failure,
the actuator was disconnected and the overall system degraded into

(a) hydromechanical back-up control of the main engine, or

(b) frozen afterburner flows and nozzle positions which could be manually shut down.

This system was successfully operated on a test bed and shown to have all the
necessary safety features except the ability to continue operation after the first
failure. A simple fault tree of the aircraft system can be drawn showing that it the
automatic control fails then the ability of the aircrew to absorb the additional
workload and control the engine manually becomes important to the aircraft safety.

This overall solution was therefore rejected in favour of alternatives which would
maintain automatic control after a first failure. Considerable effort was thus put into
systems which still only required two "LANES' of control and yet could isolate a fault
and reconfigure to single lane operation safely.

Conventional fail-operational redundant controls, such as autopilots or fly-by-wire
systems, tend to use 3 or even 4 lanes and some form of majority voting procedure or, in
the case of four lane systems, comparisons by pairs. If a fail-operation system is to
have only two physical lanes it must have some form of 'phantow' lane to achieve fault
identification and various such 'phantom' lanes have been considered by the industry.

One approach is to rely on internal monitoring of the two lanes using either
computer self-test procedures or a minimal monitor lane in parallel with each
operational lane. The first approach is always suspect, how do you know that the
self-test will work? and tae second is only a cut-back version of the 4-1ane appioach.

A better approach is to extract additional information from the system run-time
history and to use this to back up selt-test information. This was used in our second
system run on an ADOUH engine under test bed conditions.

Examination of the PS5O sys' em showed that additona attontion needed to !e qiv-,r
to three main areas of dtsiqn.

(a) The numter of implx system b-o, ks must he minimlsed.

b) The reconf iqurat ion m,,Tar i m must 1- as rol ia'le as tI. 1 [ if , In p ox til,-ksr.
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It was found that (a) could be achieved it the simplex main engine and nuzzle
control actuators were replaced by dual drive units as shown in Figure 6. In this
system, as in all DSIC systems, tsOchronous governing was achieved by using the
stepping motor as an output integrator. This allows the digital computers to recover
rapidly from any power failure causing temporary loss of stored data by inlmisilng the
dependance of the system on such data. The relationsnip between actuator position ano
fuel flow was stabilised by the fuel valve power servo, so that in tie event of igltdl
control shut-down, the fuel flow remains constant until recovery action is taken. In
the case of afterburner control, a known and accurate relationship between actuator
position and fuel flow is maintained as a taster alternati to fuel flowmeters in t!,_
delivery lines.

The system operated with both lanes actively sharing control until tile t !ir
failure. Inputs were exchanged and averaged as in the PS50 system and output Jdt, w ,
also exchanged as before. If both lanes agreed, both motors were driven and toe
mechanical outputs consolidated by summation in a differential gearbox. If toe two
lanes disagreed the idler cage of the differential rotated operating a mechanical switcl.
whicn "froze" the system by disconnecting both motors.

Both lanes then entered a self- and cross-check procedure and based on the results
of these chelf-checks control was re-established by one lane.

A simple system state diaqram is shown in Figure 1. Tnis diagram was analyseu and
it was decided that a lane would be reconnected if its own selt-test indicated it to be
good and the self-test in the other lane indicated that it was faulty. Wrong connection
can only occur if a good lane self-tests as bad AND a bad lane sell-tests as good, the
first of these being co-

- 
dered to be very improbable.

In practice, further tests were introduced to separate computer faults from input
signal transducer and actuator faults and the system analysis considered tnese as well
as computer faults. It was noted that some second order effects were sufficiently
common to outweigh some secondary effects and as a result all the possible permutations
of failure were included in the computer analysis.

Empirically, this seems to be a reasonable solution but to check it out toe system
was analysed in a manner analogous to the method used earlier in the paper for
common-mode faults. In this case a fault within a single lane due to computer error was
treated as a common mode fault coupling the control function and the self-test
procedures. Each element of the distribution vector defines the probability that a
computer fault will cause a particular combination of failures in the various
coml-utations within the computer. The system was analysed for a wide range of
distribution vectors and it was found that the worst system performance occurred when it
was equally likely tnat a computer fault affected control functions and selt-test
results as shown in Figure 8. Systems with higher or lower ratios of these
probabilities always performed better and this was taken as the worst case design.

The above analysii can be stated relatively simply in words, if on one nano every
computer fault which affects the computer'- ability to control the engine also attects
the self-test, tnen cleorly all computer faults and other system faults will be detect-d
and the system will always revert to the correct lane. It, on the other hand, computer
faults which afLect toe control capability never affect the computer self-test the
selt-check will always rs-port "computer good" and the system will tail to revert. A
mid-way situaton will soaetimes cause incorrect reversion.

Such an analysis irrj give the designer confidence in nis design approach iut it may
take many thosands of t st and flight hours before such a statistical analysis can )e
given a nigo enough confidence (low variance) for it to) L, used in toe certlcication o:

a flight safety critical system. 'his is to be compared with the relative ease wito
wrici tile common-mode prcblems can be accepted as being reasonaele risks in existing
technology systems. It sUch selt-test techniques are necessary for the advancement (,t
fIight-cr itical engine co'trol, then we must accent very high test and evaluation costs
or the trial of the syst( Idea in a less critica_ application.

'In i system was ou It and tested on an engine test bed as shown in PigUqt S •"a ' I
faul t recover'! tests, including tests in woich faults were introduced in th mIode t
an accelerat ion or afterburner acuoisition and throttle movementi, snowed thp. ii I ;a t
the system to react correctly t, induced faults. Later in the test SMnie pI )t'l fIr we] e,
,xper enced in the mechan ica l cossol Idation fo) lowing sa uspect, Ii. ")1 - tant oI I:;a t I10
sn)wing tne neeco for late consol idatIon and rigor our ana 'Psi. ot al I po!4 n4 I
common-mude e I fects.

iI! many other re soct I , tn i s,-onr '> y ,r mi , ,, I ,;] I II I I I: - . , : I'. -
goal at[ a rel iane, saf,, Iu i -ajthor I t ,, ntro ) . Two now p .nCl 1,- 0i ,11
070o Ida nCe I) Ic l)ommon-mmoO, I a] Ir e -

(a) l]l' Oh yIe'o;l J to 11 1,)t tl-, Iw ' tWI .- rs' woo' I I- cl: I IrIlh - 1 ,1 1 , 111 till :' ; i
-'s7t5 irl tI ) 0 t e rat Lii r iv'v ) , p I,! ' , t , I 1w '' ) ,, . :,
a pproximate-ly rie aP e Op.-0 a0It0 wl th Ii 1 11 1 A I pl o r a III i' i" M I i ;'I 'A ,

'1K S. T tIO li o:i m i :r a t)fIwo r I w-ic I 's "Ian, '(11.'"!t I
nat usedl, bu t i itt I fI rogl e;s was s ,it n i, 0 o ,i, m' I n t i , " I I , 0,1
er r,-r 514 0 1 a. jor tim wn leh nave t r f, Jl I I 'l - lt Ia) IK I101.bt I r .I ,I
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(b) The control design was, however, significantly redundant, for example, major engine
mismatch due to errors in the nozzle loop was protected by a pressure ratio control
using different input signals and actuation.

OTHER SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Tk.e supe-%, sory control and the fully duplicated system design represent the two
poles of cuL, , 4-"tem design. Between them lies a range of full authority systems
using limit: ici.ion and technology which may be dissimilar.

PEGASUS ENGIk k;,'ROL

The existing system on the Pegasus engine uses an electronic limiter and also a
redundant and much simplified hydromechanical flow control for use after a failure in
the main hydromechanical control, see Figure 10. Full authority digital control of the
Pegasus engine has been demonstrated by Dowty and Smiths Industries Controls Ltd.,
together with both hydromechanical and digital electronic reversionary control. Both
provided automatic changeover after a failure of the full authority digital control with
little or no transient power disturbance.

The reversionary systems are simpler than either the existing hydromechanical
control or the full authority digital control. They are primarily intended to enable
the aircraft to be landed safely after a failure in the main control although, in the
case of the digital reversionary control, mission completion is possible and in all
cases safe reversion is possible in the hover mode.

Figures 11 and 12 show the levels of performance achieved during the early test-bed
development. Figure 11 shows transient free reversion to the emergency hydromechanical
system and Figure 12 transient free reversion to the digital reversionary system during
an acceleration.

HELICOPTER ENGINE CONTROL

The electronic arrangement demonstrated for Pegasus applies one or other of the
electronic control outputs to the same flow control valve using a single drive motor
unlike the arrangement for the Adour system, in which the outputs from two motors were
combined in a mechanical differential to drive a single valve. In the Helicopter system
now undergoing test bed trials, two motors are again used but the mechanical
differential has been replaced by a differential fuel valve. This gives the maximum
isolation between the two digital electronic "LANES" and avoids the possibility of
common-mode problems due to switchover failures or mechanical failures in the
differential. In other respects the system structure is somewhat similar to that
described for the Pegasus engine. Different microprocessors are used for the main and
digital reversionary controls. In this case the engines are used in pairs to drive a
single rotor system through ? gearbox and significant additional system checking can be
achieved by comparing the two engines.

The system allows power modulation to be provided by one or other engine after a
first failure of the main control over large parts of the flight envelope by holding the
other engine at a fixed power setting. The infrequent need for power changes on the
second engine make it possible to use a very simple reversionary system and yet, in
terms of the overall vehicle, to retain unimpaired performance.

The full system arrangement is shown in Figure 13. The hydromechanical control
section of both the Pegasus and the helicopter control system is much simpler than a
conventional hydromechanical control. Figure 14 shows the valve arrangement for the
helicpter control illustrating the method of consolidation of the electrical inputs at
the actual valve.

ELECTROMECHANICAL INTERFACING

The simplex possible fuel control design would comprise an actuating motor and a
tap. In practice, this cannot be achieved because of the very large power gain
involved. The maximum practical power output from an electronic system is perhaps
50 watts and many designers feel that the optimum is nearer 5-10 watts. The high
pressure fuel delivered to the engine represents some hundreds of horsepower, and to
date no safe direct operating system has been proven, indeed, as mony as three stages of
hydromechanical amplification have been used in some systems.

As a result of the need to provide some hydromechanical amplification it is often
possible to achieve some form of flow metering in the hydromechanical system with
minimum additional complexity. For some applications pressure sensing bellows can be
used to provide a Fe/Pl or Fe/P3 relationship between actuator movement and fuel flow.

In the PS50 and Adour engine runs, electrical pressure transducers were used
instead of the above approach and we believe this is still acceptable for afterburner
fuel scheduling controls where the pressure signals are used in a complex manner more
suitable to electronic than hydromechanical implementation.

For a helicopter application with restricted altitude and Mach No. requirements
satisfactory control can be achieved using the Fe/PI fuel metering interface, whereas
for the Pegasus, with its wider operational envelope, an Fe/P3 interface is more
appr opr iate.



The advantages of this approach is that the hydromechanical part of the fuel system
can provide significant fast inhterent surge protection which could only be provided by
the electronic system by increasing the actuator slew rate and power. At the same time
the need for electrical pressure transducers can often be eliminated.

ACTUATION SYSTEMS

The actuators used in the systems described in this paper are fuel-immersed and use
stepper motors in preference to other types because:

(a) The drive signal is pulsed and hence easy to interface with digital equipment.

(b) The actuator does not then need a "velocity feedback transducer", thus eliminating

the classic runaway failure due to loss of such feedback.

(c) Drive circuit failures seldom, if ever, result in runaway, the typical result of
drive failure being to stop the motor.

Generally, a "fail frozen" or "fail fixed" response is preferable to runaway but
there are a few controls, such as Inlet Guide Vane control, where failure to stop or
other fixed position is preferred. In such a case, a torque motor actuator is preferred.

Experience with actuators on engines indicates that large excess power capability
is highly desirable to overcome occasional high friction loads in valves due to various
causes. This leads us to avoid the mechanical differential approach of the Adour engine
actuator in favour of simpler units, such as those used for the helicoper application.
These have the additional advantage of later consolidation and hence lower common-mode
failure probabilities.

FUTURE ENGINE CONTROLS

The author does not believe that with these third generation controllers entering
service there will be a finalisation of design but rather that the system designs will
continue to progress as in the past.

It will be clear from some of the earlier discussion that there can be no instant
solution to the problem of quantifying common-mode failure probabilities or computer
self-test capabilities and, therefore, there must be a continuing move towards system
designs which place the minimum reliance on determining these. This, in turn, demands
multi-lane systems with the greatest possible dissimilarity in hardware, software, power
sources, environmental susceptability and so on. The Pegasus and especially the
Helicopter systems described contain significant moves in these directions but are
limited by our current ability to configure systems with widely dissimilar lanes.

This inability is based on the need in current systems to compare the outputs
between "lanes" or between parallel elements in a single lane. If such a comparison is
to be made it must be:

(a) Made in a form which is mutually recognisable or recognisable by an external
arbiter.

(b) Made in a time scale which enables faults to be eliminated before they have an
adverse effect on the engine.

(c) To minimise implementation dependency it must be made using parameters which can be
determined in terms of permissible deviations from the normal control of the engine.

Requirement (a) tends to prevent dissimilarity because it is an inconvenience,
requirement (b) tends to force frequent comparisons as a result of the fast-moving
actuators and wide dynamic ranges in engine control and requirement (c) tends to be the
Cinderella and observed only when convenient.

A study of the history of the designs described in this paper indicate that an
attack on (b) might, as it were, unlock the problem and make possible new system designs.

Progress in these new designs has already been made. Whislt investigating
afterburner control techniques it was realised that it would be of considerable value to
the controller for it to compute a predicted engine working point a few tenths ot a
second in advance. This would enable the control to identify trajectory errors in time
to avoid overshoots. At the same time such a technique can simultaneously predict
overfuelling, overspeed, overtemperature or any other relevant future limit exceedance
and thus achieve significantly smoother take-over from one control to another. By a
simple modification it can also establish the permissible maximum actuator movement tor
a given time ahead. Conventional controllers usually have to wait until the system is
very close to or at a limit before initiating any corrective action. Similarly, any
fault condition may be at the point of producing an exceedance when detected or it may
be some way away. If the system cannot distinguish between these two cases it will need
to eliminate the fault immediately for safety, typically well within one iteration. In
conventional systems, this usually requires that multiple lanes check each other or be
checked very frequently leading to close synchronisation and close data identity in
conflict with the need for dissimilarity.



With a predictive limit, however, it is much easier to operate two control lanes
asynchronously only exchanging or passing to an external arbiter at intervals the future
safe actuator movement.

Asynchronous operation can have far reaching consequences, one can, for example,
use two totally different control lanes with different computers, different software and
even different control algorithms. It is possible to mix analogue and digital and even
hydromechanical controls in a number of redundant "lanes" thus giving back to the engine
system designer the freedom of economical and safe design he nearly lost when the
statisticians first joined in the design process.

CONCLUSION

The author hopes that this paper will have prompted thought in at least three main
areas of system design. Firstly, a recognition of the fact that we have only been able
to live with the problems of common-mode failure in existing systems because of our
practical experience with the manifestation of this effect in current technology
nardware. Secondly, a recognition that some of the problems of multiple information
paths through computers resemble the earlier problems of common-mode failure and,
thirdly, that the cure is the old and tried cure of maximum dissimilarity.

The configuration of systems with such wide dissimilarity will, as ever, exercise
the designer's skills to the limit and we must continue to Icarn to use the power of the
new computing technology to improve engine systems.
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Abstract. The reliability of a control system equipped with a
,-processor is dependent both on safe operation of its hardware
and on ability of its software to correctly implement the ope-
rations required. We briefly discuss the two traditional ap-
proaches: fault-tolerant and fault-intolerant; some significant
examples of system fault tolerance implemented by software mech-
anism are included (SIFT, C. vmp, PLURIBUS). Basic techniqies
for reliable software are then presented. Validation and testing
methodologies are outlined. Emohasis is given to the most recent
fault tolerant approach (Randell, Avizienis, etc.).

1. INTRODUCTION

High reliability requirements for data processing systems - first introduced in aero-
space applications - have spread from areas where the continued operation of the computer
is critical for accomplishing the mission to areas in which continued operation assumes a
"social" meaningfulness (e.g. telecommunications) and presently also to any area where not
so much the mission, but rather maintenance and down-time costs are critical.

Obviously, such a wide range of possible applications leads to varied requirements; we
try to list some of the main ones:

- reliability, defined as the probability that no faulty operation occurs in the time in-
terval O,T

- availability, i.e. the probability of correct operation at time T

- safety, i.e. the probability that in the time interval O,T the system is either down or

correctly operating

- credibility, i.e. the probability that at time T the system is either down or correctly

operating.

The increasing complexity of the systems has made it more and more difficult to evaluate
the above parameters and even to represent the systems by means of adequatc models. More-
over, the incidence of software upon reliability of the whole system has been growing; as
representative instances of such trend, it might be recalled that in the first trial year
of ESSI about 90, of the causes of system failures were tracked back to software. As a
matter of fact, the difficulty (if not impossibility) of complete debugging for a great
software project like OS 360 led to studying software engineering techniques and criteria
for design of reliable software.

Additional problems are presented by the reliability of multiprocesscr structures; the in-

teraction of hardware and software in an intrinsically recurfigurable environment easily
creates new sources of faulty behaviour and increases the difficulty of state definition
for subsequent recovery procedures. On the other hand, the same characteristics of dynamic
reconfigurability and of task redistribution make such structures very attractive when
high availability is required.

Two approaches have been taken for the implementation of reliable computers: the "fault-
intolerant" one and the "fault-tolerant" one.

With the "fault-intolerant" or "zero-defect" policy, the aim is to obtain faultless compo-
nents for the system: this has been notably the first (and still the most widely used) ap-
proach to software reliability.

On the other hand, the "fault-tolerant" approach allows the existence of faulty components
and reaches the pre-assigned reliability through some form of redundancy and suitable re-
configuration policies. Adopted from the first for achieving reliable computer hardware,
this approach has recently been suggested also for software. Even if comparatively few in-
stances of reliable software implemented through redundancy have been presented until r w,
the intermediate steps in the fault-tolerant approach - i.e. testing, diagnosis, error
confinement - have been followed.
We briefly consider first the use of software solutions for achieving system-level fault
tolerance in some advanced architectures; while no particular actions concerning software
reiiability are present there, the overall approaches seem very interesting and some guide-
lines could be reasonably deduced for software.

Then, software validation will be examined both in the aspects presented by the fault-in-
tolerant approach and through definition of testing strategies. Then, design criteria will
be introduced. Some particular problems proper to real-time multiprocessor systems will be

pointed out. Last, the modeling problem will be briefly afforded.



2. SOFTWARE MECHANISMS FOR SYSTEM FAULT TOLERANCE

The evolution in design of fault-tolerant architectures has led to increase the func-
tions implemented by software. Early systems achieved the main functions - from testiroq
to error confinement and to reconfiguration - through hardware mechanisms only: the SA!L'tl
IV guidance system and the JPL-STAR wprr .,tewortny examples in this line. Software - c,-,-
trolled recovery and diagnosis %.!- , soon advocated: anyhow, it is with the more recent
structures (such as Plt'Do>, , C.vmp and most notably SIFT) that software mechanisms have
been exten ' .'. used to achieve all functions from te 'ing to dynamic reconfiguration.

-though such "software-implement fault-tolerance" (as it was defi ned for SIFT) does rot
directly pertain to the subject of this paper, it is evident that delegating such critioal
functions as the ones for reliability control to software subsumes techniques for implemer-
tation of high reliable software, with particular reference to operating systems. Treref,,'< .,
we consider it reasonable to give some space to analysis of the most interesting exan;,le,'.
It is almost inevitable to start with SIFT /1/, whose name (SIFT stands for Software :-
plemented Fault-Tolerance) is already Tndicative of the main design philosophy. :r f~dot,
SIFT all tasks of error identification, confinement .nd masking are software-imolementeo,
while the hardware structure is based uoon standard, "off-the-shelf" modules ' r
sors. memory modules and I/O processors connected by means of a bus structure fin.
High reliability is obtained here - as in many other cases - hy le redundaicv an , ,
anyway, comparison and vote are performed by software instead than by special sardwa-e. 'e
redundant processors execute in parallel the same programs, suitably <ubdivided i''t 'lte s
voting is performed both upon input information to each step (in order to mas ,-e O u, e-
rors) and upon output information.

Further fault-tolerant actions are performed by applicative programs c-
and diagnosis both of the sinale orocessors and of the whole sytFms c ever ta rI '
are analyzed by software only.

The above philosophy leads to a very complex and structured operatin, s stes "
the availability of a very reliable operating system, and in fact it m5 es s
intrinsic fault-tolerance of software itself. Another - and quite diffenent - t C-rest
instance of operating system actions oriented to Fault-tnlerance implemertat.ion 1 e ,
by C.vmp /2/. The basic structure is the conventional triple modular redu'noarcv,
processors and three memories connected through a voting device (see fi , .
software-controlled and capable of acting in one of three different modes:

a) vote: a vote is performed upon information exchanged between orocessors ano "ro,'ies

(the three processors performing in parallel the same tasks) and toie result is fo'-,,a

b) broadcast: one of the processors (in the particular case, processor 2, effects t"t-
information transfer with all three memories

c) independent operation: the system configures as three independen' processor- -e .

Any processor can, at run time, switch the voter from one mode to another one: trus, t e
system software performs a dynamic reconfiguration of the system structure so as to ac' iev
high reliability (with the inherent cost) only with reference to critical functions. e e
again - as in SIFT - very high reliability is required to the operating system, while ro
ference is made to intrinsic fault-tolerance of the software.

A third interesting instance is presented by PLURIBUS /3/; one of the motives for its intL-
rest is in the fact that PLURIBBUS is not simply one system but the base of a como, fete 1 i, e
of modular structure. The design philosophy centers on a set of three "busses", eac' a.tua-
ly consisting of a dedicated bus and of a set of functional modules directly conrected w
it (fig. 3). The "processor bus" involves from one to two CPU's, a vaiatl number of !u
couplers, a local memory area; to the "memory bus" there are connected memory modules and
again, bus couplers; the "I/O bus" involves (besides bus couplers) a number of interfa(,
and special-purpose units. Moreover, each bus has a "bus arbiter" which decides upon ac e-,.,
requests and allocates control of the bus. An architecture can be imolemented v suita l ,e
terconnections through the bus couplers.

As in the previously described cases, the operating system nerforms a numbe' of , ritiral
operations, both where configuration of the system and resource allocation is ccrcerneo SAr'
for typical fault-tolerance actions.

System diagnosis is performed by software, at various levels (single processor, systeml'-' -
munication, etc.); protection mechanisms guarantee that no faulty p,-ocess will be c e to
destroy the system operation. We would likL to stress the reference to faultyv processes
rather than simply processors: in fact, the PLURIBUS approach allows to track aults both
in hardware and software modules and aims at creating a complete system image, repeated
upon each operating processor and accessible also outside the system.

The above presentation of SIFT, C.vmp and PLURIBUS is intentionally restricted to the ba'.i
elements of their architecture. For details, the interested reader is referred to the per-
tinent literature (see Section 7).

............................................................................................

() In more conventional systems, at least part of error identification Ind mas inq are
performed by dedicated hardware.
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3. PROGRAM VALIDATION AND TESTING

Defining reliability of software might seem to be rather improper, since faults do not
appear as a consequence of a physical failure but are due to design or coding errors not
detected in the validation phase. Anyway, definition of software reliability can be given
in very general terms by considering its "fitness for use". Thus:

- Reliability of a given software module at a given time T in the probability that at the
same instant of time the module performs the expected operations.

A similar definition can - of course - be given also for a complete hardware-software
system.

A measure of a software package reliability can be obtained as the ratio of correct to to-
tal runs in a sufficiently large interval of time. Since no aging phenomena are present,
this probability is expected to be constant with time (or even growing with time in the case
of proper maintenance). With hardware components it is possible to identify a first part of
the life time in which the fault-rate decreases rapidly, while afterwards (and for a usual-
ly long time) it keeps constant. The same can be said to occur with software; if the initial
debug phase is performed efficiently, after a time the number of "faults" becomes constant
(and, if the system is complex, it is common experience that it does not become zero).

It can also be noticed that after a well-designed debug phase, software errors tend to
present themselves as "transient rather than "solid" faults; in other words, they are such
as to create an error state only for very particular input data and operation conditions.
This peculiarity will justify the approaches to design of Fault-tolerant software that will
be introduced later on.

Improvement of software reliability has involved such different areas a programming methodology, software de-
sign and software validation (some approaches are suiiarized in /4/). While programming methodologies and soft-

ware design techniques aim at decreasing the probability of errors in a program "a priori",
software validation aims at identifying errors present in an existing program.

We do not here discuss general techniques in software design and programming methodologies:
such subjects belong to the wide area of software engineering. Some particular techniques
aiming at production of fault-tolerant software will be seen in a later section.

Among the various techniques for program validation, we recall three:"dynamic analysis",
"interpretative analysis" and "static analysis".

Dynamic analysis actually constitutes a guide for testing strategies development: it con-
sists in monitoring program behavior at run time and gathering information over a number
of runs. The main drawback consists in data-dependence; as with other techniques for re-
liable software design, asking the designer to identify sets of test data or possible er-
ror areas easily leads to ignore all "non-foreseen" fault causes and decreases the mean-
ingfulness of the techniques. Data dependence does not affect interpretative analysis me-
thod such as "symbolic execution". With this technique, a particular path in the program
is chosen and validated by assigning symbolic values to the input data and then "executing"
the program path with reference to such symbolic values. When execution has been comoleted,
analysis of the final symbolic expression gives clues concerning path correctness. It can
be easily understood that for a program of even not qreat complexity, such final expres-
sions easily become unmanageable.

Last, static analysis comprises such different techniques as "information gathering",
"data flow analysis" and "program verification". While the first two lead to accumulate
such information as variable usage tables,routine control graphs, illegal data usage in-
stances etc., program verification (also called "proof of correctness") consists in "de-
monstrating the consistency between (1) a computer program and (2) specifications or as-
sertions describing what the program is supposed to do"/5/.

Program verification should actually lead to implement zero-defect software; anyway, it has
been stated that "because of the coiplex human interaction (required), it is usually only
applied to small segments of a program" /6/. Moreover, we note that necessity of such com-
plex human interactions introduces in fact probability of a number of new faults.

As o {rosed to the above criteria, testing aims not at proving correctness (i.e. absence of
errors) but at identifying a number o errors (hopefully as near as possible to complete-
ness). Testing originates (whenever an error is found) a phase of debuggi ng, i.e. error
localisation and removal.

it can be underlined that testing does not guarantee complete absence of errors; in
Dijkstra's words, testinq shows "presence, not absence of errors". While a completely
thorough testing is not possible for a complex program, some analysis techniques have
been proposed for identifying program segments most likely to create problems and which
deserve more accurate testing. Anyway, it has to be accepted that a program will not be
completely free of errors even after extensive testing, both because not all possible input
data sets can be applied and because debugging actions can in turn introduce new errors
(the so-called "ripple effect") (for an extensive review, see /7/).

A qualitative evaluation of error identification vs. time is given in fig. 4 (full line);
the effect of particular testing strategies can modify the shape as shown by the dotted
line.

Non-trivial software products are usually decomposed in a hierarchical multi-level struc-
ture, to which a corresponding organisation of testing can be superimposed. Thus, with any
level of the structure there is associated a level of diagnosis characterized both by its
object and by the type of errors it is capable of detecting. A typical organization is the
following:
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- "unit test": "unit" corresponds to a module, which is tested so as to verify its internal
correctness, independently of interactions with external world;

- integration test: it operates upon a set of interconnected modules, thus allowing to check

the corresponding interfaces;

- subsystem or system test: it operates upon a set of interconnected modules implementing a

complete function - possibly the whole system itself. Rather than correctness, consisten-
cy with design specifications is checked;

- acceptance test, leading to product certifying.

4. SOFTWARE FAULT-TOLERANCE

Contrasting with the previous section - involving, in fact, techniques for reducing the
number of faults - we consider now techniques aiming at design of fault-tolerant software,
i.e. software capable of:

a. identifying presence of faults
b. confining errors due to faults
c. recovering from errors

An a-priori assumption to be made is that the software package will be tested and debugged
in a manner capable of guaranteeing correct operation in a (very) hiqh oercentaqe of runs:
no major "bugs" will be present, invalidating the results of most operations. On the other
hand, it is accepted that for some particular (but not identified) data sets and operation
conditions the system will not perform correctly, and it is asked that such failures will be
detected and that their effects will not spread in catastrophic way. Quite often, a designer
aiming at fault-tolerance makes some assumptions, such as:

- correctness of the basic algorithm(s)
- knowledge of failure modes (depending on explicit or implicit fault hypoteses)
- knowledge of all possible interactions between system and external world.

These assumptions are very limitative and do not guarantee fully acceptable results: in par-
ticular where software is concerned, the designer is quite liable to be "biased" in relation
to a class of foreseen faults only. It is rather necessary to make a fault tolerant design
even for non-foreseen faults.

To this purpose, we need to check the validity of control and data flow, restricting in the
design phase the oportunities for error and providing confinement and recovery mechanisms
without leaning upon specific fault hypotheses. We note that with software, error confine-
ment and recovery will lead to temporary (i.e. restricted to the present run only) abandon-
ment of a particular software m n favor of another one; as already said, software
faults are considered as transient - not solid - ones, and "faulty" modules are not removed
for maintenance. In other words, fault-tolerance approaches to software do not foresee a
'maintenance" or "debug" phase.

Design techniques suggested aim at protection of data and guidance of control flow (in par-
ticular, of process interactions) so that possibilities of data destruction or of unwanted
interactions as a consequence of faults will be restricted. (A very extensive analysis of
problems and solutions is presented in /8/). Typical of such techniques may be considered the

twu concepts of "atomic actions" and of "capabilities". An atomic action is defined as a
seemingly instantaneous action performed by a process or a set of processes and excluding
all interaction between the processes performing it and the rest of the system and/or the
external world; interactions are seen as information exchanges. Thus, if a set of operations
has to be performed without interruption (and possible disruption of the control flow) and
without destruction of own information, by defining it as an atomic action we guarantee that
any outside attempt at interaction will be considered as erroneous and rejected. A simple
graphic representation of three interacting processes, of atomic actions and of allowed
interactions is given in fig. 5.

Use of atomic actions for error confinement and recovery will be discussed later on:

anyway, we already notice that it leads to:

a) restricting process interaction to well-defined areas

b) protecting information and identifying the "state" of a single process with reference
to the last atomic action successfully concluded.

A further step in restriction of occurrences of allowed actions is presented by capabilities.
The basic idea can be summarized by stating that "any action not explicitly authorized is
forbidden" /9/.

A capability is a protected piece of data, referred to an "object" (i.e. a resource or
another entity of the system). Capabilities can be created only by the system and cannot
be modified by any valid operation : they enable and control the parallel activation of
different atomic actions by means of "locks". Each capability contains protection information
( i.e. access rights or attributes) specifying how the associated object can be used; any
attempt of access to an object by a process not explicitly endowed with access rights
immediately fails. Thus, a capability-based system facilitates resource control and process
isolation; moreover, process interaction can take place only following pre-determined
paths, and all interactions must be explicitly described.

Approaches as the ones described allow to perform checks on the results of various actions
at pre-arranged points. Besides the "built-in" checks we have recalled, tests on process
results can be performed either by comparison with suitably inserted "masks" or by voting
upon the results of alternative, equivalent processes. These two different philosophies

L v ,L
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lead to recovery and reconfiguration strategies that recall, respectively, the "dynamic"
and "static" redundancy in hardware fault-tolerance.

We consider first th approach that most closely recalls classical fault-tolerance techni"ues.
This is the so-called "N-version programming method" /10/. The basic idea is to achieve
high reliability through static vYe ducyso vIily, exact replication of a program
( as if it were a hardware module ) would be meaningless, since in software a "fault"
actually is an error - which would also be replicated. Rather, the suggestion is to
implement several idependently developed alternative routines: N 2 functionally equivalent
programs are independently generated ( the ideal would be to use even different languages
and/or translz-t-rs- -ani ll versions are executed. All versions must provide comparison
and status information, an uavotngaTgorTtmmust then be designed in order to compare
results provided by the different versions. The results are voted, and the ones accepted
by the majority are forwarded; anyway, routines producing discarded results are kept
active for subseqjent runs.

Suitable synchronization mechanisms are used to synchronise the versions with outside
activities and to obtain a meaningful vote even when the voting apparatus has to compare
non-identical results ( non-identical due to their creation, not to possible faults).

N-version programming ( for NA 3 ) hi, an error-masking effect: therefore, no problems
concerning error confinement or recovery arise ( provided, of course, hypothescs on maximum
number of errors present are valid ). This simplicity of approach is counterbalanced by
the very high redundancy required in terms of program development, of storage occupation
and of execution time: costs rise steeply if the criterion is applied to a large program,
and execution time may render the approach unacceptable for real-time implementations.
Moreover, the approach is valid only if the errors are at coding or at logical level,
( in these cases independent versions will not exhibit the same faults ) not if they are
at specification or system-design level. A reasonable approach may be to adopt N-version
programming for safety-critical ( but not time-critical ) routines.

In contrast, the "recovery block" approach recalls the "spare" technique with dynamic
redundancy used in hardware /8/. A program segment is executed and its results are
validated by some suitably defined mechanism; if they are acceptable, the program is
continued through its logical sequencing, otherwise a (possible) backup routine is executed
upon the same data ( and further spares can be provided, if so wished ). This requires
first of all that the program be organized as a set of modules with well-defined inter-
faces, allowing the interface information to be checked ( much as it happens with hardware
modules where, e.g. , error detecting codes may be used).

If no "spare" gives acceptable results, we must guarantee first of all that no result
produced by a faulty module will spread through the system. It is easy to imagine how
a suitable structuring of the system into atomic activities and use of a capability-
based philosophy will help in obtaining these error-confinement features. For instance,
a faulty process attempting to write into a storage area to which it is not entitled will
be denied access, if capabilities are used.

Besides avoiding error propagation, it is necessary also to find out the most recent
correct state of the whole system, so that the system will be able to "back up" and
to continue with operation starting from that known condition. While a single-process
organization will create no problems - under an atomic activity, capability-based philo-
sophy - for this "state identification", a multi-processing ( or, even worse, multi-
processor ) system will require careful design for this purpose.

Consider for instance the three processes in fig. 6; for each process, a number of
"recovery points" are defined, corresponding to a known state of the process. If a single
process fails, it is "backed up" to the nearest previous recovery point and all information
processed since is co'nsidered invalid and potentially dangerous. Assume first that a
failure is detected in process P1 at some point between R12 and R1 3 ; information processed

(and possibly exchanged) between the two points is considered invalid. P is backed up to
R1 2' P., is backed up to R2 2, and the system restarts from that state ( n te that P3 has

not been affected).

Assume now that P2 fails between R 22 and R2 3. For the same reasons discussed above, the

three processes are backed up to - respectively - Ril ,R 2 2,R 32. Anyway, at this point,

also information processed between R1 1 and R1 2 is considered to be invalid, and P2 is

backed up to R2 1. This, in turn, requires that P3 be backed up to R3 1, and - finally -

that the whole system be brought to the initial point. This effect ("domino effect")
is clearly undesirable but it can be avoided only by very careful design; actually,
designing a multiprocessing or - which is even more critical - a distributed system so as
to guarantee implementation of a recovery block-like scheme without domino effect is an
open research subject.

Backward error recovery schemes such as the recovery block approach or other "rollback"
criteria always resort to discarding a number of results and to repeating a number of
actions ( possibly by applying different algorithms ). On the other hand, it may be
noticed that such techniques refer to error identification , and can be made reasonably
independent from too critical assumpti-S6n fault nature or cause. Considering error
recovery mechanisms at a given abstraction level, the above characteristics may allow
a relative freedom from knowledge of implementation details at lower abstraction levels.

The same degree of freedom cannot be guaranteed by forward error recovery techniques;
here , the aim is to preserve a (reduced) meaningfulnessoTthe state just fou- to he
erroneous, and to use available information gathered from this state in order to proceed



in system operation. It can be immediately inferred that recovery rechanisms have to be
tightly integrated into the system design, and that they must be based upon a number of
fault hypotheses. ( It might be contended that even error-correcting codes are a form
of forward error recovery). Forward error recovery schemes seem to be an interesting
alternative for tolerance of failures originating from run-time problems (e.g. environment-
machine interactions, marginal process synchronization, etc. ) rather than from basic
software design errors.

A technique belonging to this recovery philosophy is implemented by "exception handlin9 "
facilities provided in programminq languages. In this case, the programmer wi ns ert
into the algorithm sections capable of recognizing "exceptions", (i.e. well defined
unwanted conditions) and of coping with them. For instance, in a multi-processor structure
using message-passing as a communications means, appearance of erroneous message configurat-
ion (or even of particular signals) will be handled as an exception and cause a suitable
sequence of actions ( e.g. self-test of the interact>, rrGje~sors involved, use of
alternative communications links, etc.).

While it is clear that exception handling does not provide a complete solution, it can
be well used in conjunction with other fault-tolerance techniques. It is interesting to
note that both ADA and CHILL definitions provide space for exception handling mechanisms.

5. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY

The traditional aim of software reliability studies is prediction of a software package's
behavior "on the field". This is usually accomplished by building a proper mathematical
model of the given package; of course, the parameters present in the model should be
determinable on the base of the general properties of the package, such as size, complexity
etc. In this way, it is possible to evaluate reliability even during the design phase.
During the testing phase, a better knowledge of the package's quelity is achieved and
then a better estimate of the set of parameters entering the model is possible.

Many contributions can be found in the literature on this problem; in this paper we

restrict ourselves to one of them, and refer the interested reader to /11/ for details.

The basic characteristic of this model is the fact that distinction is made between
calendar time and cumulative execution time ; all evaluations are performed with reference
to cumulative execut-ion time, and only at the end a conversion is made to calendar time
for practical purposes.

The basic assumptions are:

a) The fault detection rate is proportional to the number of faults remaining

b) The fault correction rate is proportional to the fault detection rate.

Among the main results, we pick up the following two:

- The number of failures experienced is an exponential function of the cumulative
execution time. This relationship is illustrated in fig. 7; M is the total number ofT
failures possible during the maintained life of the software.°The time constant is M o
where T is the MTTF at the start of test and C is the "testing compression factor" 0

"Maintained life" is the period extending from the start of test to discontinuance of
program failure correction.

- The present mean time to failure is also an experimental function of the cumulative
execution time. It is illustrated in fig. 8, and the time constant is the same as in
fig. 7.

As we mentioned, there is also the possibility for execution time prediction to be convert-
ed into dates. This is based on a model of the debugging process: the reader is referred
to /12/ for the formula that relates execution time and calendar time.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An ever increasing number of control problems are today solved by using programmable
digital systems; starting with the most simple microprocessor-based structures which
operated upon a single process, implementations are evolving towards more sophisticated
multiprocessing systems and to distributed, multiprocessor structures. Noteworthy examples
can be found in the aerospace area.

The above trend from one hand underlines the importance of designing reliable hardware-
software systems; on the other hand, it stresses the inadequacy of conventional reliability
ideas restricted to non-dynamically reconfigurable systems.

In the present paper, we tried to outline the subject area and we attempted to show how
fault-tolerance techniques are entering the picture and can complement the more classical
fault-avoidance approach.

In any case, both fault-tolerant design and reliability evaluation have to cope with
the many problems arising from an enironment where a number of co6perating processes/
processors are present. This is a research area today; it is possible to foresee that
in the next years suitable design techniques will be available.
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DESIGN OF SECURE AND MODULAR MICROCOMPUTERS

FOR ENGINE CONTROL
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SUMMARY

The large scale integration circuits which are now available provide designers with new pos-
sibilities for the rational definition of digital automated devices integrated in the
power plant control system.

In designing these automated devices, the following factors must be taken into conside-
ration

- functional specifications,
- operational specifications, especially those related to reliability and mission safety,
- technological constraints imposed by adverse environments.

This paper summarizes a systematic design methodology and describes some special purpose
microcomputers for turbo-jet engine control.

1. - INTRODUCTION

The digitalization of an ever-increasing number of avionic systems can be explained
by the improvements achieved at the functional, operational safety, and economic le-
vels (1). These improvements are largely due to recent developments in large scale
integrated circuit technology particularly in the field of microprocessors, micro-
computers, memories and arithmetical coprocessors.

ON THE FUNCTIONAL LEVEL, digitalization brings about a high computational accuracy
and repeatability and a large flexibility of use. Moreover, it is often the only way
to mechanize sophisticated control laws (non-linear functions, multivariable
feedback...).

ON THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL, digital systems are globally better than their analog or
hydromechanical counterparts (2) due to their capabilities to perform self (or inter)
monitoring and to their potential of being fault tolerant.
Although maintenance is more frequent, it is greatly facilitated by use of automatic
fault localization.

ON THE ECONOMIC LEVEL, analog circuits are competitive only for simple applications
because their cost/complexity curve rises much faster than for digital circuits (fi-
gure 1). This evolution will probably be emphasized since microprocessors and micro-
computers are becoming more and more powerful (figure 2 shows rate of change as per
Moore's well-known graph). The operating cost of digital systems tends to be lower
because they are easier to maintain (they provide fault detection and localization
facilities) and because they are made of interchangeable standardized subsystems.
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I
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256 I
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It is necessary however to underline that this evolution towards digital systems is
not possible without solving numerous problems related to the extreme severity of the
avionic environment (3).

Also, designers faced with the impossibility of dealing with the ever-increasing num-
ber of often contradictory constraints and criteria have searched for a rigorous
design methodology using design tools (mainly for description and performance evalua-
tion).

2. ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Modern aircraft operational requirements involve the availability of propulsion sys-
tems having increased performances over wider operating envelopes. The sophistication
of turbo-jet engines (e. g. multi-shaft engines equipped with an afterburner and va-
riable geometry components) is such that conventional hydromechanical control units
can not handle alone the functions required by the control system. Therefore the sys-
tem designer is forced to associate electronic and hydromechanical equipments. The
authority conferred on the electronics may be very different according to the type of
engine, aircraft and mission.

We may identify two main types according to the authority of the electronics (4)

- A LIMITED AUTHORITY ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER ("TRIM"). Improves the control by modu-
lating the commands around an operating point determined by the hydromechanical
regulator (figure 3),

- A FULL AUTHORITY ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER with a changeover in case of failure to a
further electronic unit (figure 4) or to a hydromechanical back-up (figure 5).

However on the functional level the role of the electronic controller is very similar
for both organizations. A trim or a full authority controller must have the following
resources

- AN ACQUISITION UNIT, which consists of signal conditioners, multiplexers, analog to
digital converters...

ENGINE PARAMETERS

COMMANHYROMECHANICAL BLEEDS ENGINE

FROM CONTROL SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT

SUPERVISORY
DIGITAL TRIM UNIT FIG 3

- DIITAL- DIGITAL CONTROLLER

CONTROLLER IELECTROMECHANICAL
- MAIN ILCTO - INTERFACE

MECHANICAL EN IENG E
INTERFACE

DIGTA -HYOR ONE CHANICALCONTROLLER BAC K-UP --
(BACK-UPA

FIG 4 FIG 5
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- A CONTROL BLOCK AND A COMPUTATION BLOCK. The control block (which may be hardware or
software) is responsible for organizing the system, the complexity of the computa-
tion block is defined by the level of sophistication of the control system requi-

rements.

- A MEMORY consists of two areas: one read-only memory for program storage, one random
access memory for storage of temporary results.

- AN ACTUATION BLOCK able to drive various actuators (motors, valves).

- A POWER SUPPLY MODULE connected to aircraft power bus or/and to an engine mounted
alternator.

The choice between a trim and a full authority controller depends upon the specifica-
tion of each application. In fact the two main types we have identified previously are
the extreme range of options. In this paper after some comments on design methodology
we will describe different units :

- simple and sophisticated trim units,

- high performance multiprocessor with possible graceful degradation,
- full authority, fault tolerant microcomputer.

3. - DESIGN METHODOLOGY

3.1. - DESIGN PROCEDURE

Except for very simple systems, it does not seem possible to use a design approach
that simultaneously takes into account all of the constraints and performance
specifications. Consequently, and in harmony with the normal human thought pro-
cess, the most efficient and realistic solution is a top-down step-by-step itera-
tive procedure. At each step in the design, an evaluation of the functional and
operational performances is carried out. The principle of this design method is
given by the flow chart of figure 6.

In the first phase, an analysis of the specifications leads to the distinction of
two categories of constraints according to whether or not they leave any degree of
freedom in the choice of solutions.

The resulting choices are of different types according to the category of
constraints which induce them

- The necessary choices resulting from constraints having no degree of freedom,
which could lead to redefinition of the specifications if the latter are not
validated by the performance evaluation,

SPECIFICATIONS

ABSOLUTE CONSTRAINTS NON ABSOLUTE CONSTRAINTS

NECESSARY CHOICES

CONDITIONAL CHOICES

[TEMEDIATE INTERMEDIAE NTEMEDIAE
STRUCTURE I STRUCTURE 2 STRUCTURE n

EVALUATION

SELECTION

REFINEMENT OF THE CHOSEN STRUCTURES

R
F I NA L  S T RU C

TURE FIG 6
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- The conditional choices resulting from constraints having some degree of
freedom, which are directly related to the results of the performance eva-
luation.

The number of iterations in the stepwise refinement of the structure is obviously
limited and specific to the application.

3.2. - STEPS OF THE DESIGN

Four of the six abstraction levels proposed by M. SU (5) are at least to be taken
into account :

- The algorithmic level which concerns the determination of the tasks that must
be carried out. This level is dealt with during the definition of the specifi-
cations,

- The architectural level which concerns th, jefinition of the different entities
that must be used (processors, memories, etc...),

- The hardware level which concerns the specification of the interconnections
between the different entities and the test and redundancy policies,

- The realization level which concerns the mounting of the different integrated
circuits chosen for the design.

3.3. - PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The necessary choices (S 3.1.) lead to an initial definition of the structure that
corresponds to the architectural level which is then refined by modelling the
structure's behaviour. Therefore two types of model must be realized :

- A functional model which enables an evaluation of the structure's performance
(speed, computation accuracy, hardware and software capabilities...)

- An operational model in order to evaluate the operational specification (avai-

lability, reliability, safety...). s a

Setting up the models can be done by two different approaches

- Descriptive where the different parts and their interconnections are listed,

- Interpretative where the system behaviour is analysed.

The descriptive model is static. By injecting predeterminated events it becomes
dynamic. The readings supplied directly or after specific treatments describe the
system behaviour characteristics (e.g by MONTE CARLO METHODS).

For the interpretative model, mathematical tools enable one to determine analy-

tically system characteristics (e.g by MARKOV PROCESSES).

Model processing gives two types of results

- Qualitative (general properties of the system in terms of well-defined
behaviour, consistency with requirements...)

- Quantitative (computation of timings, operational security, economic...).

These results are used to select comparatively the final structure from among the
intermediate ones.

Useful design-aid tools for functional and operational evaluation are listed fi-
gure 7.

NOTE : Even though numerous tools can give efficient performance forecasting,
their use may be detrimental to design consistency as there is an
increase in criticity of the method (it is difficult to fully master all
of the different tools) and an increase in the number of errors involved
in the modelling steps (model inaccuracy).

4. - DESCRIPTION OF SOME DIGITAL CONTROLLERS

4.1. - SIMPLE AND SOPHISTICATED TRIM UNITS

4.1.1. - A CMOS PROCESSINU BOARD

This processing board it built around an 8 bit CMOS microprocessor (COSMAC).

It consists of (figure 8):

- A microprocessor clocked at 4 MHz,
- A random access memory (1K bytes),
- A reprom memory (4K bytes),
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A 16 by 16 bit multiplier (a microelectronic circuit built from serial-
parallel multiplier chips).

The boaid consumption is less than 500 mW without the multiplier and less
than 1.5 W with it.

The arithmetic calculation capabilities are average even with the enhance-
ment due to the multiplier (a double-precision, memory to memory, operation
including tests takes about 200 microseconds).

The processing board (photograph 1) is able to work up to +125*C.

Its applications are :

- Random logic replacement,
- Small controllers,
- Engine parameters monitoring,
- Multi-microcomputers systems.

NOTE : More complex controllers with large input/output and processing faci-
lities may be implemented in few chips (for instance 8-bit MOS pro-
cessors associated with high performance arithmetic processors) but
their higher speed has to be paid by a higher consumption (5 to 10 W).

4.1.2. - A HIGH PERFORMANCE TRIM UNIT SYREN

SYREN (SYsteme de REgulation Num~rique) is an engine mounted controller
(photograph 2). Its main features are :

- A high throughput and a high calculation power,
- A very easy-to-use instruction set,
- A good level of safety.

4.1.2.1. - HARDWARE STRUCTURE

SYREN has the typical structure of a monoprocessor minicomputer designed
around a bit-slice microprogrammable microprocessor.

The system is aide of the following functional parts

- Digital processor,
- Input/output interface,
- Monitoring circuits,
- Power supply unit.

THE DIGITAL PROCESSOR (figure 9) CONSISTS OF

- A 16-bit arithmetic and logic unit with a clock cycle of 250 ns. Three
of the sixteen internal registers are used as program counter, stack
pointer, status register,

- A micro-sequencer. The micrc-instruction size is 56 bits (20 for ALU
control, 4 for peripheral interfaces control). The microprogram memory
contains 1024 words, 256 of which are available for instruction set
expansion,

- A ram array of 1 K words,

- A program memory with 10 K words of programmable read only memory
(possible extension up to 18 K words),

- An asynchronous coupler (RS 232 C type),
- A clock oscillator and some additional circuitry for real-time genera-

tion,

- A four level interrupt controller.

The digital processor consumption is about 25 W, therefore the cards on
which it is wired have thermal drains (photograph 3).

THE INPUT/OUTPUT INTERFACE PERFORMS SEVERAL FUNCTIONS

- Isolation of inputs and outputs subject to high common mode voltage
(isolation is obtained by use of transformers, optoelectronic devices,
floating preamplifiers),

-Processing of signdls delivered by sensors (SYREN manages 46 analog
inputs, 2 frequency inputs, 32 discrete inputs),

- Power amplification for actuator driving (5 DC motors, 4 electro-val-
ves),

- Pro es in of signals..... 
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- Various outputs (8 analog - 8 discrete for monitoring or maintenance
purposes).

THE MONITORING CIRCUITS

Some circuits have been added for testing I/0 interfaces and monitoring
the correct execution of the program (see safety section).

THE POWER SUPPLY UNIT

SYREN is DC powered via a non-interruptable line. Its power supply con-
sists of a redundant set of switching regulators. For an input range
from 15 V to 80 V its efficiency is better than 80 %. All the circuits are
protected against overvoltage, short circuits, and radio-interferences.

4.1.2.2. - SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

THE SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION of SYREN is based upon the notion of confined
modules (figure 10):

Electronic hardware resources management module named GA (Groupe Auto-
mate),
Engine control module GR (Groupe R6gulation),
Development module GD (Groupe D6veloppement).

GA and GR are run on a real-time basis. For safety reasons, GD cannot be
processed by the real-time executive (an operator can access through GD
to all the modules by means of a console).

Data are transfered between GA and GR through a common data segment.

The internal organization of each module is similar to those of the ma-
chine (figure 11). For each module a table of tasks is initiated by
hardware (at power-on) or by software. This table is also updated in
relation with the engine control mode.

The engine control mode is memorized from the previous state in order to
facilitate the determination of the present state and the corrEponding
processing ; Petri Nets are very useful to determine the organization of
the program.
A study of the marking and of the transition to be fired (figure 12)
facilitates the writing of the related flow chart. (Figure 13 gives an
example of reheat selection. Each task may be defined by using the
same procedure).
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THE INSTRUCTION SET

Using a microprogrammable processor permits the definition of an ins-
truction set best suited to the application.

Programs are easier and shorter to write and execution time is fast due
to long microprogrammed sequences which avoid a lot of insteuction
fetches. In addition to the usual logical and arithmetic instruction,
the instruction set of SYREN contains dedicated instructions (function
generator, second order filter, hysteresis...).
Also, simple addressing mode and multi-adress instructions induce easy
learning and use (figure 14).

INSTR INPUT DATA OUTPUT

G FAMAN

x) GEF AMAN GFAMAN FAMANJa MAN f1X

A FAMAN GEF TTI GFNPG NPG

MUL NPG FAMAN NC

GFNPG ADD NC NR NC

L TT2NPGIN
2 O FAMAN

S2 FNPN } DATA TABLE

NR 
G FNPG

NR

FIG 14

4.1.2.3. - SAFETY

Although SYREN is a trim unit it has several facilities for improving
its safety :

- Transducers and conditioner likelihood tests (value and gradient),

- Acquisition of supplementary signals in order to detect failure of
actuators,

- Arithmetic and logic unit,

- Test by using precalculated functions,

- Analog to digital converter and digital to analog output converters

are tested by acquiring known values and by looping outputs with
inputs,

- Program memory checksum,

- RAM memory tests by writing/reading and comparison,

- Program execution : A watch-dog (a hardware monostable) is triggered
by a pulse generated by instructions incorporated within the program.
A processor failure or a program looping due to hardware or software
faults are detected,

- Local redundancy,

- Safe self-position of outputs...
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4.1.2.4. - REALIZATION (see photograph 2)

SYREN is engine mounted. It consists of 12 printed card with thermal
drains and 2 power blocks, all of them plugged into a double box equiped
with shock absorbers.

The main physical characteristics are:

- Size : 250 x 350 x 110 mm
- Weight : 12 kg
- Consumption : 100 watts max.
- Thermal insulation
- Cooling by forced air

4.1.2.5. - PERFORMANCE

The current engine control tasks processed by SYREN consists of

- Processing and monitoring of various sensors (2 speeds, 3 tempera-
tures, 1 pressure, 6 positions, 8 discrete...) and actuators (5 DC mo-
tors, 4 valves, 2 warning devices...)

- Assuming start-up sequences,

- Controlling within 5 ms four non-linear loops including the sophisti-
cated generation of their set points.

Today SYREN is 70000 times more powerful than a very good pocket calcu-
lator and 5 times more than the 16-bit new generation monolithic micro-
processor.

4.1.3. - MULTIPLE PROCESSOR CONTROLLERS

Microprocessors and large scale integ-ated circuits have now reached such a
level of integration (at a reasonable cost) that the concept of applying
multiple processors to meet the performance requirements of engine mounted
controllers is now very attractive.

The benefits from such an approach are

- Enhanced performance achieved through partitioning system functions into
tasks handled by individual processors. For instance one of the pro-
cessors may be used to handle input/output, interrupts, which very often
overhead a monoprocessor.

- Modular system expansion capabilities when the appropriate hard-
ware/software have been taken into account at the design level.

- Improved system reliability : generally a failure within a non-redundant
monoprocessor is catastrophic for the system. Adding hardware and/or
software failure detection capabilities at the level of individual pro-
cessor provides graceful degradation of a multiprocessor system (14).

- Better cost and better maintainability by using standard subassemblies.

The range of possible multiple processor structures is very open both for
hardware and software. Two distinct and opposite approaches may be used :

(a) The first one consists of distributing the function of the system on
specialized (well-adapted) processors (tiguLa 15). Such a structure is
very attractive if the work to be done is well identified and if there is
no need for graceful degradation, in fact it looks like a monoprocessor
with powerful peripherals. Therefore it is easy to design and use.

(b) The second approach does not imply specialization of the processors and
of their interconnections.

Figure 16 shows an example of a structure implemented with four iden-
tical processors.

Two similar systems have been built at ELECMA : one with a 16-bit micro-
processor (9900) the other with an 8-bit one (6800) . They are used as
laboratory supports to investigate the following factors

- Communication procedures,
- Task allocation,
- Overall bandwith,
- Degradation modes,
- Trouble shooting methods.
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It should be mentioned that it is almost impossible to design and effi-
ciently program multiple processor controllers without the help of eva-
luation tools.
Especially Petri Nets, task-potential graphs, stochastic processes
modelling.

Although designing multiprocessors with microprocessors and LSI circuits
is a difficult task their benefits - in terms of performance, cost, re-
liability - are such that they constitute an attractive and viable way
to build trim and full authority controllers.

4.2. A FULL-AUTHORITY CONTROLLER : ASMARA

ASKARA ("Automate S~r et Modulaire Adapt6 aux R~gulations Avioniques" : a modular
and secure microcomputer adapted to avionic regulation) is not an operational
system but just a prospective one. The design of ASM4ARA has been supported by the
"Direction des Recherches et des Essais Techniques". A detailed description of
ASMARA can be found in (15).

4.2.1. - SPECIFICATIONS

The specification for a full authority digital to the fully authorative con-
troller for a turbo-jet engine were established by distinguishing three
broad categories of specifications:

- Technological specifications directly related to the environment,

- Functional specifications defining the processing to be carried out and
the behaviour of the regulation,

EOperational specifications defining the operational safety constraints
with which the processing must be carried out.

4.2.1.1. -TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The microcomputer is engine mounted, its volume is limited. it is
subaected to severe thermal constraints and its components must obey
military specifications. The available power supply is liable to have
drop-outs as long as 50 Ms. The use of batteries or high value electro-

lytic capacitors is impossible since these elements are not usable at
high temperatures.

4.2.1.2. -FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

ThAen"me n possesses three main functional modes

- Engine without after-burning (dry engine)
- Engine with primary after-burning (primary AB)
- Engine with total after-burning (total AB).

The contLol law is made up of six main loops which are distributed accor-
ding to the engine's functional modes. The table of figure 17 gives the
number of sperations that must be carried out during parameter acquisi-
tion and during execution of the different control loops.

wihwihtepoesngms ecridot



DRY ENGINE

ENGINE WITH PRIMARY AB

ENGINE WITH TOTAL AB

U z Za
0 0

Addition 3 3 - 2 2 2

Subtraction - - 3 1 2

multiplication a 2 2 - 2 3

Div-ion 1 -

Square root - -

One variable function 3 2 2 1 4 2 4

T .: variable function - - - 1 - - -

Derivative - 3 - 3

bondii,g of derivative - - 1 -

Threshold - -

First order filter - 2 - 2

Corrective network - - - -

UIDIJtal filter 8 "- -

Likelihood control 4I - - -

Equality control 7,, - -

FG.17

4.2.1.3. - OPERAIIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

The process being regulated is critical and consequently we must be sure
that every zailure is detected and that inhibition of the microcomputer
is signaled. The regulation has a back-up mode (a simplified version
that nevertheless gives better performances than a simple hydrome-
chinical back-up).

Due to the physical location of the microcomputer, maintenance must be
possible "in situ".

4.2.2. - IMPERATIVE CONSTRAINTS - BASIC CHOICES

In order to deal with the architectural level we must take into account all
the imperative constraints resulting from the specifications which in turn
lead us to several necessary choices. The imperative constraints and the
resulting necessary choices are :

FULL AUTHORITY CONTROLLER FAULT TOLERANCE

VOLUME OF TASKS FAST BIPOLAR PROCESSOR

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION WITH SWITCHED POWER SUPPLY

TOLERANCE TO POWER DROP-OUT (50 ms) C/MOS SAFEGUARD MEMORY (CAPACITOR)



4.2.3. - ARCHITECTURAL LEVEL

4.2.3.1. - THE FUNCTIONAL ASPECT

An initial analysis of the functional specifications using P,-t ri tet
enables a rough approximation of the architecture of the reqgilat t ,r..
This leads to an initial definition (structure SO) of the microcomnput"I
using a graph of its resources (figure 18).

%.I

FIG is

The control block is responsible for organizing the system and tot
on/off powering of the computation block. Since the simplified requla-
tion only requires a relatively small volume of computation, it may tbe
implemented by the control block. The safeguard memory saves the vital
data during transient power failures. The maintenance block is non-resi-
dent and has been represented symbolically as being able to access every
element of the structure, if not physically then at least by test proce-
dures.

Since the computation block is the one which decides the functional per-
formance of the structure, we have considered the following structures

- Monoprocessor (MONO)
- Biprocessor (BI)
- Triprocessor (TRI)
- Quadriprocessor (QUADRI)

The restriction to four processors comes from the specified volume
constraints.

The large number of multiplications to be carried out also led us to con-
sider the performance of the preceding struct res when associated with a
hard-wired high-speed multiplier.

The functional performances were thus forecast using a scheduling pro-
gram "MILORD" (9). The execution times of the different operations were
calculated assuming the use of a processor based on INTEL 3000 family.

The results are given in figure 19 where the bold lines represent the
execution times given by sub-optimal scheduling program and the dotted
lines represent the theoretically attainable minimum time. These results
show that the degree of parallelism is such that the greatest gain in
time is obtained with two processors. Due to the time allowed for the
processing and the level of accuracy of our evaluations, we have chosen
the monoprocessor configuration associated with a fast multiplier.

4.2.3.2. -THE OPERATIONAL ASPECT

Starting with the basic structure SO, we have envisaged the implemen-
tation of increasing levels of redundancy. However keeping in mind the
volume constraint which was imposed, this led us to the selection f
four possible operational structures :

- S: Obtained from structure SO by adding failure detection devices,

- S2 Obtained using functional redundancy by implementing a simplified

regulation within the control block,

- S3 :Obtained using hardware redundancy by letting both blocks tole-
rate one fault,
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- S4 Obtained usIng hardware redundancy by letting both the control
and computation blocks tolerate one fault.

The calculation of the reliability and safety of each structure was car-
ried out using Markov processes (12). For Instance the state diagram of
figure 20 qives for S3 the three operating modes related to an increa-
sing number of failures.

The operational security components that were chosen for the evaluation
are reliability and safety.

Safety can be defined as the probability of no catastrophic failure.
This notion of catastrophic failure is extremely dependent on the appli-
cation considered. In process control we have defined a catastrophic
failure as one that leads to the delivery of erroneous orders.

Due to the chosen definition of safety (probability that the structure
functions correctly or that it has been subject to a dete('ted fault) it
was necessary to take into account the efficiency of the detection pro-
cedures. This was done using the parameter Pd defined as follows :

Pd =Pr. (a fault is self-detected in a unit/a fault has occured in that
unit) .
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2 nd CONTROL BLJCK FAULT

SYSTEM FAILURE
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The presence of two control alqorithms, the nominal one and the back-up
one, must be taken into account during the evaluation of structures S2,
S3 and S4. This led us to define two types of reliability and safety
according to whether we consider execution of either only the nominal or
the back-up regulation.

The curves of reliability and safety of the different structures are
given in function of AT in figures 21 and 22 where :

- A is the total failure rate of the circuits required for the back-up
regulation,

- kA is the total failure rate of the other circuits specifically requi-
red for the nominal regulation.

An examination of these two sets of curves leads to the following
remarks :

- Whatever the failure rate ratio k, the best reliability of the nominal
regulation is that of structure S4, structure S3 following close
behind,

- The nominal safety performance of structure Sl is better than or equal
to that of the other structures ; the latter all have the same safety
performance,

iIAU 1. -6 1-$ -

0,99970

0,910
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- A better detection efficiency reduces the differences between the sa-
fety performances of structures S1, S2, S3 and S4,

- the mission reliability and safety of structures S2, S3 and S4 are not
different enough to be able to classify them.

4.2.3.3. - CONCLUSIONS (at the architectural level)

The following conclusions can be drawn at this level of description

- On the functional aspect :

• the microcomputer's hierarchical structure is essentially made up of
a monoprocessor control block and a computation block with a switched
power supply.

the computation block's structure is made up of a processor asso-
ciated with a hardwired multiplier,

- On the operational aspect : structure S4 can be eliminated due to its
high volume/performance ratio ; a better compromise is obtained by
choosing structure S3.

The functional block diagram of tne microcomputer is given in figure 23.

4.2.4. - HARDWARE LEVEL

The hardware level will enable us

- To define the basic functional structure SO which we will use as a refe-
rence,

- To choose and to implement the fault detection and fault recovery techni-
ques in relation to the different structures,

- To evaluate more accurately the operational security components that
arise as choice criteria.

_P L. I

CONTROL, BUS FRO M MOR FS )H1

CONO, BU1CMM H

S-AP' I I / I VF I I A.I ;

FIG 23
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4.2.4.1. - DETAILS OF STRUCTURE SO

Structure SO is made up of four blocks the control tlock, the acquisi-
tion block, the actuation block, the computation blocK.

The principal components used for its realization are aiven in the table
of figure 24.

CENTRAL UNIT Microprocessor INTERSIL iM 6100

CONTROL PROGRAM MEMORY ROM 1K x 12 bits

SCRATCH PAD RAM 512 x 12 bits
BLOCK MEMORY

SAFEGUARD MEMORY 2 Banks of RAM 128 x 16 bits

ACQUISITION Analog Multiplexor 9 channels

A/D Converter 12 bits

BLOCK RAM 16 x 12 bits

ACTUATION 5 x D/A Converters 12 bits

5 x Registers 12 bits

BLOCK 1 x Register 6 bits

MCU 3001
Bit slice Microprocessor 8 x CPE 3002

COMPUTATION CENTRAL UNIT ROM 1K x 32 bits
INTEL 3000 series

2 x Multiplier parallel/serial 8 x I

PROGRAM MEMORY ROM 1K x 16 bits
BLOCK

SCRATCH PADSCRATH PADRAM 256 x 16 bits

MEMORV

FIG. 24

4.2.4.2. - CHOICE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FAULT DETECTION TECHNIQUES

The choice and implementation of the fault detection techniques (16) are
carried out under the following assumptions

- A module failure corresponds to an integrated circuit failure defined
as follows : the failure of an integrated circuit is a single or mul-
tiple stuck at 0 or stuck at 1 fault affecting any number of inputs
and/or outputs,

- A module is said to be totally fault tolerant if and only if it detects
and corrects the first failure,

- The safety constraints lead us to supply a switch-over to the hydro-
mechanical regulation in the event of a failure of the back-up regula-
tion ; it is thus necessary to detect the second failure.

The table of figure 25 gives fault detection and tolerance techniques
implemented on each of the sub-systems making up the three structures
envisaged. These techniques result from an evaluation of the required
hardware thus enabling us to compare the different fault detection and
tolerance techniques with the aim of achieving local optimization. This
leads to a total hardware volume less than that obtained with a duplex
system (fault detection by comparison).

The reliability and safety curves of the different structures obtained
by processing their respective state-graphs are given in relation to
time in figures 26 and 27.

Analysis of the results enables us to draw the following conclusions

- Structures Sl and S3 have complementary characteristics,
- Structure S2 is on all respects slightly worse than structure S1.

Structure S3 was thus chosen since it seems to be the best compromise
between volume and operational performance ; its block diagram is given
in figure 28.
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FAULT DETECTION FAULT TOLERANCE

Si S2 S3 S2 S3

COMPUTATION BLOCK Likelihood control by the Back-up regulation on
control block the control block

CONTROL Processor Doubling and comparison Standby redundancy

Bus Parity Double error Double error

detecting detecting

BLOCK Memory Single error single error single error

SAFEGUARD MEMORY correcting code correcting code correcting code

Dedicated to Acquisition of

the back-up hardwired Standby

regulation Likelihood values redundancy
ACQUISITION

Dedicated to Control by

the nominal the control block

regulation

Dedicat-1 to Feedback of the

the back-up outputs on the Standby

regulation LikelihooC acquisition redundancyACTUATION
Dedicated to control by

the nominal the control block

regulation

FIG.25
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You may notice the high percentage of low level integrated circuits that
are required. This is explained by two facts :

- The lack of circuits associated with the main integrated circuiti
(processor, I/0 management, etc...),

- The absence of large scale integrated circuits specific to the func-
tions of fault detection (self-checking checkers, voterL, etc...).

5. - CONCLUSION

The availability of large-scale integrated circuits enables ONE to obtain small volu-
me, low consumption digital systems with very high computational power.

This enables a considerable increase in the possibilities of the engine control sys-
tem. However, an increasing dependency of the process on its control system means that
the latter must be more perfect and invulnerable.

This goal can be achieved if one designs and realizes systems which although func-

tionally complex are such that a fault is a naturally foreseen and tolerated event.

As this paper shows, the realization of such systems must obey the following steps

- At the design level, the use of a rigorous and well-structured methodology that
enables one to take account of numerous functional and operational constraints that
are often in conflict.

- At the hardware implementation level, the use of sufficiently powerful and inte-
grated components that enable the implementation of the design with reasonable
dimensions.

This is now possible thanks to recent progress both in the integrated circuit
technology and in the forecast of functional and operational performance of
digital systems.

kI.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design, demonstration and evaluation of a Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
(FADEC) capable of controlling an advanced variable cycle gas turbine engine in an advanced supersonic Navy fighter
aircraft application.*

The FADEC design incorporates many advanced technology features including the latest microelectronics,
extensive fault tolerance capability, and high-speed digital communication using a fiber optic data link. The advanced
technology FADEC system was successfully demonstrated in a comprehensive test program, which included open loop
environmental bench testing, closed loop bench testing, and testing on an F401 afterburning turbofan engine at sea
level and at nine altitude conditions from 7000 to 50,000 ft, and at Mach numbers from 0.3 to 1.6. This testing was a
major milestone in a program to design, develop, and demonstrate an engine-mounted full authority digital electronic
control for advanced military aircraft engine application in the 1980's and beyond.

Over 7000 hr of electronic control operation were achieved during this program. Over 1100 hr of testing were
achieved with the engine-mounted control unit, which included over 68 hr of engine testing without a hardware
malfunction. In addition to the advanced electronic circuitry employed in the FADEC, the first demonstration of optic
communication with engine-mounted equipment was achieved.

The success of the FADEC program to date has led to plans to flight test the FADEC in either an F-15 or F-14
aircraft in the early 1980's.

INTRODUCTION

The challenge of high-performance, multi-mission aircraft has resulted in a profound increase in gas turbine
engine thrust-to-weight ratio and a corresponding increase in control system requirements. The Full Authority Digital
Electronic Control (FADEC) program, sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command, directed by the Naval Air
Propulsion Center, and performed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was initiated in 1976 with the realization that these
current and projected high-performance engines were stretching hydromechanical control technology to its limits. Full
authority electronic control may be the only practical solution to providing satisfactory engine control for advanced
engines.

The FADEC program objective was to design, fabricate and test an engine-mounted, flight-type, digital electronic
control for advanced military aircraft gas turbine engines. This control was designed to satisfy increased engine control
functional and environmental requirements, reduce life cycle costs and improve reliability and maintainability. The
FADEC system functional requirements were selected to satisfy a most demanding set of engine control variables as
illustrated in figure 1. The FADEC system concept features gas generator fail-operational fault tolerance capability
through the use of redundant sensing, computation, and command paths, parameter synthesis and self-test techniques.
Incorporation of advanced electronic circuit technology and a reduction in the use of complex hydromechanical
hardware are projected to result in more than a 43,; reduction in acquisition cost, a 261, reduction in weight, and a
130 improvement in piece part reliability on an overall control system basis relative to a system configured with the
latest current production control technology. Other FADE(' payoffs include optimized engine performance. stal ility
and capability for aircraft control system integration.

SI'h,. p t w p ,nn | SA E N.. )ll ) f,,r Ae.r( pac (,,, .ngr.. & E.p.~,r ,n. I.,. Angelkr (',ns i., ,nI,'r, 1i I I I ,
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Figure 1. Advanced Engine Requirements

The FADEC program was a 41-month, two-phase program with the activities as illustrated in figure 2. During
Phase I comprehensive design trade studies were conducted to establish the overall system requirements. The major
design trade studies are listed in figure 3. The detail system requirements resulting from these design studies were
reported in References 1 and 2. During Phase II the demonstration FADEC control was designed and fabricated. The
intent of this paper is to report on this Phase II demonstration control design and performance and the bench and
engine tests that were used to evaluate the design.

Preliminary plans for flight test of the FADEC in the NASA Integrated Research Aircraft Control Technology
(INTERACT) program are discussed at the end of the paper.

V 26 April
Phase I

Preliminary Design Studies

Phase II

Design and Fib Demo Control

Open Loop Bench Test M 1
Closed Loop Bench Test l
F401 Sea Level Test |

F401 Altitude Test -
Update Studies 1

Post Test Evaluation U
Final Report III 111 l1IjlilI iI I I I I I 1ii1 1iW 1

1976 I 1977 1978 I 1979

Figure 2. P&WA FADEC Program Schedule



" Circuitry selection
* Backup control
* Cooling

• Power supply
• Sensors
" Fuel pump system
" Actuators
* Signal transmission
* Condition monitoring/diagnostics
" Inlet/aircraft integration
" Maintainability

Figure 3. Design Trade Studies

FADEC Design

The design studies performed in the first phase of the FADEC program, described in Reference 2, defined a
concept featuring fail-operational fault tolerance capability through use of redundant electronic sensing, computation,
power supply, and command paths. In the P&WA FADEC concept, the electronic control is organized into primary
and secondaiy sections, as shown in figure 4, each with its own digital processor, memory, and complement of input
and output signal conditioning circuitry. Both the primary and secondary sections are . apable of operating the engine
from startup to maximum nonaugmented power. The primary also incorporates circuitry necessary for augmentation
control functions. Digital communication between the primary and secondary processors allows exchange of sensed
and calculated information to provide extensive fault tolerance capability. Parameter s;nthesis provides for continued
safe ope,'ation of the engine in the event that measurement capability is disabled. Separate dual windings are
employea on electrohydroulic interfaces, with each winding dedicated to one section of the controller. Output
switching logic is employed such that only one processor commands a particclar output at a given time, but individual
outputs can automatically be transferred from primary to secondary command. Should a processor or power supply
malfunction occur in the primary, total command is automatically transferred to the secondary section. Com-
prehensive software and hardware fe,,tures are incorporated to identify malfunctions within !he controller and other
system components for facilitating maintenance and for implementing redundancy management.

- Primary
Inputs Section

Electrical -- Crosstalk Actuator
Power (Typical)

Inputs Secondary
Section Outputs

Figure 4. FADE( SYstem (',,ncept
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Many advanced technology features are incorporated in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft FADEC design. The 16-bit
parallel digital processor uses very large scale integration (VLSI) complementary metal oxide semiconductor/silicon on
sapphire (CMOS/SOS) circuit technology for high computational speed with low power requirements. CMOS/SOS is
also used for the random access memory (RAM). Digital communication between processors is implemented with dual
port RAM to provide rapid information access, yet prevent a malfunction in one processor from disabling the other.
High-density devices are used for nonvolatile programmable read only memory (PROM) to contain the control
program and data. Electrically alterable read only memory (EAROMR) is also incorporated to permit modification of
particular stored control parameters without requiring physical parts replacement and to enter fault detection data to
direct maintenance actions. Fiber optic data links provide high-speed serial-digital communication capability using a
light-emitting diode as a radiation source. Precision pressure measurements are provided by vibrating cylinder
transducers located within the control unit. Closed loop control modes are employed to provide accurate and
responsive control of thrust and critical parameters for engine protection and eliminate the need to trim the FADEC
for engine tolerance or deterioration.

The P&WA FADEC demonstrator control design implemented the primary section of the controller in a
flight-weight, fuel-cooled, engine-mounted unit, shown in figure 5, which incorporated all of the advanced technology
features mentioned above. The secondary section, located in an off-engine breadboard circuit console as shown in
figure 6, incorporated reprogrammable core memory to maximize development flexibility. In a production design, both
the primary and secondary sections would be packaged in a single unit to minimize cost and weight. In the
demonstrator system, a 150-ft fiber optic cable was used to provide high-speed digital communication between the
engine-mounted unit and the breadboard unit and simulates a data link between the engine and other aircraft systems
for propulsion system integration in future aircraft applications.

17 1

Figure 5. Full Authority Digital Electronic (ontrol (FADE(')
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Figure 6. FADEC Dual Channel System

The FADEC system incorporated input and output capacity for control of an advanced variable cycle engine
configuration typifying the sophisticated, high -performance engines projected for future supersonic military aircraft
applications. The P&WA F401 turbofan engine, selected as a vehicle to demonstrate FADEC technology in a realistic

engine environment, required approximately 70(j of the functional capability provided in the FADEC design. The
F401 engine is representative of the most advanced current military power plants, incorporating variable fan and
compressor geometry as well as fully modulated afterburner and exhaust nozzle.

The FADEC engine-mounted unit utilized a packaging configuration shown in figure 5, which is the same
approach defined during FADEC design studies. This approach incorporated environmental tolerance/reliability
enhancement through vibration isolation mounts, fuel cooling for supersonic operation, and pin fin heat exchanger for
supplemental air cooling during subsonic operation. Maintainability features include modular design, quick disconnect
electrical cabling, and a handle to facilitate transport and installation. Th- demonstrator unit measures 22 - 4:1
12 cm (8.75 X 17 X 5 in.), weighs 13.6 kg (30 lb), and has a maximum power dissipation of lit0 watts.

Test Program

A comprehensive development program was conducted on the FAI)E( demonstrator control system. The program
included functional and environmental open loop bench testing, closed loop bench testing in both variable cycle engine
and F401 configurations, and sea-level and simulated altitude testing with an F401 engine. The objective of this
testing was to demonstrate the feasibility of the FADEC? system concept and to verify the functional integrity of the
FADEC design for engine-mounted operation throughout the aircraft flight environment. Two complete sets of
engine-mounted and breadboard controllers were fabricated and used for this testing.

Bench testing was initiated at Hamilton Standard early in 1977 with the breadboard control unit, confirming that
all FADEC circuitry performed within design performance predictions over the entire range of operating temperature.
The breadboard controls were also used extensively for development of software for both the variable cycle engine and
F401 system configurations, and for checkout of the engine-mounted unit circuit board assemblies as they became
available. Operation of primary and secondary controls with the fiber optic communication link was developed initially
with the two breadboard units, displacing one breadboard with the engine-mounted unit when it became operational
as an assembly.
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Figure 8. F401 in Maximum Afterburning
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Figure 9. FADEC I1rovides Fast, Smooth and Stable Operation at Sea Lecel

Simulated altitude engine operation was demonstrated with the FADEC F401 engine at the NASA-Lewis
Research facility in Cleveland, Ohio. Rigorous engine and afterburner operation was conducted with the FA[)E'
system at nine altitude test conditions at Mach numbers between 0.3 and 1.6 and altitudes ranging from 2,100m
(7,000 ft) to 15,240m (50,000 ft). The test conditions are shown on figure 10. The entire altitude test sequence was
completed in six test periods, with 25 hr engine operation, due to the excellent operation of the FADE(" system. The
full range of steady-state and transient operation, including Bodie acceleration, was demonstrated at each altitude
condition. Fault accommodation was also demonstrated during this test. Figure I I illustrates transient data from this
testing, which shows the same rapid, smooth and stable operation exhibited during sea-level operation,
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Post-Test Sumnmary

At the coimpletirn 4f altitude testing in IMAN 1979, a toital (of 68 fhr tot engine operatorn with the, I'AIE 4(1H'
system had been (obtained wit hout a hardware malf'unct iin In additioin too the advancued elect roim cirlt r enlipr .d
in the F'AI)FC, this is the first demonst rat ion of o)ptic digital data coimmunication wit h engine Tm''inted equipmniit

Post -cali brat ion and inspection of the FAI)EU units have shiown no problems after Wa~ing successf,llk coimpleted H
rigorous test program, which was very similar to the Preflight Rating Test requirements of Mu., E rX007I)
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A total of over 7000 hr of control operation was completed including 1100 hr operation with eigine-mounted
units. The successful completion of this program has shown that the Full Authority Digital Electronic Control concept
has the potential to satisfy the demands of future military engine control applications while promising substantial
benefits in control system life cycle cost, reliability and weight.

Many of the technology features of the P&WA FADEC design are already being incorporated in new engine
control designs for both military and commercial applications.

FADEC Flight Demonstration Planned

The success of the FADEC program to date has led to Navy planning for a demonstration in either an F-15 or
F-14 research aircraft. In either case the flight program objectives would be:

I. Flight demonstration of dual redundant control and related failure accommodation logic.

2. Development and test of high-speed optic data communication from the engine control to the
avionics system in accordance with the MIL-OTD)-1553B format.

3. Flight demonstration of an integrated inlet/engine control system.

4. Flight demonstration and environmental verification of the engine-mounted, advanced electronic
control hardware.

5. Collection of diagnostic and environmental data for development of a sound data base for future
electronic control design and for input to current simulated mission environmental test programs.

The FADE('/F-14 demonstration system is illustrated in figure 12. Dual FADEC computers control the TF30
engine through elect ro-mechanical interface units. The inlet actuator on this system, three ramps, and a variable bleed
door are also controlled by FADEC. Aircraft information on Mach number and angle of attack are sent to the FADEC
units from the Central Air Data Computer (CADC). Communication between these systems is through an advanced
optical data bus utilizing the MIL-STD-1553B data format.

Bid Act

TF 30 Engine3 Ramps FADEC PA

SCADC 1

Figur' 12 FAI)E('/I-14 Sstm Arrangcment /or Flight 7'est Demoin tration

T'o accomplish the stated objectives, a program is being formulated for system development, system integration
and flight testing. The svstem development phase consists of' airframe systems development, propulsion systems
develt)pment, interface procurement, and modifications of the engine-mounted FADEC. Systems integration activities
include bench, engine and combined tests of the s'ystem with the modified FADE(" controllers, high-speed optic data
links, and advanced data bus svstems" Thi, work culminates in a flight demonstration program anticipated to occur in
early I9ti Onte in place the FAI)E(" svstem would be a key element in demonstrating advanced control systems
technologies for application to the weapons svstenis ft the 1980's.
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SYMBOLS

FADEC - Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
RAM - Random Access Memory
PROM - Programmable Read Only Memory
EAROM - Fiectricafly Alterable Read Only Memory
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
A4 High-Pressure Turbine Inlet Area
A41 -- Low-Pressure Turbine Inlet Area
AJD -- Duct Stream Exhaust Nozzle Area
AJE - Core Stream Exhqust Nozzle Area
WFD - Duct Augmentation Fuel Flow
FN - Net Thrust
NI - Fan Speed
PGM - Augmentor Static Pressure
INTER - Intermediate Power Setting
AJ - F401 Nozzle Area
EPR - Engine Pressure Ratio
P" - Burner Pressure

W'. - Fuel Flow, Gas Generator
MAP - Maximum Power Setting
A/C - Aircraft
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